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The title of this paper has dual origins. The fi rst, some-

what irrelevant, derives from the mid-twentiethcentury 

when in right wing parlance the phrase referred to those 

in the U.S. who were assumed to have been misled by the 

communist Party by joining “front” associations. The sec-

ond usage is a more relevant reference to an association 

which takes notice of the fact that Marco Polo, Christopher 

Columbus and Amerigo Vespucci shared not only relative 

time and space, but also similar ideas and inclinations in a 

period just over a hundred years from the late 13th to late 

15th centuries in what is now Italy. Specifi cally, Columbus 

had read and carried with him an annotated copy of Polo’s 

travels as he set sail for Asia, and Vespucci had with him 

the letters of Columbus for his voyages to what would turn 

out to a New World. It is also likely the latter two had not 

only communicated but also met in Spain. 

William Arens
SUNY - Stony Brook University

Fellow Travellers: Marco Polo, 
Christopher Columbus, 
and Amerigo Vespucci
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This overlap in time and space is worth consider-

ation. From Venice on the east coast, Polo set out to 

traverse and describe in more detail the known but still 

mysterious eastern half of the world. Columbus from 

the west set out in the same general direction for the 

same purpose but ran into an even more mysterious 

unknown world. Vespucci, from land locked Florence, 

was able to connect the dots and make sense of the 

experiences of the fi rst two travelers. This latter fact 

is not as strange as it may seem at fi rst for at the time 

Florence was the center of both learning and com-

merce for the Western World. 

This combination of factors suggests that al-

though globalization was and is continuous, there 

were particular moments crucial to this process. 

Globalization as we now know it could not have 

proceeded without a globe. That sphere may have 

been hypothesized before, but at the time and place 

in question it was to become a reality. The resulting 

mapping of the now complete world made Amerigo, 

with the help of an obscure German cartographer, 

the household word it is today even if most are una-

ware of the derivation of the name. As one colleague 

has written in the Encyclopedia of Globalization (Rob-

ertson and Scholte, 2007), these voyages “… separate 

what had gone before and what was later to come” 

(Rosenthal, J. 2007, p. 1237).

W. Arens

Fellow Travellers : Marco Polo, 
Christopher Columbus, and 
Amerigo Vespucci
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As a cultural anthropologist I am well aware of 

worthy predecessors of my discipline who took turns 

imagining the world. There were some admirable an-

cients, such as Ptolemy, Strabo, and Pliny, who did 

credible jobs without ever moving much, while others, 

such as Herodotus, who did get around but rarely got 

things right. Moving through time there were others 

in both the East and West, such as Ibn Battuta in the 

14th and Cheng-Ho in the 15th centuries who present-

ed their experiences with insight. My concern here is 

with three of those who went before, considered in 

chronological order. 

Marco Polo

Ye Emperors, Kings, Dukes, Marquises, Earls, and Knights and all 

other people desirous of knowing the diversities of the races 

of mankind read through this book…

The publication, rendered in English as, The Trav-

els, A Description of the World is the most perplexing 

of the three texts. It used to be so simple: Marco Polo 

went to China and we all ate happily ever after. That 

simplicity is no longer the case. First, as recognized 

from day one, the text is only associated with his name 

for he did not pen it himself - not unusual for the time 

as Polo was mainly illiterate. Instead it was ghosted 

by the practiced Pisan romance writer Rustichello. 

W. Arens

Fellow Travellers : Marco Polo, 
Christopher Columbus, and 
Amerigo Vespucci
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Second, the original manuscript which appeared in 

the late 13th century in a linguistic mélange of Fran-

co-Italian as, Divasment dou monde was subsequently 

reproduced in a number of other languages by literal 

scribes before the invention of the printing press. This 

procedure permitted all sorts of errors, emendations, 

and possible outright misrepresentations by other mo-

nastic ghost writers. (My own favorite 1996 English 

edition indicates that it is “The translation of Wil-

liam Marsden (1818) in the revised version of Thomas 

Wright (1854).” Third, this sometimes surreal trave-

logue has been labeled at least a partial fraud by the 

Sinologist Frances Wood (1998).

Wood’s argument is multi-faceted but basically 

simple. It includes the fact that it is not possible to 

retrace the Polo route for in many instances you can 

not get there from there; the use of Persian and Tur-

kic names for Chinese sites rather than the expect-

ed Chinese ones; the mention of an involvement in 

a battle which took place before his arrival; the lack 

of reference to the Polos in the court archives for the 

time, even though Marco claimed to be an important 

emissary of the Great Khan (A common trope in ex-

otic travel literature as the stranger becomes a trusted 

confi dant of a foreign leader and/or becomes a leader 

him or herself.) 

And there are some minor omissions from the text, 

W. Arens

Fellow Travellers : Marco Polo, 
Christopher Columbus, and 
Amerigo Vespucci
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such as the existence of tea, chop sticks, bound feet, 

printing and more egregiously, the Great Wall of Chi-

na goes unnoticed. These large and small gaps were 

included and commented on by other less well known 

travelers to China around the same time. As others have 

responded, the absence of evidence is not evidence of 

absence, indicating how impossible it is to prove a neg-

ative case. Nonetheless, this all leaves the reader won-

dering about the reliability of what was read.

What is not absent, however, and perhaps more 

important from another perspective, is Polo’s sense of 

wonder about the Middle and Far East and his admi-

ration for its cultures which he compared positively to 

his Venetian homeland. This sort of modern perspec-

tive was rare for the time and sets the groundwork for 

the objective appreciation of other times. This adu-

lation of Chinese culture and society is embellished 

by comparing the realm of the Great Khan to a sur-

rounding ring of barbarian cannibals in what we now 

know as Tibet, India, Indonesia, and Japan – as Polo 

termed it – ‘Jipangu’. This vision gives some sense of 

self regard to contemporary Chinese who interesting-

ly did not have a translated version of The Travels until 

the 20th century. 

The island of ‘Jipangu’ also provided Columbus 

with a false lead as he set sail, and in his own mind 

and words, eventually encountered the Indies in the 

W. Arens

Fellow Travellers : Marco Polo, 
Christopher Columbus, and 
Amerigo Vespucci
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late 15th century. This next traveler, Christopher Co-

lumbus, is clearly the most famous of the three but 

can only be understood in relation to his predecessor 

Marco Polo and then his successor Amerigo Vespucci.

Christopher Columbus

…and the nightingale was singing. 

Columbus’ straight forward and prosaic Spanish 

Letter, composed by “the admiral” in 1493, provides 

a contrast to the awe struck Polo of a century earli-

er. Expecting to fi nd the splendor of Cathay, Colum-

bus is clearly underwhelmed by the encounter. This 

document, the fi rst to describe what will eventually 

be recognized as a new world, starts with a descrip-

tion of trees, fruits, hills and mountains. It concludes 

the opening section with the wonderful line “and the 

nightingale was singing” (1893, p. 11). (His more ex-

tensive journal is also a problematic document. It was 

lost for two centuries before being rediscovered and 

thus possibly tampered with by others before reap-

pearing with the assistance of Bartolomé De Las Ca-

sas, the great defender of Native Americans)

As he island-hopped – after having kidnapped 

some of the natives to teach them Spanish and thus use 

as informants – Columbus was obviously perplexed by 

what he did not fi nd. Nonetheless, he persisted (and 

W. Arens

Fellow Travellers : Marco Polo, 
Christopher Columbus, and 
Amerigo Vespucci
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to his credit) resisted the temptation to create what 

was not there, which will not always be the case for 

the literature on the new continent. Thus, although 

credited with having introduced the word ‘cannibal’ 

into the lexicon, he actually writes: “Thus I have not 

found, nor had any information of monsters, except 

for an island … which is inhabited by a people whom 

in all the islands, they regard as ferocious, who eat 

human fl esh.” (Columbus, 893: 16). In fact, he actually 

discounted this assumption as ignorance on the part 

of his informants. 

In other words, and what has been lost on others 

who have and have not read him, Columbus did not say 

that he encountered these creatures but merely heard 

about them from others and actually thought the na-

tives were referring to the people of the Khan (Hulme, 

1986) . (How Columbus managed all of this without 

knowing the language is one of the many mysteries of 

the encounter). And this reference to those over the 

rainbow as cannibals is a common theme in explorer, 

traveler and later the anthropological literature. Then, 

following the lead of Polo who was plagiarizing Her-

odotus, Columbus also goes on to mention reports of 

an island of women only, and another where people 

are born with tails. 

However, all in all, Columbus’ account is more the 

W. Arens

Fellow Travellers : Marco Polo, 
Christopher Columbus, and 
Amerigo Vespucci
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result of being mystifi ed, rather than mystifying the 

reader with tales of exotic creatures. It was not until it 

was realized that this was not Cathay and Japan but 

rather a new world that the exotic monstrous crea-

tures begin to appear in Vespucci. .

Vespucci

Having no laws or religious faith, they live according to nature.

Vespucci is doubly and triply complex when con-

sidering the man, his accomplishments, and the re-

sulting confounding texts. I take as the authority here 

Frederick J. Pohl (1966) in order to sort things out. 

The idea that Vespucci made two voyages in 1501 

and 1502 is indisputable. The problem emerges with 

subsequent fraudulent documents which claim, in his 

name, but without the Navigator’s actual involvement, 

that he made four such journeys including one in 1497 

and another in 1504. 

The consequence of both the real and fake jour-

neys is fi ve documents. Three of these are original to 

Vespucci. Of the other two, one is creditable enough 

but plagiarized, and the remaining one an outright fab-

rication. The result of all this, and some explicit state-

ments in the fraudulent documents about discovering 

a new world let some, later on, to label Vespucci him-

self as an outright fraud and glory seeker who sought 

W. Arens

Fellow Travellers : Marco Polo, 
Christopher Columbus, and 
Amerigo Vespucci
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to supplant Columbus as the great navigator of the era. 

As one wrote, Vespucci was a man who managed “… 

to baptize the half the earth with his dishonest name 

(Emerson R. W., 1856, quoted in Pohl, 1966; vii). This 

accusation we now know was untrue. Vespucci made 

only modest, sensible claims about himself and the ex-

istence of a new continent. His name was put on this 

land mass later in 1507 by Martin Waldseemüller, an 

obscure German mapmaker also without Vespucci’s 

consent or even knowledge and in recognition of his 

mapmaking as opposed to a claim of discovery. (Pohl, 

1966, p. 172)

Nonetheless, Vespucci is also personally perplex-

ing on his own accord. As mentioned, he was a supe-

rior navigator and thus made a serious contribution to 

our actual knowledge of the world. As a humanist he 

leaves much to be desired. He wrote that in general 

the natives of the new continent had “…no laws or re-

ligious faith, they live according to nature”. He goes on 

to create an entire cultural system in opposition to the 

European one. The native Americans go naked as op-

posed to clothed, indulge in sex rather than marriage, 

exist in a leaderless and lawless state as opposed to be-

ing governed by a sovereign. In contrast to Columbus, 

Vespucci not only accepted but falsely elaborated on 

tales of cannibals with a ‘you are there’ tone. Thus he 

wrote in the authenticated Cape Verde Letter “…when 

W. Arens

Fellow Travellers : Marco Polo, 
Christopher Columbus, and 
Amerigo Vespucci
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a diabolical frenzy comes over them, they invite their 

kindred and the whole tribe, and set before them a 

mother with all her children she has, and with certain 

ceremonies they kill them all with arrow shots and eat 

them” (quoted in Pohl, 1966, p. 134). The result of this 

fantastic scenario meant that the fi rst images of Native 

Americans portrayed them as the savage antithesis of 

European civilization and culture. This imagery un-

fortunately remains with us to this day.

Final Considerations

Considering the varying degrees of unreliability of 

all the texts any conclusions, particularly with regard 

to the motives or personality of these fellow travel-

ers, must be judicious and perhaps even charitable. In 

some instances they may have been as much victims 

of fraud and misrepresentation as the reader. In fact 

these texts may tell us more about the expectations 

of the readers and their time, than about the famous 

names associated with them. However, in general I 

should mention that if these fellow travelers were also 

faux travelers they would not be the fi rst to occupy 

this crowded shelf in the library. In modern history we 

have every sort of possibility including one, George 

W. Arens

Fellow Travellers : Marco Polo, 
Christopher Columbus, and 
Amerigo Vespucci
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Psalmanazar, who in 1704 produced the entirely fi cti-

tious, A Historical and Geographical Description of For-

mosa. Then there is the more contemporary instance 

of the professional anthropologist, Dr. Carlos Castane-

da who in 1974, led us into an alternate universe with 

The Teachings of Don Juan. (See Needham, 1985). As 

another has argued (Needham, 1985), perhaps there 

is little to concern us from an intellectual perspective. 

Fraudulent scribes of far off places can only report on 

what is imaginable and humans can only actually cre-

ate what is previously imaginable. As a result, virtual 

and real societies have strikingly similar and predict-

able patterns.

Vespucci provides a good example of this proclivity 

as he conjures up a savage Native America society as a 

behavioral inversion of an equally imagined and idealized 

European civilization. The implications of this mental 

process are of course more relevant as the destruction of 

Native American peoples that immediately proceeded 

was legitimized by this sort of mental gymnastics. More 

specifi cally, the Arawak, the fi rst group encountered by 

Columbus, were portrayed as ‘Noble Savages’ compared 

to the ‘Ignoble Savage Caribs’. These Caribs who resist-

ed the European incursion on their world now come 

down to us as warlike cannibals and as such, a structur-

al inversion of the peaceful but obliterated Arawak. 

As to the individuals who concern us here, we can 

W. Arens

Fellow Travellers : Marco Polo, 
Christopher Columbus, and 
Amerigo Vespucci
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and should say little about Marco Polo. As he was not 

the author of the text, we can only assume it was his 

amanuensis Rustichello who decided to imagine Polo 

as a modest enough hero who encountered, admired, 

and in many ways, conquered an alien world before re-

turning home with some of the riches of the Orient. 

Columbus, clearly the most heroic and tragic of the trio, 

is portrayed by history – which always tries to teach us 

a lesson or two – as overly ambitious and vainglorious 

before subsiding into bitterness, as the result of having 

achieved neither the fame nor riches he sought. 

Finally there is Vespucci, who we remember here 

today. As indicated, he provides the most complex 

case. In his own texts he crisscrosses the line between 

myth and reality, delusion and geography. Unfortu-

nately, in the process he ignored his contemporary 

Columbus and returned instead to the distant past of 

Herodotus, in order to create and denigrate as mon-

sters those he found on the borders of his time and 

space. This subjective failing was matched only by 

his admirable objective scientifi c inquiry which led, 

if not to the discovery, at least to the recognition of a 

new world which had eluded his predecessor there. 

It is questionable which of these inclinations was the 

greater failing or greater accomplishment.

W. Arens

Fellow Travellers : Marco Polo, 
Christopher Columbus, and 
Amerigo Vespucci
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Columbus and Vespucci: Two 
Quincentenaries in Conf lict

Why did Columbus Get Much Negative 
Attention in the 1992 Quincentenary?

In 1992, on the occasion of the Quincentenary of 

Columbus reaching the shores of the “new world”, I 

organized a two-day international conference. Sever-

al colleagues and professional friends indicated that 

it was risky to commemorate an event or a person 

that had become topic of heated debates. Even the 

President of the University wondered whether I was 

trying to attract some unwanted attention. I assured 

him that I was well-aware of the super-heated envi-

ronment and the conference that I had in mind had an 

educational purpose. I gave the conference the title: 

“Columbus: Meeting of Cultures.” In the announce-

ments I stressed that the conference was not going to 

be neither the occasion for an uncritical celebration of 
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Columbus as mythic-hero nor the occasion for a wild 

orgy of Columbus bashing. I was extremely careful in 

underlining that the Colombian quincentenary would 

be better served if viewed as an educational oppor-

tunity: an opportunity to provide the general public 

and the students with the research fi ndings of a wide 

range of scholarly disciplines and viewpoints concern-

ing Columbus’ voyages and their effects, and an op-

portunity to help the students and the general public 

to understand the contemporary relevance of 1492. 

In this sense the theme of the symposium, “Colum-

bus: Meeting of Cultures”, could also be extended to 

the pragmatic context of the “meeting, ” a forum for 

sharing the fi ndings of the scholarship and discussing 

them in a public forum. 

 From its outset, the symposium was meant to as-

sess the impact that Columbus’s legendary voyages 

had on both the “old” and on the “new” continents 

from multi-ethnic cultural perspectives. We wanted 

to create a forum where new scholarly fi ndings and 

views could be presented, tested and even debated in 

a period when too many new views, not grounded in 

serious scholarship, were being thrown around by dif-

ferent media. Mass-media and amateur scholars were 

having a fi eld day stirring-up interests in the historical 

event by raising issues through sound-bite or by en-

gaging in a debate on issues that had everything to do 

M. B. Mignone

Columbus and Vespucci: Two 
Quincentenaries in Conf lict
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with today and nothing to do with fi ve centuries ago. 

In effect, they were talking about Columbus outside of 

his historical context. 

 It is foolish to continue to rehash the issue of who 

arrived to the Americas fi rst. In fact, today, historian 

scholars are no longer concerned about that. Even if 

it could be proven beyond reasonable doubt that Af-

ricans, or Phoenicians, or Jews crossed the Atlantic 

long before the birth of Christ, historians will ask the 

bottom-line question: what difference did it make? We 

know that Columbus’s voyage did make a difference, a 

profound difference, unlike the journey of his predeces-

sors. His voyage set in motion a process of huge, his-

torical change, both in the world from which he came 

and in the world that he found. No one disputes that 

any longer. What deserved to be disputed in 1992, and 

we did it, was what those worlds were like and how 

and why they changed in the encounter. 

1992 offered the opportunity to redimension the 

mythical hero and his deeds. And there were good rea-

sons for it because the consequences of Columbus’s his-

torical voyage were not benevolent for the indigenous 

people. The impact of his voyage had to be assessed also 

from the Native American perspective, that is, how the 

American Indians fared in the encounter. As in every 

event of worldwide magnitude and of profound change, 

before harmonious levels of human relations are social-

M. B. Mignone

Columbus and Vespucci: Two 
Quincentenaries in Conf lict
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ly, culturally, and politically reached, good may come 

with distraction and destruction. For many of us, it was 

the infl ammatory rhetoric and the bashing out of a his-

torical contest that was so disturbing.

 Why October 1992 was a diffi cult month for Co-

lumbus? We were engulfed in a period of cultural, intel-

lectual, and social debate that took the wide encompass-

ing label of “cultural war.” It was a war that was fought 

from many sides and for many reasons, even though, it 

was seen by many as a battle fought by two camps: the 

“ultra-conservatives” who feared multiculturalism, and 

the “Left” who were seeking to change cultural values 

“embedded in Eurocentrism”, that is, in western civili-

zation. We are in 1992, three years after 1989. In heated 

prose for a Time magazine essay (May 27, 1991, p. 74) 

entitled “Hail Columbus, Dead White Male,” Charles 

Krauthammer wrote: “For the Left, the year comes just 

in time. The revolution of 1989, having put a dent in 

the case for the degeneracy of the West, 1992 offers a 

welcome point of attack. The villain is Columbus. The 

crime is the discovery — the rape — of America.” 

Columbus quincentenary offered the spark for an 

explosive battle. Columbus was put on the chopping 

block to question, very often with an incendiary rhet-

oric, cultural values and historic perspectives that had 

caused, certainly, pain and destruction. Columbus of-

fered the material to those eager to attack Western 
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culture to prove the evils of Eurocentrism thinking. 

In a book that received much attention, The Conquest 

of Paradise, Kirkpatrick Sale, founder of the New York 

Green Party, Columbus is presented as “a product of 

a sickly and dispirited Europe and its history of envi-

ronmental despoliation.” (Sale, Conquest, p. 370)

An article that appeared in the October 1992 is-

sue of Discovery refl ected well the tone and the sense 

of the debate. Written by Jared Diamond and bearing 

the title “The Arrow of Disease,” the article called the 

attention of the reader to the destructive means used 

by the Europeans in their operation of “conquest.” It 

stated, “When Columbus and his successors invaded 

the Americas the most potent weapon they carried 

was their germs.” With the European conquest of the 

Americas that began with Columbus’s voyage of 1492, 

“numerous as the Indian victims of the murderous 

Spanish conquistadores were, they were dwarfed in 

number by the victims of murderous Spanish microbes. 

These formidable conquerors killed an estimated 95 

per cent of the New World’s pre-Columbian Indian 

population.” The article fi nished by stating: “So on his 

fi ve-hundredth anniversary of Columbus’s discovery, 

let’s try to regain our sense of perspective about his 

holy debated achievements. There is no doubt that 

Columbus was a great visionary, seaman, and leader. 

There’s also no doubt that he and his successors of-
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ten behaved as bestial murders [...] Without the germs 

Europeans brought with them — germs that were de-

rived from their animals — such conquests might have 

been impossible.”

 Because of the weight it carried, also worth of 

note is the resolution passed by the Governing Board 

of the National Council of Churches (N.C.C.) at its 

May 1990 meeting. In condemning the celebration be-

ing planned for the quincentenary, the Board passed a 

resolution, which stated: “For the descendants of the 

survivors of the subsequent invasion, genocide, slavery, 

‘ecocide’ and exploitation of the wealth of the land, a 

celebration is not an appropriate observance of this 

anniversary.” The resolution pointed to the evils of 

“slavery,” “economic exploitation” and environmental 

degradation that came with the event. 

 In an article, which appeared in The Nation (19 

October 1992), Columbus is compared to Hitler, and 

the atrocities committed by his successors to those 

committed at Auschwitz. 

In 1992 the war against Columbus was fought 

even in the streets and in the classrooms. Denver was 

forced to cancel its Columbus Day parade and a num-

ber of cities saw disruptions of their celebrations by 

small groups of demonstrators, to the profound dis-

may of Italian Americans.
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 In 1992 Columbus became one of the worse vil-

lain in history. This was a completely different picture 

from that presented one hundred years before when 

his stature was brought to new heights during the cel-

ebrations of the four-hundredth anniversary held all 

over the American continent and Europe. Indeed, until 

a three or four decades ago, the landing of Columbus 

on the shores of the American continent was seen as 

an occasion to celebrate the most famous watershed in 

history, an event identifi ed in all school books across 

the world as marking the beginning of the Modern 

Age. Columbus’s landing was seen as the beginning of 

a new world order, economically, culturally, as well as 

politically. Columbus was portrayed as the fi rst mod-

ern man and his landing, with his human and cultural 

profi le, was closely tied to his age. 

Why Italian Americans Fought 
Columbus Bashing?

 For centuries, Columbus and his venture were con-

nected to the latter part of the fi fteenth century; they 

were made representative of a period possibly unique 

in the history of humanity; it was a period when the 

clear vision of politicians, the creative entrepreneur-

ship of merchants, the common man’s desire to know 

and discover, and a taste for formal perfection all came 

together to form the spirit of Humanism and Renais-
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sance. Most of us grew up believing in the established 

view that Columbus was the Renaissance man par ex-

cellence, a man that affi rmed the value of human in-

dependence and dignity, along with his aspiration to 

be the sole, authentic maker of his own destiny. We 

had come to view Columbus as the universal man 

who had the courage to press beyond the confi nes of 

the known world while projecting himself beyond the 

limitations of separate national individualities. In the 

West, or better yet, in Western Civilization, Colum-

bus was presented as the hero who sparked a unique 

and extraordinary period of economic and social ex-

pansion, of growth and progress, of new and exciting 

discoveries in the fi elds of science and technology. Eu-

ropeans felt very comfortable with these views.

 In the US Columbus was respected and venerated. 

Several cities across the nation are named Columbus 

or Columbia and many statues of Christopher Colum-

bus dot the American landscape. The fi rst monument 

for Columbus was erected on the occasion of the 

300th anniversary in 1792, in Baltimore, MD. In that 

year there was a serious movement afoot to rename 

the United States of America “Columbia”. That goal 

was not achieved, but the capital district was given the 

name District of Columbia. From big states like British 

Columbia in Canada, to Colombia in South America, 

to tens of cities and counties in the US (Columbus in 
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Georgia, Indiana, Mississippi, Wisconsin, Ohio; Co-

lumbia in Maryland, Connecticut, Missouri, Missis-

sippi, Tennessee, Indiana, Arkansas, South Carolina, 

North Carolina, Ohio, Illinois, Pennsylvania, New Jer-

sey, New York, District of Columbia).

 In 1892, Benjamin Harrison urged all Americans 

to celebrate and observe the 400th anniversary of Co-

lumbus initial landing; in 1937, FDR, after pressure 

from the Knights of Columbus, which is a powerful 

lay Catholic organization, declared Columbus Day, 

October 12th, as a federal holiday; and fi nally, in 1971, 

Richard Nixon offi cially made Columbus Day a na-

tional holiday to be observed on the 2nd Monday of 

October every year. 

 For Italian Americans Columbus was more than 

an Italian navigator, an explorer who had landed on 

the shores of the “New world” and affected profoundly 

the culture of the two continents. Columbus was their 

hero because gave them legitimacy on the American 

soil from the beginning of the new era. If you know 

the Italian American experience you might fi nd a good 

explanation, if not a justifi cation, of their attachment 

to their hero. For the majority of Italians, the Ameri-

can experience had not been pleasant, to say the least, 

when we take into consideration the fact that Italians, 

after the blacks, endured the highest number of lynch-

ing. Yes, the Italian American experience is marked 
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by the highest number of death on work, especially 

in coal mines and it is tinted by harsh discrimination 

that for many years made them feel as if they did not 

belong there and the country was not theirs either. 

Columbus, the father of America, was their father, too 

and, therefore, they could claim some legitimacy to 

the country, more than the Anglos who later colo-

nized America. They fi rst discovered and then they 

built America, in a literal and in a metaphorical sense. 

Columbus and Columbus Day, a National holiday in 

the States, is celebrated with pride also because it is an 

evidence of their legitimacy to their country from the 

beginning and a recognition of their contribution in 

“making America”. The conference “Columbus: Meet-

ing of cultures” had also the objective to say that in 

the process of making America, sacrifi ces, and pain 

in different forms and shapes, were endured by many, 

including the children of Columbus. 

Until 1980, no one questioned the origins of Co-

lumbus’s status as a hero to Americans and as the one 

who discovered America in 1492. Once Howard Zinn 

fi rst published, A People’s History of the United States, 

the revisions of Columbus and his voyages began in 

earnest. Some state in the US have stopped observ-

ing Columbus Day all together, while some localities 

throughout the country have renamed it Indigenous 

People’s Day. Hugo Chavez, the controversial presi-
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dent of Venezuela, changed the name to Day of Indig-

enous Resistance in 2002 to commemorate those na-

tive peoples who were enslaved and killed, as a result 

of Columbus’s arrival.

I like to stress that a great deal of the controver-

sy on Columbus had very little to do with 1492 and 

almost everything to do with 1992. It is a problem of 

truth—an intellectual problem, obviously, but political 

as well; indeed, it had become mainly political. In this 

debate, the values of the “West” were being questioned. 

Critics of “Eurocentrism,” infl uenced by “postmodern-

ism,” succeeded in focusing much attention on the issue 

of cultural relativism. Post-modern thought holds that 

reason has become “pluralized” and “relativized, and 

that reality in indeterminate. Knowledge exists only 

as “regimes” of knowledge, which is to say, as political 

systems that dictate that certain things are so, and use 

power, pain and reward to make this accepted.

Rarely scholarship is free of political and cultur-

al biases, but serious scholars resist them. Established 

“knowledge” can be revised properly only if, in the 

process of constant reevaluations and reviews, the 

“agents” of truth are able to keep their distance from 

both established and revolutionary powers.

In assessing Columbus’s landing on our continent, 

many issues needed to be readdressed. Issues such as 

“slavery,” “genocide,” “ecological rape,” “systematic de-
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struction,” which for the most part had been the do-

main of sound-bite, passionate, sensational journalism, 

needed the attention of seasoned scholars whose faith 

and love for intellectual and scholarly inquiry set them 

apart from those who were ideologically driven. 

Columbus was not the gem of the ocean, the fl aw-

less hero represented by so much hagiography. How-

ever, much of the historiography produced in the 80s 

and 90s, mainly interested in the passionate “decon-

struction” of Columbus, did not contribute much to 

the better understanding of an event that changed Eu-

rope and America. In the process of reevaluating Co-

lumbus in this age of complete disdain for heroes, we 

were presented with another mythical fi gure, one of 

the most destructive villains in history who landed on 

a mythical land, a kind of earthly paradise, uncorrupt-

ed until 1492. The problem is congenital to history. 

Usually, the destruction of myths is done through the 

creation of other myths.

Stephan Thernstrom, a historian at Harvard, right-

fully said in 1992 that the descriptions of the Europe-

an conquest of the Americas in black-and-white terms 

are no more reliable than Stalinist histories of the U.S. 

Whether we like it or not, Thernstrom says that much 

of history “is the story of what the strong have done 

to the weak — and of shifts in the bases of power that 

undermine the position of the once-strong and lead to 
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their decline and fall.” And it’s not as though the in-

habitants of the Americas did not do the same kinds of 

things to each other — their history also features wars 

and the brutal subjugation of conquered peoples. And 

so, there is simply no basis for seeing clash between 

the Indians and the invading Europeans in stark good 

and evil terms — the peaceful innocents versus the 

murderous and avaricious Spaniards.

Much was said about the “genocide” carried out 

by the Europeans. However, the population drop of 

the American natives by at least one-third and per-

haps by as much as 90 per cent after the arrival of the 

Europeans cannot be attributed to systematic mass 

murdering, even though the Europeans did infl ict a 

high number of casualties and deaths. The decimation 

of the American population caused by the lack of im-

munity to diseases that the Europeans unknowingly 

brought with them — smallpox, typhoid fever, mumps, 

measles, and whooping cough — although a terrible 

tragedy, it was not genocide. In 1992 we needed to 

assess, however, to what extent the demographic ca-

tastrophe which befell early Latin America was an act 

of genuine tragedy caused by wickedness or by hu-

man failing or by a form of fate. I repeat, it cannot be 

disputed that the colonial experience was a disaster 

for the natives. However, we should recognize that we 

know about the cruelties and atrocities suffered by the 
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natives because of the sixteenth century Spanish pas-

sion for justice; conquistadores who violated well-es-

tablished principles of morality and justice for those 

times were condemned by moralists and punished in 

the courts. 

Another myth that was being thrown around in 

1992 was “slavery”, that is, how slavery was introduced 

by Columbus and his successors in the “new” conti-

nent. Unquestionably, at that time slavery was a univer-

sal practice, though not of the same kind and intensity 

everywhere, and when Europeans reached the West 

Coast of Africa in the fi fteenth century, they purchased 

slaves from already existing slave trading networks. In 

fact, when Columbus reached the shore of the “new” 

world he met natives who were enslaved by their neigh-

bor population. We know that the rulers of the Aztecs 

and the Incas, the Chinese Emperors, and the chiefs 

of the Iroquois were capable of conquering, pillaging 

and enslaving their neighbors without any guidance 

of teaching from Europeans. What we then needed to 

Asses is how the slavery of the conquistadores differed 

from the others... and we tried to do that. 

Much was said about the Catholic Church’s Chris-

tianization of the natives; though, there was no mono-

lithic Catholic response/practice to the spirituality of 

the indigenous peoples as there was no deliberately 

contrived apocalypse. The writings of Bartolomé de 
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Las Casas expressed in the most radical form a Chris-

tian condemnation of the treatment of the Indians by 

the Europeans. Las Casas was absolutely convinced 

of the incompatibility between conquest and evan-

gelization; he appealed to Scripture, the Fathers and 

Thomas Aquinas to maintain that one must never 

commit evil for the sake of an ensuing good; he held 

that Christ never authorized anyone to force pagans 

to accept his preaching. He held that “all humans 

were one kind, and the Indians had all the natural 

virtues that were necessary for a Christian develop-

ment, and nothing could authorize a departure from 

humility, charity, benevolence, and tolerance in deal-

ing with them. Only persuasion by word and specifi -

cally by good example could bear lasting fruit.” 

In 1992, in presenting Columbus’s story, we had 

to keep Columbus the protagonist of his own sto-

ry. The cultural, relativistic perspectives in use made 

possible a better understanding of the signifi cance 

of the encounter of the cultures of the two worlds. 

However, the assessment had to be grounded in the 

cultural context that engendered Columbus. Moral 

theories cannot and should not be developed within 

a historical vacuum. If we wanted to indict Columbus 

and his immediate successors for having destroyed 

the natives, their culture and their environment, it 

had to be done by applying the standards of their 
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time. Columbus and his successors share, with can-

nibals and human sacrifi cers, the same right to be 

judged from their own perspective.

In one of the many entries on internet about Co-

lumbus bashing is stated:

Why do we Americans celebrate this day? Christopher Co-

lumbus, as we all know, was a complete moron. He sailed 

in the wrong direction, landed thinking he was in the West 

Indies, and started calling everyone Indians. And according 

to the People’s History was a really cruel, moronic person [...]. 

But why celebrate such a horrible person? Yes he did tech-

nically make a heavy impact on our history but, I feel, its 

nothing to celebrate. […] Maybe… just maybe … we should 

be celebrating Amerigo Vespucci… you know, the guy 

America is named after. [...] He knew exactly where the hell 

he was going after the fi rst attempt. As one educational site 

says ' Columbus found the new world, but Vespucci was the 

man who recognized that it was a new world.' 

Well this year is Vespucci’s 500 years from his 

death, in Florence we celebrate the quincentenary. 

However, in other parts of the world, few people know 

it and even fewer seem to care. How come there is 

such a big difference in the way the two quincente-

nary are treated? 
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Columbus was victim of slander 
and political animosity; Vespucci 
is victim of neglect. Why? 

 We should recognize that 1992 was also fi ve hun-

dred years that the Jews were expelled from the Iberi-

an peninsula and certainly they were not in the mood 

for a celebration.

“In the same month in which their Majesties [Fer-

dinand and Isabella] issued the edict that all Jews 

should be driven out of the kingdom and its territories, 

in the same month they gave me the order to undertake 

with suffi cient men my expedition of discovery to the 

Indies." So begins Christopher Columbus's diary. The 

expulsion that Columbus refers to was so cataclysmic 

an event that ever since, the date 1492 has been almost 

as important in Jewish history as in American histo-

ry, but with different feelings, naturally. On July 30 of 

that year, the entire Jewish community, some 200,000 

people, were expelled from Spain. 

 In 1992 Native Americans/American Indians 

were still fi ghting to vindicate their rights. Nowadays, 

there exist about 300 federal reservations in the 

United States, with a total of 52,017,551 acres held 

in trust by the federal government, the large majority 

west of the Mississippi. There are also 21 state res-

ervations, most of these in the East. Some reserva-
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tions are restricted to one tribe, others are jointly held. 

Some reservation land is owned, rented and occupied 

by non-Indians. The largest reservation is held by the 

Navajo tribe. Although the reservations are sover-

eign nations, the People are also considered U.S. cit-

izens. The Civil Rights movement and the changes it 

brought affected also their presence in America. Many 

federal programs have facilitated their integration or 

their self-determination to success. 

The Chicanos, another group that was very vocal 

in the celebrations of 1992, have also seen their pres-

ence in our country more relevant and integrated. Just 

to mention one big change, Chicanos Studies have be-

come part of the university curriculum in many uni-

versities; in some universities, like California State in 

Northridge, the Department of Chicanos Studies has 

over 30 faculty members. 

In the last 20 years, America has become more di-

verse and we say that we cherish diversity and we are 

seriously trying to make diversity succeed. 

Certainly there are other important histor-

ic anniversaries that push back Amerigo Vespucci’s 

Cinquecentenario. The British abolition of the slave 

trade was of course a great event and worthy of com-

memoration, it happened two centuries ago and its 

meaning is still fresh. The British abolition of the slave 

trade followed the example of Denmark but as far as 
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I’m aware that fact has been un-commemorated any-

where outside of Denmark. 

On January 1, 1863, but celebrations have already 

started, President Lincoln signed the fi nal emancipation 

Proclamation. The four-page proclamation freeing slaves 

in Southern states, which was pivotal in the eventual ab-

olition of slavery and changed the tenor of the Civil War 

is already getting the due attention all over the Nation. 

The other event which seems to have displaced the 

naming of America from exhibition halls, conference ven-

ues, media frenzy, and political platforms is the foundation 

of Jamestown, which happened 400 years ago this year.

And we have one more event that have attracted 

the attention of historians: 50 years ago we had the 

Cuban Missile crisis. In the fall of 1962, Soviet Pre-

mier Nikita Khrushchev ordered a secret deployment 

of nuclear missiles in Cuba that were soon detected by 

U.S. spy planes: we were very close to nuclear destruc-

tion. The National Archives has pulled together doc-

uments and secret White House recordings to show 

the public how President John F. Kennedy deliberated 

with advisers to avert nuclear war.

The neglect of Vespucci quincentenary, I suggest, 

might have something to do with an almost subcon-

scious anxiety amongst citizens of our country about 

the appropriateness of the name. We all feel anxie-

ty about the appropriateness of names. We historians 
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are particularly prone to it. But I think there’s maybe 

a further and deeper reason why the Vespucci Quin-

centennial is being largely ignored. The problem isn’t 

that Vespucci had an easily garbled name, or one that 

has acquired negative associations. The problem real-

ly resides in the nature of the sources about him. We 

know embarrassingly little about Amerigo himself. For 

someone so important in global history – for someone 

after whom an entire continent and this world’s only 

superpower are named – he is virtually an unknown 

fi gure. After America, no other big naming (No big 

University like Columbia University, no big districts, 

like the district of Columbia, no counties, no cities, 

rivers or lakes; no important and powerful organiza-

tions like the Knights of Columbus... and no holiday, 

like Columbus Day). 

 There is still another dimension to Vespucci’s 

name. While Columbus might be characterized as 

a religious fanatic who could hardly speak or write 

without invoking the Christian God and dwelling fer-

vently on his personal relationship with God, Vespuc-

ci almost never referred to God. Religion was never 

very high on the scale of his values. Unlike Columbus, 

Vespucci never waged war on the natives, nor did he 

found any colonies. Therefore, he doesn’t need to be 

redimensioned. PC (Political correctness) doesn’t call 

for his reassessment. 
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An American’s Window to the World: 
Academic Exploration in Florence in 1927

Agnes Mongan lived a life of fi rsts. In the fall of 

1927, just months after graduating from Bryn Mawr, 

Mongan joined a small group of American women in 

Florence on one of Smith Colleg Ès fi rst study abroad 

programs. Mongan visited the Italian masterpieces 

she had only read about in the United States and she 

experienced fi rsthand the art and architecture of Flor-

ence and surrounding cities. Beyond these structured, 

academic experiences, Mongan also socialized with 

her American classmates and ventured into the city 

with her compatriots. While living abroad, Mongan 

had substantial experiences outside of her academic 

life that had lasting emotional impact. These experi-

ences remained with Mongan throughout her life and 

laid the educational foundation for her pioneering ca-

reer in art. Among her notable achievements, she was 
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the fi rst woman to direct Harvard’s oldest institution 

of fi ne art, the Fogg Museum. 

Although this paper focuses on one person, this 

study relates to the origins of formal study abroad 

programs in American higher education in the 1920s. 

Mongan’s educational experiences in Italy came at 

the beginning of faculty-led, institutionally sanctioned 

study abroad programs for American college students. 

In 1923, the University of Delaware began the fi rst 

faculty-led study abroad program for juniors to study 

French language and culture in France for one year. 

Smith College followed a year later with their own fac-

ulty-led junior year abroad in France. 1 Mongan’s fi rst-

hand recollections about her time abroad contribute 

to this broader fi eld of the history of study abroad in 

important ways. First, Mongan’s experiences demon-

strate the potential for study abroad to fulfi ll a student’s 

academic and professional aims, while also providing 

numerous intangible experiences that enrich a stu-

dent’s understanding of different cultures in ways not 

possible through leisure travel or tourism.2 This paper 

argues that Agnes Mongan was an academic explorer 

who studied abroad with the long-term aim of pursu-

ing a career in art. She participated in an academically 

rigorous study abroad program where she learned a 

great deal about Italian art and high culture. Ultimate-

ly, Mongan’s time abroad was heavily infl uenced by her 
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professional aims, and her experiences in Italy enriched 

her knowledge in ways beyond her career ambitions.

Academic Exploration in Italy in 1927

Born on January 21, 1905 in Somerville, Massachu-

setts to Elizabeth Teresa and Charles Edward Mongan, 

Agnes was the second of four children in the Mongan 

family. She attended Bryn Mawr as an undergraduate 

where she studied art, Latin, German, and Italian. Af-

ter graduating from Bryn Mawr, Mongan enrolled in a 

Smith College graduate program led by two members 

of the art faculty, Clarence and Ruth Kennedy. In 1925, 

the married couple proposed a study abroad program 

for graduate students that emphasized the benefi ts of 

studying art in situ. In a letter explaining the program, 

Clarence Kennedy wrote,

…the works which must form the basis for the study of the 

most important artists are in the majority of cases in Europe. 

Paintings which can be identifi ed by documents or signatures 

are in the museums or churches of Italy or other European 

countries, and the documents which refer to them, often un-

published, are likewise inaccessible in America.3

This idea of studying art in its authentic environ-

ment touched on a broader phenomenon in American 

higher education at the time. Namely, accumulating 

knowledge about Europe for Americans in the early 
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1900s often coincided with new foreign language de-

partments, which in turn led to interactions with dif-

ferent countries and enhanced learning for many lib-

eral arts students.4 The Kennedys were a part of this 

educational movement and teaching students in Euro-

pean settings was another way of introducing Ameri-

can students to the larger world. With the approval of 

the Smith College administration and the cooperation 

of offi cials in France and Italy, the Kennedys began 

leading graduate students to Italy and France in 1926. 

In 1927, Mongan and four other women (one from 

Smith, two from Bryn Mawr and one from Mt. Holy-

oke), embarked on the Smith College program to It-

aly.5 Once abroad, the students arranged their own 

housing at pensions in Florence. Six days a week, the 

Kennedys lectured the students in the evening so the 

group could attend regular morning tours of the mu-

seums and buildings within the city. On the weekends, 

the group took educational excursions to nearby cities 

and places of interest. Overall, there was little time 

for leisure. The program was hectic and the academic 

training rigorous. 

Mongan’s study abroad experiences can be classi-

fi ed into three categories. First, her time was occupied 

by academic endeavors. These activities included an-

ything directly related to her study abroad program 

(e.g. class lectures, museum visits, library research, 
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and organized educational excursions to cultural land-

marks). Second, Mongan had several signifi cant emo-

tional experiences while living abroad. She expressed 

her emotions in regular diary entries and letters home. 

Finally, Mongan engaged in important social interac-

tions with different people while abroad. She routine-

ly socialized with her American classmates, and had 

limited encounters with Italians. In each of these three 

categories, the city of Florence fi gured prominently. 

Academic Endeavors

Art education was at the core of Mongan’s study 

abroad program and the fi rsthand experience of being 

in Italy shaped her education in several ways. For ex-

ample, on the fi rst day of class, Clarence Kennedy lec-

tured for three hours about Andrea Pisano’s, world-re-

nowned, Baptistery doors. After this lecture, the class 

visited the Bargello Palace museum where Mongan 

noted, “I was most thrilled by my old favorite Verroc-

chio and David. I still keep my allegiance to him in 

spite of others and more famous things. The whole 

place is so fi lled with marvelous things it is hard to say 

anything about it.”6 On another occasion, after spend-

ing a day in the Museo dell’ Opera del Duomo looking 

at Donatello’s Cantoria, Mongan explained that Don-

atello’s piece was, “...far fi ner then I had thought or 

would have been willing to admit a year ago. I think a 
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taste for Donatello grows on one.”7 The impact of see-

ing the Donatello piece in person made an impression 

on Mongan and added to her training as an art con-

noisseur. Mongan admitted that she would have not 

had the same impression a year prior to her time in 

Florence. Indeed, her fi rsthand encounters with Ital-

ian art could not have been replicated with the same 

intensity in her classrooms in the United States. 

Adding to Mongan’s uniquely enriching academic 

experiences in Florence were weekly educational excur-

sions outside the city. As Mongan recalled over 50 years 

later in an interview with the Harvard Alumni Magazine,

Every weekend we went somewhere. We had one weekend in 

Pisa doing Pistoia and Lucca. Another weekend we were at 

San Gimignano; still another, we went to Sienna, and we also 

visited the towns around Sienna. We had nearly a week in 

Assisi and Perugia and looked at the painting, sculpture, and 

architecture.8

Most of the class trips took place over the course 

of the weekend, but a few excursions lasted for an 

entire week. The excursions were far from leisurely 

tourist jaunts, often starting early in the morning and 

involving the typical hazards of travel. These short 

trips also enriched the learning experience for Mon-

gan and her classmates. 

When describing these expeditions, Mongan jux-
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taposed the beauty of the Italian countryside with the 

artistic merit of the artwork she saw in each new lo-

cale. Following a long day in Pisa, Mongan expressed 

her impressions. 

From there we went to Baptistery to view the Pisano pulpit 

which I do not like. The architecture of the place I found 

more interesting…The cathedral was really magnifi cent. The 

sunlight on its white stone, the richness and variety of its 

decoration, the grace of its arching and within the impressive 

beauty of it all were unforgettable.9

Her attention to detail in this comment about the 

cathedral in Pisa refl ects Mongan’s ongoing engage-

ment with art as an academic subject. By noting the 

architecture, Mongan was training her eye to achieve 

a certain level of connoisseurship necessary in the art 

world. Mongan and her classmates took full advan-

tage of the learning opportunities in Florence and the 

surrounding cities. While the women on this program 

may have been able to study these works of art in books 

or in lectures in the United States, the profound im-

pact the students experienced from the actual Italian 

settings of the artwork, could not have been replicated 

in American classrooms.
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Emotional Experiences

Even though Mongan maintained an active study 

schedule, her experiences were not purely academic. It-

aly’s artistic and religious heritage also stirred Mongan’s 

emotions. Mongan attended Mass on Sundays regular-

ly while living in Italy. When Mongan was a child, her 

Catholic identity was not always well received by her 

classmates in Somerville. Mongan recalled a classmate 

randomly rubbing her forehead when she was in grade 

school. When Mongan asked what she was doing, the 

classmate replied, “My family tells me that you’re a 

Catholic. I’ve never seen one before. They say all Catho-

lics are devils and I’m looking for your horns.”10 Mongan 

was the only Catholic at her grade school in the United 

States; however, in Florence, Catholic devotees and art 

surrounded her. Refl ecting on her fi rst Sunday services 

in Florence, Mongan described the church in great de-

tail, and pondered the historical depth of her physical 

surroundings, “The people of the age that could live at 

ease amidst such splendor must have had great power 

of character, if a richness in themselves which could 

bear such splendor—what was it about them?”11 Mon-

gan’s thoughts demonstrate how the cathedrals of Flor-

ence compelled her to think further about the nature 

of the artists and the worshipers who visited the same 

churches over the centuries. Her words suggest that she 

felt connected to the community of believers stretching 
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back through the ages. This connection enhanced her 

emotional ties to Florence.

Beyond the inspiration Mongan received at cathe-

drals and churches, her emotions were stirred by ar-

chitecture and the Italian landscape. On her very fi rst 

excursion to Pisa, Mongan wrote, “From the Museo 

Circio we went to the Campo Santo--impressive and 

lovely. We were too tired to appreciate it but kept dog-

gedly at it until the light began to fl air. The sunset fl ow 

was like [sic] a golden light suffused in the air before 

the beautiful group of white marble buildings.”12 Mon-

gan’s extra effort to cross out the word “like” is notable 

since she rarely made such editorial markings in her 

personal diary. Her choice to edit this word shows that 

she was mindful of the moment and careful to select 

her phrasing properly to refl ect the precise nature of 

the “golden light” shining on the building. For Mongan, 

that authentic moment required the appropriate phras-

ing and precise language. In this way, unlike a tourist 

whose time in foreign lands is punctuated by inauthen-

tic, commodifi ed, and staged events, Mongan found 

spontaneous natural meaning and legitimacy in her ex-

periences. Thus, just as seeing artwork in situ had an 

academic impact on Mongan, the experience of seeing 

Italian artwork in natural settings also had a signifi cant 

emotional impression on her. 
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Social Interactions

Mongan’s social interactions in Florence were 

mainly with her America classmates. By remaining 

close to other Americans, Mongan was supported 

by her classmates but isolated from local Europeans. 

Some of this isolation may have been a result of the 

program’s design. Instead of living with Italian host 

families, Mongan and her classmates found their own 

residences. Since the women all lived within walking 

distance of one another, they often met at night, or 

explored the city together when not attending class-

es. Mongan and her classmates engaged in typical 

evening social activities for the day such as having tea, 

reading, writing letters, listening to victrolas, darning, 

mending and viewing movies.13

Mongan also had fl eeting interactions with Ital-

ians and other Europeans. One evening in October, 

Mongan and some of her American friends went to 

dinner with a Viennese woman who had been staying 

at Mongan’s pension. At dinner, the group did their 

best to communicate using their knowledge of Ital-

ian, German and French. In addition to the languag-

es Mongan studied as an undergraduate, she had en-

rolled in Italian classes at Berlitz in Florence.14 Despite 

Mongan’s language abilities, her evening with the Vi-

ennese woman from her pension was, “haltingly and 

amusingly linguistic.”15 Although Mongan did not ful-
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ly understand the dinner conversation, her impressions 

were positive. This meeting with the unnamed Vien-

nese guest is similar to many of Mongan’s interactions 

with Europeans. She rarely opposed or intentionally 

avoided Europeans, but when she had face-to-face ex-

changes, the experiences were ephemeral yet pleasant. 

 As a result of her limited interactions with Euro-

peans, many of her refl ections on local people were 

broad generalizations. For example, Mongan wrote,

The pleasant Germans on the trains.

The town of Mainz fi lled with French soldiers.

The road side up Mount Brie twisting by vineyards heavy 

with purple grapes.

The good little German boys who read their books assid-

uously while we climbed up and up, over gorges and thru 

mountains, thru glorious scenery-on our way up to the S. 

Gottrard Tunnel.16

This is one of the rare instances where Mongan 

refl ected in such poetic fashion in her diary. Mongan 

typically recorded her activities in prose, but here she 

described this travel experience differently. The in-

ternational mélange of French soldiers, German train 

passengers and the country landscape was notable to 

Mongan. For her, the French soldiers and German 

passengers were part of the larger scene that also in-

cluded the gorges and mountains. Like the artwork 

she had been studying, the people were an integral 
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part of an aesthetic landscape that she admired and 

appreciated, but did not know on a personal level. 

Despite not interacting directly with Italians in 

Florence, Mongan did not live the detached life of 

a tourist. Some of Mongan’s encounters were mean-

ingful to her and related to important international 

phenomena. For example, on Sunday, November 6, 

Mongan and her friends went to the Basilica di Santa 

Croce for High Mass but were stopped by a parade 

of young Italian “Black Shirts” entering the piazza on 

the day Italians were commemorating the end of the 

First World War. Mongan was fascinated by the cer-

emonial procession of banners, marching bands and 

uniformed Italians. Mongan was especially drawn to 

the young boys in their black shirts who, “could hard-

ly walk, but [were] large enough to be in uniform.”17 

These boys who wore the uniforms of Mussolini’s par-

amilitary youth group had a lasting impact on Mon-

gan. After Mass, Mongan caught up with the proces-

sion, which had marched its way to the Piazza della 

Signoria. There, Mongan stopped to observe more of 

the ceremonies.

Never have I seen anything which moved me more quickly 

to tears--and I noticed I was not the only one weeping. The 

strange part of it was it was not intended to be a sad pro-

cession--for the gay banners of Florence came fi rst, held by 

guards and trumpeters in medieval splendor and troops of 
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Fascists came last, some singing lustily--but in between were 

war [victims], the maimed, the blind and the poor. Town 

banners, quavering red shirts and inexpressibly sad faces.18

Even though Mongan was a mere witness to the 

Armistice Day parade, she still experienced a poign-

ant moment that moved her to tears. It is the only mo-

ment from her diary that she describes crying. Like 

other interactions with Europeans, Mongan had an 

emotional connection without forming a substantial, 

person-to-person relationship. 

Conclusion

With exams and winter holidays looming, Mon-

gan stopped writing in her diary on December 13. Af-

ter spending winter holiday in Paris with her brother, 

Mongan continued her studies in the spring of 1928 

in France. There, she wrote her thesis entitled, “Ital-

ian Paintings of the Fifteenth Century in the Musee 

Jacqumart-Andre in Paris.”19 After returning to the 

United States, Mongan took a job at the Fogg Muse-

um where she worked for the Associate Director Paul 

Sachs. She continued at the Fogg for the remainder of 

her career, becoming the “keeper of drawings” in 1943, 

the curator in 1947, assistant director in 1951, associate 

director in 1964, and the director in 1969. She was the 

fi rst woman to hold the titles “curator” and “director” 

at Harvard’s most prestigious museum.20 Beyond her 
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work at the Fogg, Mongan made major contributions 

to the modern American art world by serving as one 

of the founding members of the Institute of Contem-

porary Art in Boston and working with the Museum 

of Modern Art in New York.21 Mongan travelled the 

world lecturing and learning about art until her death 

at the age of 91 in 1996.

Mongan’s time in Italy is an important example 

of a student traveler whose professional motivations 

for overseas study were enriched by the experiences 

she had abroad. Mongan’s professional aims dominat-

ed her rationale to study abroad. To the extent that 

Mongan did enter a lengthy career in art, her time 

abroad was a success, but her experiences in Italy went 

beyond mere professional training. She was moved 

at several moments by the events and people around 

her. In addition to the art and architecture, the Ital-

ian landscape and surroundings also brought depth 

to Mongan’s travels. In this way, even though Mon-

gan used her time abroad to benefi t from the unique 

experience of being in a different country to advance 

her career, she also gained deeper cultural insights 

that were heightened by her host nation. The nature 

of Mongan’s academic program and her focus on her 

art studies prevented her from establishing substantial 

relationships with local Italians, yet her experiences in 

and around Florence still allowed her to foster deep-
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er emotional connections to the people around her. 

Ultimately, it is fi tting that a woman who dedicated 

her life to the visual arts painted such a vivid picture 

of her time abroad in a city long considered the hub 

of the western art world. Today, her writings from 

Florence provide the penetrating colors and intricate 

details that reveal a complex image from the past of 

an academic explorer whose accumulated knowledge 

from studying abroad propelled her to a lifelong ca-

reer of curating and sharing beautiful things. 
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Columbus and Vespucci as Italian 
Navigators: The Ethnic Legacy of 
Explorations and Italian Americans’ Search 
for Legitimacy in the United States

The ethnic discrimination and prejudice that long 

affected Italian immigrants in the United States is a 

well-known phenomenon that does not need much 

elaboration here.1 Suffi cient is to point out that the 

spread of anti-Italian biases followed the beginning of 

the mass infl ux from Italy in the late 1870s. Unlike the 

few early Italian settlers who had arrived mainly from 

the northern regions of the peninsula, most of their 

fellow countrymen who landed en masse in the Unit-

ed States in the last quarter of the 19th century came 

from the South. Their olive complexion, dark hair, 

sloping foreheads, and stocky builds contrasted with 

the somatic features of both their northerners forerun-

ners and the bulk of the U.S. population that was of 

Anglo-Saxon ancestry (D’Agostino, 2002). These dif-

ferences in physical traits seemed to corroborate the 
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pseudo-scientifi c conclusion of eugenics, according 

to which southern Italians were inferior to northern 

Europeans because they belonged to a Mediterrane-

an “race” that had been subjected to African contam-

ination for centuries. The latter infl uences allegedly 

enhanced emotional behavior, laziness, disregard for 

personal hygiene as well as proclivity to violence and 

crime (Deschamps, 2000). Furthermore, southern 

Italians were generally illiterate and unskilled labor-

ers who were charged with jeopardizing the achieve-

ments of the U.S. labor movement by compressing 

wages and breaking strikes. They were also accused 

of corrupting American politics and the democratic 

values of their host society on the grounds that, un-

aware of the importance of elections since few had 

been enfranchised in the native country because of 

suffrage restriction, they were willing to barter their 

votes for money or favors that could help them make 

both ends meet (Martellone, 1992). 

Since the majority of Italian immigrants to the 

United States in the late 19th century landed from the 

Meridione, the supposed features of southern Italians 

ended up being ascribed to all newcomers from Italy, 

regardless of their specifi c regional origins. In addi-

tion, the signifi cant increase in the number of arrivals, 

which surpassed 4.1 million from 1876 to 1915 (Fave-

ro and Tassello, 1978, 19), drew the attention to their 
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Catholic faith. Consequently, in a prevailing Protes-

tant society, Italians were also perceived as a threat to 

the U.S. religious fabrics (Tomasi, 1975).

The combination of all these stereotypes and fears 

made Italian immigrants undesirable in the eyes of the 

U.S. public opinion. Few thought that the newcomers 

could be eventually assimilated and turned into good 

Americans. Italians’ tendency to settle in self-segre-

gated ethnic neighborhoods, where they continued 

to speak their native dialects and retained their Old-

World customs, supported such views. The debate 

about immigration legislation between the late 19th 

and the early 20h century drew upon the thesis that 

the Italians, along with other national groups from 

southern and eastern Europe, were unfi t for America 

and resulted in the 1921 and 1924 Quota Acts that 

severely restricted the entry of people from these are-

as, putting an end to the mass infl ux from Italy of the 

previous decades (Nelli, 1983, 153-54).

To Italian-American leaders, these arguments 

were specious and groundless. America was discov-

ered by an Italian navigator, Christopher Columbus, 

and named after another Italian explorer, Amerigo 

Vespucci. In their opinion, their own ancestors landed 

in America much earlier than the settlers of James-

town or the Pilgrim Fathers and, therefore, Italian im-

migrants were fully entitled to become part of U.S. 
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society. Alfredo Bosi echoed this argument in one 

of the fi rst histories of the Italian experience in the 

United States, which – not by a chance – came out in 

1921, the year of the enactment of the fi rst restrictive 

measures affecting the potential newcomers from It-

aly. As he pointed out, Columbus had been “the fi rst 

immigrant” and Vespucci had followed in his foot-

steps (Bosi, 1921, 1). 

Although this book was published in New York 

City, it was written in Italian. One, thereby, can rea-

sonably assume that Bosi’s work addressed only a 

readership that was made up of the members of the 

Italian-American community. In this respect, his vol-

ume aimed at encouraging immigrants to identify 

with their illustrious ancestors and not to disavow 

their ethnic roots. The task was not very diffi cult. 

Residents of Long Branch, New Jersey, from Italian 

background had named their mutual-aid society in 

honor of Vespucci as early as 1893.2 Likewise, the Or-

der Sons of Italy in America – the largest and most 

infl uential Italian-American ethnic organization na-

tionwide since its establishment in 1905 – eventually 

named seven of its lodges after the Florentine sailor in 

such disparate states as California, Connecticut, Illi-

nois, Maryland, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Wash-

ington (Biagi, 1961, 253-55, 261, 265-67). Defying the 

contempt of the “Yankees,” who treated them as “sec-
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ond-rate citizens,” Italian Americans also founded an 

Amerigo Vespucci Hall in Plymouth, Massachusetts, 

namely in the town that was the very heart of White 

Anglo-Saxon and Protestant America because it was 

the place where the Pilgrim Fathers had settled af-

ter disembarking from the Mayfl ower in 1620 (Avrich, 

2005, 101).

Yet the purpose of singing the praises of Colum-

bus and Vespucci as the pioneers of the European col-

onization of the Americas was not only to make the 

immigrants proud of their national heritage. It also in-

tended to exploit the reputation of both sailors to claim 

the legitimacy of the Italian presence in the United 

States. In other words, since Italians had been fi rst to 

land in the New World, their progeny could not been 

regarded as undesirable in the United States as there 

would have been no United States without Colum-

bus and Vespucci. For example, as early as 1843, after 

Philadelphia’s Public Ledger and Daily Transcript had 

drawn upon the murder committed by an Italian new-

comer to stigmatize all his fellow ethnics as “treach-

erous,” Orazio de Attellis – a political exile from Italy 

– retorted that Italian Americans did not deserve such 

an epithet. In a letter to the newspaper, he sarcastical-

ly remarked that the only treasons Italians had com-

mitted against America had been discovering the con-

tinent in 1492 and naming it after one of them.3
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This public use of prominent Italian sailors gained 

momentum as mass immigration triggered off an-

ti-Italian intolerance and prejudice. Specifi cally, in the 

effort to defuse ethnic prejudice, Italian-American 

leaders and organizations mobilized with two differ-

ent, albeit related, aims. On the one hand, they endea-

vored to claim Columbus’s Italian origin against the 

hypotheses that he had been a Jew or a Spaniard. On 

the other, they argued that it had been him – not, for 

instance, Leif Erickson – who had discovered Ameri-

ca (Deschamps, 2004).

In the late 1820s, U.S. author Washington Irving 

(1828) made a signifi cant contribution to promoting 

the cult of Columbus as the Founding Father of Amer-

ica by his biography of the Genoese explorer (Cotter, 

1992). The 1893 Chicago World’s Exposition to cele-

brate the quadricentennial of the discovery of the New 

World further consolidated the veneration of Colum-

bus as the discoverer of America (Fasce, 1993, 85-86; 

Rydell and Kroes, 2005, 55-60). Since then, defend-

ing the Italianness of Columbus and claiming that he 

was the fi rst European to set foot on the New World 

had become a relevant expedient to rehabilitate the 

public image of Italian immigrants. In 1909 the main 

Italian-language newspaper in Chicago, L’Italia, com-

plained that Americans tried to conceal that Colum-

bus had discovered the continent “because he did not 
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belong to the races that took the upper hand here”. 

Therefore, it could be reasonably suggested that 

the emphasis on the fact that an Italian had paved 

the way for the European colonization of the New 

World and the birth of the United States would cause 

Americans to change their mind about Italians and 

to like them. In other words, the acknowledgement 

that Columbus was the Italian Pilgrim Father would 

result in the accommodation of Italian immigrants 

within the U.S. society.4 In order to strengthen this 

key function of the Genoese sailor for the acceptance 

of newcomers from Italy, Italian Americans also lob-

bied for the recognition of Columbus Day as a legal 

holiday, fi rst in single states and then at the federal 

level, until they achieved their goal in 1968, when 

President Lyndon B. Johnson set this festivity on the 

second Monday in October (McKevitt 1992-93; Des-

champs 2001; Michaud 2011). 

Vespucci played a similar – though lesser – role 

in the campaign for the legitimization of the Italian 

presence in the United States. For instance, as late as 

1950, Italian-Americans who lobbied Congress for an 

increase in the number of immigrant visas that had 

been granted to Italian nationals argued for the latter’s 

easy assimilation mentioning the fact that “Amerigo 

Vespucci provided our country with a name” (U.S. 

House of Representatives, 1950, 11). Likewise, fi fteen 
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years later, in a similar context, they argued that bar-

ring Italian immigrants from the United States was 

not an appropriate “answer for a potential American 

from a land whose Amerigo Vespucci gave our coun-

try its very name” (U.S. Senate, 1965, 220). In the same 

year, while Congress was debating the repeal of the 

national-origins quota system of the 1920s in the allot-

ment of immigration visas, which had until then heav-

ily penalized Italian nationals, Michael A. Musmanno 

– an Italian-American judge who was an outspoken 

advocate of such a legislative reform – made a point 

of stressing that, although Vespucci had explored ex-

clusively the Atlantic coasts of central and southern 

America, he had also been connected to a U.S. land-

mark. In his history of Italian Americans’ contribution 

to U.S. civilization, Musmanno (1965, 2) wrote that 

Vespucci had been “the fi rst European to sight what 

later became Cape Canaveral and is now Cape Ken-

nedy”. Furthermore, in the late 1950s a Congressman 

of Italian descent, Alfred E. Santangelo, repeatedly in-

troduced a bill in the fruitless effort to have a holiday 

designated after Vespucci (Santangelo, 1999, 129, 182).

Yet Vespucci defi nitely played second fi ddle to 

Columbus and even to other Italian sailors in the 

campaign to exploit the explorers’ fame so as to dis-

miss prejudices against Italian newcomers in the Unit-

ed States. Some quantitative data help highlight this 
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point. For instance, while the Order Sons of Italy in 

America dedicated seven lodges to Vespucci, it named 

as many as thirty-one after Columbus (Biagi, 1961, 

252-70). Likewise, between 1876 and 1921, Carlo Bar-

sotti – the publisher of Il Progresso Italo-Americano, 

the most authoritative Italian-language daily in the 

United States – promoted the erection of fi ve monu-

ments to Italian personalities in New York City. His 

purpose was to remind the American public of the 

Italian contribution to western civilization and, conse-

quently, to provide additional fuel for the rehabilitation 

of the Italian immigrants’ image. The benefi ciaries of 

these construction projects were Giuseppe Garibaldi 

in 1888, Columbus in 1892, Giuseppe Verdi in 1906, 

Giovanni da Verrazzano in 1909, and Dante Aligh-

ieri in 1921 (Bradley, 1990; Bogart, 2006, 22-24, 108-

14). With a sixth statue dedicated to Giuseppe Mazz-

ini by another Italian-American committee in 1878, 

the number of Italy-related ethnic memorials was the 

largest one among all national minorities in New York 

City (Frasca, 2010, 9). Remarkably, however, no mon-

ument was built for Verrazzano. Likewise, in 1908 and 

1909 respectively, L’Italia and Il Progresso Italo-Amer-

icano seemed interested in celebrating more the rec-

ognition of Columbus Day as a state holiday by the 

legislative assemblies of Illinois and New York State 

than the almost simultaneous anniversary of Vespuc-
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ci’s birth.5 Similarly, L’Italia usually referred to Italy as 

Columbus’ rather than Vespucci’s motherland.6

A controversy over the discoverer of the Hudson 

river prompted Barsotti to raise funds for the construc-

tion of the monument to Verrazzano. When New York 

State established a commission to celebrate the ter-

centenary of Henry Hudson’s 1609 exploration of the 

river that eventually bore his name, Barsotti retorted 

that Verrazzano had, in fact, been the fi rst European 

to sail into it eighty-fi ve years earlier. The statue was 

intended to emphasize that an Italian had pre-empted 

the Englishmen one more time.7

Contrary to Verrazzano, Vespucci hardly reached 

North America and barely sailed off the coast of Flor-

ida in his fi st voyage to the New World. Moreover, un-

like Columbus’s fame, Vespucci’s reputation has been 

much divisive in the United States. While Irving con-

solidated the Genoese sailor’s image as the discover-

er of America, another highly regarded 19th-century 

U.S. writer – Ralph Waldo Emerson – questioned Ves-

pucci’s personal integrity. Emerson called Vespucci “a 

liar” who had usurped Columbus’s place in history. As 

he put it, “Amerigo Vespucci, the pickledealer at Se-

ville, who went out, in 1499, a subaltern with Hojeda, 

and whose highest naval rank was boatswain’s mate 

in an expedition that never sailed, managed in this ly-

ing world to supplant Columbus, and baptize half the 
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earth with his own dishonest name” (Emerson, 1856, 

154-55).

A few Italian-American authors endeavored to 

rehabilitate Vespucci’s reputation. For instance, Gio-

vanni Schiavo (1954, 47) denied that he had been “an 

impostor” who had stolen Columbus’s glory. Schiavo’s 

apology of Vespucci was included in his Four Centu-

ries of Italian-American History. This book offered an 

outstanding example of the hagiographic intent by 

which several scholars of Italian ancestry tried to re-

construct the Italian experience in United States with 

a particular emphasis on the immigrants’ contribution 

to the cultural, economic, political, and social devel-

opment of the United States in the effort to counter 

stereotypes portraying Italian Americans as strangers 

who could not be assimilated. This approach domi-

nated the literature about this national minority until 

the ethnic revival in scholarship and the adoption of 

the more sophisticated tools of social history confi ned 

fi lopietism to the dustbin of Italian-American studies 

by the late 1960s. After this turning point, intellectuals 

of Italian descent, too, have acknowledged Vespucci’s 

dubious fame (Mangione and Morreale, 1992, 4-5).

In any case, in the eyes of Italian Americans who 

pursued incorporation within U.S. society, Columbus 

was a more viable source of identity than Vespucci. 

Before the Florentine explorer could defend the le-
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gitimate place of Italians in American society, Italian 

Americans had to protect Vespucci’s own standing in 

history. Such awareness pointed to Columbus as a bet-

ter symbol for Italian Americans, at least until the con-

troversy over the Genoese sailor’s contribution to the 

extermination of native Americans broke out follow-

ing a rise in Native Americans’ ethnic militancy in the 

late 1960s and reached a climax on the occasion of the 

quincentennial celebrations of the discovery of the New 

World (Churchill, 1997, 81-96; Stubben, 1996, 89-91).

Endnotes

1 For the details, see Connell and Gardaphé (2010).
2 “The History of the Amerigo Vespucci Society”, Società Amerigo Vespucci, n.d., http://

www.amerigovespuccisociety.com/, accessed Aug. 31, 2012.
3  de Attellis, O. “The Ledger and the Italians”, 1843, now in Durante (2001, 264-68, esp. 267).
4 For an analysis of the popular mythologizing of Columbus in the United States, see 

Bushman (1992). 
5 “Il debito dell’America a Cristoforo Colombo”, L’Italia, Oct. 9, 1909, 1; “La fontana di 

Colombo e le parole della Tribune”, ibid., Oct. 10, 1908, 1.

6 “Tributo a Colombo”, L’Italia, Feb. 27, 1908, 1; “Anche l’Assemblea di Albany vota il Co-
lumbus Day”, Il Progresso Italo-Americano, Mar. 11, 1909, 1.

7 See, e.g., “Accoglienza a Roosevelt nella patria di Colombo”, L’Italia, Apr. 3, 1908, 1.
8 “La gloria di Giovanni da Verrazzano scopritore del North River rivendicata agli italiani 

dal ‘Progresso’”, Il Progresso Italo-Americano, June 27, 1909, 1.
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Una premessa di oltre oceano…

Nel 2011 una testata di informazione locale 

online del Maryland (Usa), The Rockville Central, 

annunciò di abbandonare il sito web, prolungamento 

della versione cartacea del giornale, per cominciare 

a uscire esclusivamente su Facebook, la notizia fu 

riportata con grande enfasi sul sito del Nieman Lab 

e corredata da un’intervista al direttore della testata. 

Un segnale importante che ci arrivava da oltre 

oceano e che evidenziava la grande diffi coltà in cui 

versava e ancora versa l’informazione cartacea, che 

continua a perdere lettori e introiti pubblicitari. Oggi 

il Rockwell Central è una realtà su Facebook (www.

facebook.com/RockvilleCentral).

E in Italia cosa sta accadendo? Le notizie arrivano 

attraverso i social network e il passaggio dal giorna-
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lismo analogico a quello digitale apre un grande di-

battito su come cronisti e redattori devono svolgere la 

loro professione, su come cambia l’idea della fonte, su 

come devono vivere il cambiamento , su come l’infor-

mazione veicolata sul web si innesti con strumenti e 

nuove forme di relazione.

Uno dei punti focali di questi nuovi modelli di in-

formazione nasce proprio dalla relazione - interazione 

che ognuno di noi ha nel momento in cui legge una 

notizia e ne fa oggetto di discussione e di condivisione 

con il proprio network, con il quale entriamo in con-

tatto con una frequenza sempre maggiore.

Cerchiamo dunque di capire come le tecnolo-

gie dell’informazione si innestano sui nuovi modelli 

di networking, mobilitazione e partecipazione che si 

stanno sviluppando, seppure in modo non strategico.

Internet è un medium, e i social network che si svi-

luppano all’interno di questo mezzo appaiono come 

un ambiente di relazioni in cui si supera il concetto di 

fi sicità per entrare in una nuova dimensione di relazio-

ni tra individui.

Come cambia il giornalismo

Il modo di fare giornalismo ha subito molte muta-

zioni nel corso del tempo. Alcune connesse agli stru-

menti attraverso cui si veicola l’informazione, altre 

derivanti dal cambiamento della società, dal modo in 
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cui si forma l’opinione pubblica. Questi due livelli non 

sono separati ma interconnessi. Esiste però un mo-

mento storico che ha fatto da spartiacque tra il prima 

e il dopo, il sexigate Clinton - Lewinski. 

Il caposaldo del giornalismo è la verifi ca delle fon-

ti, la notizia è tale se è verifi cata se ha un riscontro. 

La vicenda Clinton apre una vera corsa alla notizia, è 

tutto un rincorrersi di voci e indiscrezioni.

La vecchia regola applicata dal Washington Post 

ai tempi del Watergate che costrinse i reporter Bob 

Woodward e Carl Ernstein a trovare la conferma di 

almeno due fonti non contaminate prima della pubbli-

cazione di ogni notizia, viene regolarmente disattesa. 

L’utilizzo dell’espressione “if true” (se è vero), analogo 

del nostro condizionale, diventa una precauzione suf-

fi ciente per autorizzare la pubblicazione di ogni sorta 

di informazione. Ma il sexigate è anche un’occasione 

per scoprire e mettere in luce le potenzialità di internet 

come fonte d’informazione. Venerdì 11 settembre 1998 

il Parlamento degli Stati Uniti autorizza la pubblicazio-

ne e la diffusione su internet del rapporto del procu-

ratore indipendente Kenneth Starr riguardante i reati 

commessi dal presidente Bill Clinton e che potrebbero 

costargli l’impeachment. (Pratellesi, 2008, p 39)

Da questo momento in avanti le indiscrezioni, i ru-

mors, sono spesso la fonte delle notizie. Si scrive tutto e 

il contrario di tutto. Ci stiamo sempre più allontanando 
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dalla visione di Lippman sulla funzione della notizia:

La funzione della notizia è di segnalare un fatto, la funzione 

della verità è di portare alla luce i fatti nascosti, di metterli in 

relazione tra loro e di dare un quadro della realtà che con-

senta agli uomini di agire (Lippmann, 1922, tr it, 1999, 359 in 

Ferri, 2006, p. 44.)

È evidente che un’indiscrezione non è un fatto, che 

la verità può emergere come non emergere da un’indi-

screzione, ma deve essere corroborata da fatti. Adesso 

più che allora “con l’attuale organizzazione della verità 

sociale, la stampa non è in grado di fornire con conti-

nuità la dose di conoscenza che la teoria democratica 

dell’opinione pubblica esige. (ibidem, p 362). 

Il punto cruciale della questione non è infatti quale 

evoluzione ha avuto il fl usso delle notizie in funzione 

della nascita di nuovi media, ma se e come il ruolo del 

giornalismo ha superato i limiti che già Lippmann se-

gnalava all’inizio del ventesimo secolo, o se quei limiti 

persistono a discapito dell’opportunità offerta dell’in-

cremento delle opzioni informative.

Come si costruisce la verità sociale nella società in 

rete? Come sostiene Castells: 

La società in rete si diffonde selettivamente nel pianeta, ope-

rando sui siti, culture, organizzazioni e istituzioni preesistenti 

che costituiscono ancora la gran parte dell’ambiente mate-

riale di vita degli individui. La struttura sociale è globale, ma 

il grosso dell’esperienza umana è locale, in termini sia terri-
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toriali sia culturali (Borja e Castells, 1997; Norris 2000). Le 

società specifi che, defi nite dagli attuali confi ni degli stati-na-

zione, o dai confi ni culturali delle loro identità storiche, sono 

profondamente frammentate dalla duplice logica di inclusione 

ed esclusione in azione nelle reti globali che strutturano la 

produzione, il consumo, la comunicazione e il potere. Io pro-

pongo l’ipotesi che la frammentazione della società in inclusi 

ed esclusi sia qualcosa di più dell’espressione del ritardo rich-

iesta dalla graduale assimilazione di precedenti forme sociali 

nella nuova logica dominante. (…) La società in rete globale è 

una struttura dinamica altamente malleabile alle forze sociali, 

alla cultura, alla politica e alle strategie economiche. Ma ciò 

che resta in tutti i casi è il suo dominio su attività e individui 

che sono esterni alle reti. (…) La coesistenza della società in 

rete, come struttura globale, con società industriali, rurali, 

comunali o di sopravvivenza, caratterizza la realtà di tutti i 

paesi, sia pure con quote diverse di popolazione e territorio 

da un versante e dall’altro dello spartiacque, a seconda della 

rilevanza di ciascun segmento sociale per la logica dominante 

di ciascuna rete.” (Castells, 2009, pp. 21-22)

Che cosa sta accadendo? Se come afferma ancora 

Castells i media sono lo spazio dove si costruisce il 

potere, risulterà evidente che nella società in rete i me-

dia, sempre più commerciali, cercheranno di conqui-

stare un pubblico e utilizzeranno anche le notizie per 

costruire il proprio audience. È del tutto chiaro come 

questo sia connesso alla teoria democratica dell’opinione 

pubblica. Gli individui prendono le proprie decisioni, 

costruiscono le proprie opinioni sulla base dell’ela-

borazione derivante da immagini e informazioni che 
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ricevono attraverso i media. In una società che do-

mina le attività degli individui, anche di coloro che 

sono esclusi, esterni alle reti, il rischio manipolazione 

è molto alto. E questo ci riporta al punto di parten-

za di questa rifl essione. Il ruolo del giornalismo, cosa 

signifi ca notizia, è essa un fatto e dunque oggettiva e 

riscontrabile, oppure notizia è qualcos’altro, un’ipote-

si non riscontrata, un pettegolezzo, una voce raccolta 

nei corridoi del potere?

La questione su cosa si intenda oggi per giornali-

smo nell’era della società in rete, dove tutti siamo nodi 

e comunichiamo, e dove il concetto di autocomunica-

zione di massa è divenuto realtà sociale diffusa, resta il 

punto nodale.

Abbiamo sopra detto che gli individui formano il 

proprio agire sociale sulla base dell’elaborazione delle 

informazioni che ricevono, e su questo punto i media 

giocano un ruolo centrale basato sulla loro credibilità. 

Ora perché il processo si compia è necessario che si 

concretizzi una relazione che anche momento di ap-

prendimento.

Si può apprendere attraverso tre diversi percorsi: 

per esperienza diretta, vivendo direttamente certi even-

ti e situazioni, osservando il comportamento di altri in 

ambienti sociali nei quali si è fi sicamente e socialmen-

te integrati; attraverso il racconto o la testimonianza 

di altri soggetti che agiscono da fonti d’informazione 
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(Elias 1991). La credibilità informativa è la credibilità 

che si attribuisce al “narratore” o al testimone che si 

colloca come mediatore tra noi e i fatti, gli eventi che 

vengono riferiti. È tipicamente la credibilità attribuita 

(e richiesta) ai mezzi d’informazione. Come già anno-

tava Lippmann nella prima rifl essione sistematica sui 

mezzi di informazione e sulla professione giornalisti-

ca, “mentre coloro che hanno accesso diretto al teatro 

degli avvenimenti possono fraintendere quello che ve-

dono, nessun altro può decidere in che modo lo frain-

tenderanno, sempre che non sia in grado di decidere 

dove guarderanno e che cosa.” (Gili, 2005, pp 12-13)

Dunque al giornalista è attribuito il ruolo di me-

diatore, e questa connotazione tipica del ruolo non 

avrebbe dovuto cambiare nel tempo. Nel corretto eser-

cizio di questa funzione si esplica il fattore credibilità. 

Eppure oggi dobbiamo constatare che il giornalismo 

italiano sembra rientrare nella categoria degli esclusi 

dalla società in rete e aver perso la propria capacità di 

mediare tra individui e fatti per la propria incapacità di 

ricercare i fatti e di rappresentarli.

Come cambia il consumo mediale

L’avvento di internet e lo sviluppo di nuove piatta-

forme tecnologiche, dal satellitare, al digitale, ai dispo-

sitivi mobili di comunicazione, uniti alla nascita dei 

social network e social media ha cambiato per sempre 
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il nostro modo di accedere alle informazioni.

Il tempo e le modalità di fruizione si sono tra-

sformati, lo spazio relazionale è cambiato. 

In un recente studio pubblicato da Pew Research 

Center for People and the Press, denominato: 2012 

News Consumption Report, si analizza l’evoluzione dei 

consumi mediali degli americani dal 1991 ad oggi, e si 

mostra come proprio l’arrivo dei social network abbia 

modifi cato in modo deciso l’accesso alle informazioni.

La carta stampata è senz’altro il media che ha sof-

ferto di più. Negli ultimi dieci anni la percentuale di 

persone che leggono i giornali cartacei è scesa di 18 

punti dal 41% al 23%. I lettori regolari di giornali oggi 

leggono sempre di più i giornali online. (Fonte: Pew 

Research Center for the People and the Press, 2012)
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E seppure la televisione ancora sembra tenere rispet-

to ad altri media, la tendenza è comunque discendente. 

I dati mostrano ad esempio che il numero di individui 

che dichiaravano di seguire regolarmente le news sulla 

CNN è passato del 24% del 2008 all’attuale 16%.

Non solo, lo studio fotografa nel contempo come 

si sta evolvendo il consumo delle news online. 

Oggi il 17% degli americani, quasi uno su cinque, 

dichiara di aver utlizzato un dispositivo mobile per ac-

quisire notizie, di questi il 78% dal telefono cellulare. 

A questo trend si aggiunge l’incremento della condi-

visione sui social network delle notizie. Il 19% dichia-

ra che leggono le news o i titoli sui social network, 

contro il 9% del 2010. Non solo, il numero di persone 

che regolarmente fruisce notizie sui social network è 

triplicato negli ultimi tre anni passando dal 7% al 20%.
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E le percentuali salgono se osserviamo i com-

portamenti dei giovani sotto i 30. Il 36% dichiara di 

utilizzare i social network come principale fonte d’in-

formazione.

I trend ci mostrano che il nostro universo re-

lazionale è diventato nel contempo spazio di cre-

azione, di fruizione d’informazione, di fruizione 

d’informazione e di condivisione. Ma questo ci 

evidenzia anche come il web stesso sta evolvendo, 

ognuno di noi, nodo della rete, creando un profi lo, 

facendo una ricerca, lascia una traccia di sé che fa 

sì che siamo rintracciati da coloro che hanno gusti 

o tendenze simili e che ci vengano proposti conte-

nuti che le aziende che operano sul web ritengono 

che possono interessarci.

La struttura dei mezzi di informazione infl u-

isce sul carattere della società. La parola stampa-

ta ha consentito il confronto democratico come i 

manoscritti faticosamente copiati su pergamena 

non avrebbero mai potuto fare. La televisione ha 

infl uito profondamente sulla vita politica del XX 

secolo, dall’assassinio di Kennedy all’11 settembre, 

e probabilmente non è una coincidenza che se gli 

abitanti di un paese passano 36 ore alla settimana 

davanti alla tv, non hanno tempo per partecipa-

re alla vita civile. L’era della personalizzazione è 

arrivata e sta ribaltando tutte le nostre previsioni 
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su quello che avrebbe fatto internet. I suoi creatori 

avevano immaginato qualcosa di più grande e di più 

importante di un sistema globale per condividere le 

foto dei nostri animali domestici. Il manifesto della 

Electronic Frontier Foundation all’inizio degli anni 

Novanta parlava di una “civiltà della mente nel cy-

berspazio”, una sorta di meta cervello globale. Ma i 

fi ltri personalizzati troncano le sinapsi del cervello. 

Senza saperlo, forse ci stiamo facendo una lobotomia 

globale. (Pariser, 2012, pp 21-22)

Forse la visione di Pariser, pioniere dell’attivismo 

politico online e poi collaboratore di Obama nella 

campagna del 2008, potrà apparire apocalittica, ma 

il rischio esiste.

Come afferma lo stesso Castells:

Il potere reticolare (networked power), cha va distinto dal potere 

in rete (network power) e dal potere di networking (networking 

power), è la forma di potere esercitata d determinati nodi su 

altri nodi all’interno della rete. Nelle reti di comunicazione, 

questo si traduce in potere di agenda setting, di direzione e 

di decisione editoriale nelle organizzazioni che posseggono e 

gestiscono reti di comunicazione multimediali. (…) L’obietti-

vo generale della gestione delle reti da parte del potere retico-

lare dei programmatori è quello di costituire i programmati. I 

programmati sono i soggetti subordinati dei detentori del po-

tere nelle reti di comunicazione. (Castells, 2009, pp. 534-535)

L’impianto teorico di Castells si basa sull’osser-

vazione delle dinamiche di sviluppo della società in 
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rete e di come l’avvento dell’autocomunicazione di massa, 

defi nizione da egli stesso coniata, possa incidere sul-

la dinamica comunicazione – potere, per abbattere la 

logica che sembra si stia affacciando secondo la quale 

comunicazione è potere. 

L’analisi sociologica proposta conduce ad affer-

mare che:

Se il potere è esercitato programmando e collegando reti, il 

contropotere, il deliberato tentativo di modifi care le relazioni 

di potere, si attua riprogrammando le reti intorno ad interessi 

e/o facendo saltare i commutatori dominanti collegando reti 

di resistenza e di cambiamento sociale. (…) Quello che è te-

oricamente pertinente è il fatto che gli attori del cambiamen-

to sociale sono in grado di esercitare un’infl uenza decisiva us-

ando meccanismi di creazione del potere che corrispondono 

alle forme e ai processi di potere della società in rete. Impeg-

nandosi nella produzione culturale sui mass media, e svilup-

pando reti autonome di comunicazione orizzontale, i citta-

dini dell’Eta dell’informazione diventano capaci di inventare 

nuovi programmi per le loro esistenze a partire dai materiali 

delle loro sofferenze, paure, sogni e speranze. Costruiscono i 

loro progetti mettendo in comune le loro esperienze. Sovver-

tono la pratica della comunicazione così com’è occupando il 

medium e creando il messaggio. Superando l’impotenza della 

disperazione solitaria facendo rete dei propri desideri. Com-

battono i poteri costituiti e ne identifi cano le reti. (Castells, 

2009, pp. 549-550)

Dalla verifi ca di come sia cambiato il modo di 

fruizione, l’approfondimento deve passare ad analiz-
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zare quali contenuti, gestiti da chi, per capire come essi 

incidono sulla formazione della società in rete, sulla sua 

cultura. I social media sono un’opportunità nella misu-

ra in cui vi è conoscenza e consapevolezza e si abbia la 

dimensione di chi esercita il potere sul network.

Ritrovare l’essenza del giornalismo 

nella società 3.0., il caso italiano

Sin qui abbiamo cercato di delineare il quadro ge-

nerale dell’evoluzione di come si fa informazione e del 

pubblico che ne usufruisce. A questo punto è neces-

sario indagare su quale dovrebbe essere il ruolo del 

giornalista nella società 3.0, con lo sguardo rivolto in 

particolare alla situazione italiana.

Il giornalismo italiano sembra in effetti in bilico 

tra vecchio e nuovo, ma soprattutto affl itto da vecchi 

difetti che faticano a scomparire. In un quadro edito-

riale molto particolare, che si connota per non avere 

editori puri che controllano i principali media del pa-

ese, il nostro giornalismo sembra ammalato di sensa-

zionalismo e di uso eccessivo del if true. 

Il problema delle fonti sta assumendo una dimen-

sione a nostro parere critica. L’ascesa dei social network 

sembra aver soppiantato la verifi ca delle fonti, basta una 

dichiarazione di un personaggio pubblico su Twitter o 

Facebook perché questa si trasformi in notizia. 

Si rischia di annullare così il ruolo di mediatore 
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proprio del giornalista, colui che è capace di tradurre il 

fatto in notizia e di trasformarlo in una semplice cassa 

di risonanza, un nodo tra i nodi della rete. Certamente 

diverso dalla visione che ne dà Pratellesi.

Il giornalista diventa egli stesso un osservatore del 

mondo web, così come un qualsiasi navigatore che 

può ottenere in modo interattivo dalla rete migliaia 

di notizie in tempo reale. Il giornalista si trasforma 

in un cronista globale in grado di attingere l’informa-

zione da tutto il mondo passando indifferentemente 

dal reale al virtuale. Internet arricchisce la quantità e 

l’accessibilità delle fonti. Servono capacità e rapidità 

di selezione. Profi lo professionale: intelligenza, velo-

cità, cultura, profondità. La credibilità, l’attendibilità, 

la qualità, la deontologia sono valori che fanno la dif-

ferenza tra un giornale online e un sito di contenuti. 

(Pratellesi, 2008, p. 72)

A fronte di una continua emorragia di pubblico 

sia per la carta stampata che per la televisione e alla 

crescita dei social media, si deve avere il coraggio e 

la responsabilità di riprendere in mano le redini del-

la professione, proprio partendo dall’osservazione di 

quanto sta accadendo nella società, dove si percepi-

scono frammenti di un discorso che si sta costruen-

do e che va nella direzione della cultura che rimanda 

alla cultura, le reti informali, i movimenti che nascono 

in rete, le esperienze di vita che diventano veicolo di 
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condivisione. Tutto questo nasce dal basso e riguarda 

miliardi di persone. Da questo racconto, lo stesso della 

visione di Castells può ripartire il ruolo del giornalista 

3.0. Capace di contribuire a fare da barriera all’evolu-

zione del potere, sempre più grande e nelle mani di 

sempre meno persone che possono “controllare” mi-

liardi di individui. 

Una strada potrebbe essere quella che tracciata da 

Andy Carvin manager del canale pubblico NPR, con-

siderato il miglior account Twitter del mondo, che con 

il suo giornalismo partecipativo ha raccontato le storie 

dei protagonisti della primavera araba e che ancora 

oggi grazie alla sua rete di follower racconta gli eventi 

della guerra civile siriana. Costruire una rete di rela-

zioni affi dabili, costruirsi una credibilità, verifi care il 

racconto dei tuoi amici, vivere il proprio lavoro come 

servizio pubblico e coinvolgere gli altri facendo perce-

pire il loro contributo come impegno civico. Queste le 

regole professionali e di vita di Carvin.

Conclusioni

Esiste una sola via quella di prendere atto del cam-

biamento di contesto, fare lo sforzo di comprendere il 

cambiamento, avere velocità, cultura e profondità. Il gior-

nalismo deve reinventarsi perché la capacità di far circo-

lare informazioni, vere ma anche false, dei social media 

ha creato una circolazione parallela, anche in Italia delle 
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notizie e anche di commenti che dalla rete arrivano alle 

radio, le tv e i giornali quotidiani o periodici.

L’individuo che affronta la disgregazione valoriale 

conseguenza di una politica, non solo a livello italia-

no, incapace di offrire una visione del futuro non è in 

grado da solo di orientarsi. Vi è l’urgenza di trovare la 

capacità, opportunità di unire le energie e di proce-

dere come nella visione di Castells nella costruzione 

dei loro progetti mettendo in comune le loro esperien-

ze; sovvertendo la pratica della comunicazione così 

com’è, occupando il medium e creando il messaggio; 

superando l’impotenza della disperazione solitaria fa-

cendo rete dei propri desideri. In questa visione si af-

fi da ai professionisti dell’informazione, ai giornalisti la 

riscoperta di una responsabilità sociale e culturale.

Tutto ciò può realizzarsi se si è in grado di offrire 

un terreno fertile per la crescita di una nuova cultura, 

di fornire strumenti di comprensione del nuovo conte-

sto e delle sue dinamiche.

Qui sta il punto di partenza per un’evoluzione del 

ruolo del giornalista, che mai come in questo momen-

to non può andare in deroga ai principi cardine del-

la professione, ma deve avere la forza di capire come 

adattarli alle dinamiche relazionali della società 3.0.

Osservare e innestarsi nei meccanismi di comunica-

zione orizzontale, sfruttare la forza virale dei social me-

dia per espandere la conoscenza dei fatti e delle notizie 

F. Pira
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da essi derivanti. Sfruttare la rete globale per andare più 

in profondità per aiutare a capire di più, per dare voce a 

coloro i quali sono ancora esclusi. Solo così la società in 

rete assumerà una vera dimensione globale, nella quale 

il locale diventi risorsa e le diversità ricchezza.

Avere la consapevolezza della responsabilità piut-

tosto che quella del potere di comunicare.

Per più di vent’anni mi sono trovato a dover scrive-

re il commento quotidiano di eventi veramente decisi-

vi, con la sola guida, per interpretarli, di quelle poche 

e improvvise idee generali che ero riuscito a mettere 

frettolosamente insieme. Ma più di una volta ebbi la 

tentazione di raccogliermi e tacere: di indagare a fon-

do quale fosse veramente la sostanza della mia fede. 

Avrei infatti voluto raggiungere quella certezza calma 

e quella sicura coerenza di idee che è privilegio di chi 

si può affi dare senza riserve ad un sistema di pensiero. 

(Lippmann, 1937, tr.it 1945, p4, in Ferri, 2006, p. 123).
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Max Ascoli (1898 – 1978).
A Modern Vespucci in search for Liberty

Max Ascoli as political thinker in Italy

The objective of this paper is to critically illustrate 

the work and the political activities of one of the most 

original and interesting Italian Jewish Political think-

ers and activists, Max Ascoli, who, according to our 

perspective, could be considered as a “modern” “polit-

ical” Vespucci in search for liberty from Europe to the 

New World.

The paper, which will cover Ascoli’s political 

though and activities between the early 20s and the 

mid 40s, will be divided into two sections: the fi rst will 

examine the fi rst half of Max Ascoli’s political legacy 

under the Fascist dictatorship, with the purpose to ex-

plain his political theory about freedom and democ-

racy in contraposition to Mussolini’s rule. The second 

section will take into account Ascoli’s exile in North-
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ern America, because of his opposition to the Fascist 

regime, and how the American social and political 

world infl uenced his political thought. A particular 

attention will be paid to Ascoli’s anti-fascist activities 

and efforts while living in the United States. With this 

paper, which is based on critical primary and second-

ary literature, I will attempt to show how and to what 

extent Ascoli’s physical moving from the Fascist Italy 

to the United States can be correctly seen as a “polit-

ical travel” towards a new dimension of politics and a 

true emancipation from the European tyrannies.1

Max Ascoli was born in 1898 in the city of Ferrara 

from a wealthy Jewish Italian Family, perfectly inte-

grated in the society of that time. 

He studied Jurisprudence and Philosophy, while 

having a strong and profound interest in the History 

of Religions and particularly in the History of Chris-

tianity. Through his family and personal relations he 

always had lasting connections with Florence which 

was the cradle of one of the most important Jewish 

communities in Italy.2 Yet, as Alessandra Taiuti, one 

of his major scholars, recently wrote he was always «a 

secular Jewish, far from any form of anti-clericalism 

and religious intolerance, a free thinker, […] with a 

strong faith in democracy and liberty».3

As university student4, this faith and the interest 

in the history of Political Thought led him to study 

S. Lagi
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Benedetto Croce’ s political writings and the tradition 

of Italian idealism, while being intellectually attracted 

by Socialism and even Anarchism. His intellectual ec-

lecticism was not so much something extravagant but 

rather it represented Ascoli’s need to elaborate a per-

sonal political view and theory to counter-oppose to 

the rising Fascist movement, which he fi rmly refused 

since its very beginning.5

His anti-fascism and his efforts to elaborate a theo-

ry of democracy and freedom against what he thought 

was a degeneration of the Italian liberal institutions got 

Ascoli close to two major exponents of Italian anti-fas-

cism, the brothers Carlo and Nello Rosselli. Ascoli was 

sometimes critical towards Carlo Rosselli’s chief work, 

Socialist Liberalism6, which theorized the necessity to 

fi nd a balance between the protection of fundamental 

liberties and the ideal of social justice, but both shared 

the same political commitment against Fascism. 

In the early 20s, while collaborating with impor-

tant anti-fascist reviews like Il Gentiluomo, Non Mol-

lare, Il Quarto Stato, La Rivoluzione Liberale and Crit-

ica Sociale, Ascoli, along with Carlo and Nello Rosselli, 

was completely involved in the political fi ght on Mus-

solini’s fascism, which rose to power in 1922 after the 

March on Rome.7

On April 17th 1923 Ascoli gave voice to his fi rm 

and proud anti-fascist choice, publishing one of his 
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most interesting works, which permits us to better ex-

plain his theory of democracy on the eve of Fascism. 

The title of the essay was Il Gigante Cieco, through 

which Ascoli also wanted to express his intellectu-

al, spiritual and political closeness to Carlo and Nello 

Rosselli. Like Carlo Rosselli, Ascoli thought that the 

successful rise of Fascism was essentially due to the 

inability of the past Italian liberal and conservative 

ruling class to give a prompt response to the numer-

ous social problems and political instability character-

izing the fi rst post-war period in Italy.8 The weak and 

unprepared liberal-democratic Italian institutions had 

been uncapable of comprehending and controlling 

that generation of Italians who, back from the war, 

had completely lost their trust in democracy. Fascism, 

so Ascoli wrote, had simply took advantage from that 

situation, eliminating any form of free thinking which, 

according to Ascoli, represented the essence and val-

ue of democracy.9

In front of the rise of Fascism, Ascoli proposed a 

sort of ethical conception and theory of democracy: de-

mocracy does exist and does work each time there are 

persons who are not afraid of freely professing their 

ideas, even in dangerous conditions. To Ascoli, being 

democratic meant to exercise a «free critical activity» 

which, he thought, was particularly vital at that time, 

in order to resist to the pervasive force of Fascism.10 His 
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theory of democracy had a strong and visible ethical 

connotation which Ascoli continued to profess in his 

American exile.

Concretely this «free critical activity» meant the 

ability of the anti-fascists to politically organize them-

selves even though in clandestinity.11 

Between 1922 and the mid 20s, when Mussolini was 

fi nally able to eliminate any form of political opposition 

within and out of the Italian Parliament, Ascoli was al-

most daily intimidated by the regime. Yet, Ascoli kept 

teaching Philosophy of Law and writing against the re-

gime.12 In the works published before he moved to the 

United States, he analysed the birth and development of 

Fascism within the context of a more spread and general 

decline of democratic institutions and of people’s trust in 

the post war parliamentary democracy.13

In the late 20s his academic and personal position 

became more and more problematic because of his ide-

as, because of the fact that he refused to take the oath 

of loyalty to the Fascist regime. Furthermore, as a Uni-

versity professor, he often attacked the theory of State 

elaborated by Giovanni Gentile, who was the “philoso-

pher of Fascism”.14 

Completely isolated, in 1931 he was given a Rock-

feller scholarship which allowed him to leave Italy and 

move to the United States.
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Max Ascoli an anti-fascist in the United States

In this second section of the paper I will focus 

on Ascoli’s American exile during the 40s, when he 

played a crucial role in numerous anti-fascist activities. 

In Fall 1931, Ascoli was accepted by the Graduate Fac-

ulty of Social and Political Science of the New School 

of Social Research, a prestigious University Institute, 

whose faculty was almost entirely made up of the best 

European and chiefl y German Jewish intellectuals fl ed 

from the European totalitarianism and the Nazi per-

secutions. Ascoli could work, teach and write within 

an incredibly stimulating, open and vivacious intellec-

tual environment, giving his personal contribution to 

that “theory of modern totalitarianism”, which would 

be further developed by another prominent mem-

ber of the New Social Research School, the German 

philosopher Hannah Arendt.15 As a member of this 

prestigious “think-tank”, Ascoli participated in 1939 in 

the Faculty symposium on The struggle for economic 

security in Democracy which addressed the impact of 

the Great Depression on democracy and capitalism in 

and out of the United States.16

The participants argued that economic prosperity 

and security without granting fundamental and constitu-

tional rights was meaningless and detrimental to democ-

racy. Yet, in times of strong instability the State interven-

tion in economy was considered necessary and useful.17
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It was however Max Ascoli who distilled the ulti-

mate sense of that debate, emphasising how the right 

to work had to be on the agenda of every modern 

democratic nation not only because the state prosper-

ity depends upon the employment rate of its citizens, 

but also because citizens are generally more inclined 

to attend to their civil and political responsibilities in 

condition of employment and economic stability.18

That being said, Ascoli stated that economic sta-

bility could not be granted at expense of rights and 

liberties, because democracy was vital to prosperity 

and vice versa. The Italian exile was reaffi rming that 

interplay between liberty and economic growth with-

in a context of a well organized and not excessive State 

intervention which was the core idea of Roosevelt’s 

New Deal. In a long article published in 1940 he clear-

ly affi rmed what he thought was the absolute, essen-

tial, particularity of the American nation as a “political 

space”: «I don’t know – he wrote – whether it is true 

that all men have been created free and equal… what 

I do know is that the uprooted men who made this 

country have created a condition of things that makes 

it possible to do something for freedom and equali-

ty».19 With these words, his moving to North Amer-

ica became a political travel towards a place which 

had concretely carried out those ideals of freedom 

and equality of conditions which in Italy and Europe 
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seemed to be perished under Nazism and Fascism.20

Ten years after, Ascoli published his major Amer-

ican political writing, The Power of Freedom, where 

he could delineate and elaborate just the ideas pro-

posed at the Symposium of 1939 more in depth. His 

core assumption was that freedom was the primary 

goal of human existence and that a true democracy 

had to be based upon freedom from fear and freedom 

from want.21 The U.S. ultimate task was to reinforce 

the production and development of freedom inherent 

in its system of politics.22

This shows us how Ascoli did not perceive his 

moving to the United States merely as a political exile 

from the hatred Fascism, not only because the Unit-

ed States became a second motherland to the Italian 

political thinker (who got the American citizenship in 

1939), but also because the American Republic repre-

sented to him a “political space” which was radically 

different from the European and the Italian ones.23 Its 

diversity consisted of its being founded on freedom 

and just this diversity was that political American es-

sence which made it, in his opinion, the symbol of po-

litical emancipation and hope after the end of the war, 

not more in contraposition to the collapsed Nazism 

and Fascism but rather to the Soviet regime. 

Just in the name of his anti-fascist and democrat-

ic ideals, Ascoli joined the “Mazzini Society”, becom-
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ing his President from 1941 until 1943. The organi-

zation, founded in Northampton (New England) in 

1939, wanted to gather those Italian-Americans and 

Italians living in America, in order to create an asso-

ciation promoting the principles of the Italian Risorg-

imento along with those of the American democratic 

constitutionalism. More concretely, the “Mazzini so-

ciety” attempted to help and sustain the Italian exiles 

in Northern America, keeping the Italian anti-fascist 

intellectuals with the most progressive and democrat-

ic American cultural environments.24

Despite the limited success of this initiative, chief-

ly because of an intrinsically organizational weakness 

and the poor involvement of large part of the Ital-

ian-American community, Ascoli’s participation in the 

“Mazzini society” showed again how important the 

interplay between the American democratic tradition, 

on the one hand, and Italian anti-fascism was to him.

In the early 40s Ascoli, who was very close to Roo-

sevelt’s and also to Truman’s administration, decided 

to do something concrete for his country, in order to 

give it the relief it needed. He used his personal rela-

tions and his academic prestige to develop a public 

rhetoric according to which Italy was already ready 

for democracy, and moreover the full restoration of 

Italian democracy needed the U.S. fi nancial aid.25

An excellent example in this sense is the 21 pag-
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es long memorandum Ascoli published in 1943, For 

an American Policy towards Italy, where he suggested 

the policy to be adopted by the American government 

towards his country, while defi ning the American in-

tervention in Italy as the fi rst, necessary condition to 

make democracy and freedom triumph.26

In this sense, we could say that in America Ascoli 

contributed to delineate part of that “political rhetoric” 

and political ideology which would be the core of the 

American war policy and principally of the Marshall 

plan in 1947. 

Ascoli was not a man of words and empty prom-

ises, since he was a man of facts. In the late 1944 (one 

year after the formal collapse of Mussolini’s regime), 

he planned to set up a non-profi t organization with the 

purpose of providing Italians with economic support.27

He explained his intentions in a document enti-

tled “Proposal of a Foundation that could be tentative-

ly called Friends of the Italians in the Rehabilitation 

of their own country”. Helping Italy implied – as As-

coli stated in his document – to “export” the Ameri-

can economic model in some crucial economic fi elds, 

which meant to Ascoli modernization and effi ciency. 

These two fi elds were agriculture and handcraft.28

In his view the modernization of these two vital 

sectors would determine an improvement in terms of 

production and the opportunity of creating more jobs 
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and more wealth. A corollary to such proposal consist-

ed in making the American-Italian trade-commercial 

relations really free and open, so that Italian products 

and goods could have access to the American market 

and consumption.29 His plan included another aspect, 

which would be crucial to the Marshall doctrine, i.e. 

the idea according to which a truly free market econo-

my could fuel the economic and social recovery. With 

words which seem to recall and advance the Marshall 

philosophy, Ascoli wrote: «we believe that whatever 

helps Europe to get back on its feet helps the course of 

peace and international stability and leads to a greater 

employment at home and better and stabler markets 

for American exports».30

Principally thanks to the consistent economic 

support provided by his wife, Marion Rosenwald, the 

heiress of the Sears fortune, Ascoli established in 1944 

the Handicraft Development Inc which had to carry 

out the principles of economic and social renewal 

aforementioned.

Between 1945-1947 the activities led by Ascoli and 

his collaborators were absolutely frenetic. The HDI 

became a “bridge” between the United States and It-

aly. The HDI representatives visited Italy in the years 

following the end of the war to promote and foster 

the American way of business amongst the major Ital-

ian handcrafting sectors. At the same time, the HDI 
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and Ascoli as its main promoter and founder, aimed 

at re-launching the “handcrafting revival” in Ameri-

ca, whose consumers were typically mass-production 

consumers. With such purpose,31 a display center was 

established in New York; its name was the House of 

Italian Handcrafts, which was soon defi ned as a «non 

profi t organization attempting to interpret and infl u-

ence the system of American consumption».32

The HIH was successful in establishing profi table 

relations between the world of American consump-

tion and that of Italian handcraft. 

What is most interesting to me is not so much 

describing the single and specifi c activities carried out 

through the HIH and the HDI, but rather highlight-

ing the high and undeniable symbolic value of such 

initiatives. With the HDI and the HIH, beyond their 

specifi c economic and commercial connotation, Asco-

li was attempting to “bring” a bit of Italy to the Unit-

ed States and vice versa, contributing on a small (but 

undoubtedly signifi cant scale), to a reciprocal, fertile 

confrontation. 

Behind these initiatives, including the participa-

tion in the “Mazzini society”, there was a man and a 

political thinker, Max Ascoli, who embraced the liber-

al and American view according to which economic 

stability had to be considered as a prerequisite to the 

political one; a man, Max Ascoli, who like a modern 
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and ideal Vespucci, tried in the 40s not only to con-

cretely help his motherland, but also to connect two 

worlds he felt he belonged to.
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tions which simply are not real because laws and rights are created and enforced by a concrete 
source, the State, having the monopoly of political authority.

5 Taiuti (2007), op. cit. pp. 22-24. 
6 Rosselli, C. “Liberalismo socialista”, Critica sociale, 1923, pp. 1-15. Both brothers were 

killed while in their French exile by two assassins hired by Mussolini.
7 Taiuti (2007), op. cit. pp. 59-60. 
8 Ascoli, M. “Il gigante cieco”, La rivoluzione liberale, 10, 1923, p. 44.
9  Ivi, pp. 44-46.
10  Ivi, p. 44.
11  Ivi, p. 46.
12  “Max Ascoli”, in Dictionary of American Biography, Supplement 10, 1976-1980.
13  See Mastellone S. (2002), Storia del pensiero politico europeo. Dal XIX al XX secolo, 

UTET, Torino.
14  Taiuti (2007), op. cit., pp. 147-148.
15  Tosiello, R. J. (2000), ‘Max Ascoli: A Lifetime of Rockfeller Connections’, in The 

S. Lagi

Max Ascoli (1898 – 1978)
a Modern Vespucci in search for Liberty
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Unacceptables: American Foundations and Refugee Scholars between the two Wars and after, Press-
es Interuniversitaires Européennes, Brussel, p. 108.

16  Ascoli, M. (1939), The Struggle for Economic Security in Democracy, New School for So-
cial Research, New York, p. 1.

17  Ibid.
18  Ibid.
19  Ascoli, M. (February 1940), “N. 38 becomes a Citizen”, in The Atlantic, p. 173.
20  Ascoli was using the term «equality» in the same way this term had been used by Alexis 

de Tocqueville in his Democracy in America ; in both works equality means “equality of condi-
tions” rather than “material equality”.

21  Ascoli, M. (1949), The Power of Freedom, Farrar and Starus Company, New York, p. 3-30.
22  Ibid.
23  I think that this aspect clearly emerges from all Ascoli’s American writings.
24  Miller, J. E. (1986), The U.S. and Italy 1940-1950. Politics and Diplomacy of Stabiliza-

tion, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, pp. 24-26.
25  Ibid.
26 Taiuti (2007), op. cit. p. 185. 
27 Ascoli, M. (1945), For the Rehabilitation of Italian Arts and Crafts, a Plan, Freda Dia-

mond Collection # 616, Archives Center, National Museum of American History, Smithosian 
Institution, Box Folder 30: p. 3.

28 Ibid.
29 Ibid.
30 Ibid.
31 Taiuti (2007), op. cit. p. 195. 
32 Ivi, pp. 195-197.
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La cartografia nautica e terrestre 
prima della scoperta dell’America

Le carte nautiche generali disegnate dalla fi ne del 

XIII o dai primi del XIV secolo nell’area mediterranea, 

Pisa compresa, esercitarono una positiva infl uenza su 

quelle geografi che (mappamondi e rappresentazioni re-

gionali). Prodotto di spicco è l’Atlante mediceo conservato 

nella Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana di Firenze: errone-

amente riferito al 1351, comprende 7 carte con il mappa-

mondo con l’Africa circondata dal mare, disegnato da un 

anonimo nell’ultimo decennio del XV secolo.

Il perfezionamento della cartografi a geografi ca è 

esemplifi cato dal mappamondo della Biblioteca Nazio-

nale fi orentina della mandorla del 1457 che rappresenta, 

con quello veneziano di Fra Mauro del 1459, il miglior 

prodotto europeo fi no al 1489-90. Un infl usso analo-
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go è avvertibile per le carte regionali: quella d’Italia 

del 1320-30 di Pietro Vesconte fece da modello fi no 

all’inizio del XV secolo, allorché venne perfezionata 

a Firenze (è in Archivio di Stato); dopo la metà del 

secolo il prodotto fu ancora ammodernato e inserito 

nei codici della Geographia di Tolomeo (II sec. d. C.), 

disegnati dai fi orentini Piero del Massaio e Francesco 

Rosselli e dai tedeschi – operanti a Firenze – Niccolò 

Germano ed Enrico Martello.

L. Rombai - C. Borgioli
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La cartografi a fi orentina deve molto agli studi 

astronomici-matematici dei secoli XIII - XV e alla loro 

applicazione ad agrimensura e architettura-urbanisti-

ca, a partire dall’attività dei maestri di àbaco che ave-

vano appreso la trigonometria greca tramite gli arabi: 

Leonardo Fibonacci, Paolo Dagomari, Nicola Pisano 

(allievo di Fibonacci e maestro di Andrea Pisano e 

Arnolfo di Cambio). Soprattutto a Firenze, l’attenzio-

ne per le cartografi e rientrava nella tradizione, come 

dimostra l’utilizzazione fattane da Francesco Petrarca 

nell’Itinerarium in Terram Sanctam e nel De Vita Soli-

taria. Tali pratiche – con le procedure di triangolazio-

ne (fatte per il rilevamento di mappe di centri abitati 

e patrimoni agricoli) e di misura di distanze, altezze 

ed angoli, con l’aderenza al sapere matematico (cal-

colo di coordinate e uso di proiezioni geografi che) – 

continuarono nel XV secolo, grazie ad abachisti come 

Giovanni Bartoli e Piero da Foligno. I metodi di rile-

vamento vennero trasmessi a personalità d’eccezione 

– insieme tecnici, artisti e inventori – tra cui Filippo 

Brunelleschi, Leon Battista Alberti, il Taccola, Fran-

cesco di Giorgio e Leonardo da Vinci.

La cartografi a moderna nasce quindi nel XV seco-

lo con l’applicazione del sapere tecnico-artistico e delle 

speculazioni dell’umanesimo che, a partire dall’arrivo 

a Firenze, nel 1397, del bizantino Emanuele Crisolo-

ra, insieme con codici di classici dimenticati nell’Oc-

L. Rombai - C. Borgioli
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cidente, determina una svolta negli studi geografi ci e 

cartografi ci: e ciò, per la riscoperta della Geografia di 

Tolomeo, autore già conosciuto per le opere astrono-

miche alla base della teoria del sistema geocentrico. Il 

trattato geografi co contiene 8000 valori di latitudine 

e longitudine di località del mondo antico e indica-

zioni per determinarne altre e per costruire le carte 

geografi che che, infatti, corredano la stessa opera (un 

mappamondo e 26 carte regionali). Da allora, i canoni 

scientifi ci (carte orientate col nord in alto e costruite 

in scala e su rilevamenti di coordinate geografi che e 

proiezioni) divennero obbligatori. 

A Firenze, l’interesse per geografi a e cartografi a è 

documentato nel XV secolo tra umanisti e mercanti: 

l’astronomo-matematico Paolo dal Pozzo Toscanelli fu 

ispiratore dei viaggi colombiani (per la lettera del 1474 

a Ferdinando Martins con disegno su carta dell’itine-

rario nautico per le Indie); Niccolò Niccoli e Giorgio 

Antonio Vespucci (zio e maestro del futuro navigato-

re) ebbero codici di geografi a e cartografi a. L’atten-

zione per la cartografi a contagiò le famiglie di colti 

mercanti, come Strozzi e Medici. Nella seconda metà 

del XV secolo, carte nautiche e geografi che adornava-

no le pareti delle case di umanisti e signori. In palazzo 

Medici, dopo la morte di Lorenzo, furono rinvenuti: 

tre mappamondi, due carte per navigare, quattro car-

te dell’Italia, due della Spagna, una della Francia, tre 
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della Palestina, una dell’India, con ‘ritratti’ urbani di 

Roma e Milano, e rappresentazioni «di più paesi».. E il 

mercante e datore di lavoro di Amerigo Vespucci, Lo-

renzo di Pierfrancesco dei Medici (allievo di Giorgio 

Antonio Vespucci), non mancò – scrive Amerigo nella 

lettera del 18 luglio 1500 – di intendersi di «alcun tanto 

di cosmografi a», con presenza nella sua biblioteca di 

un codice della Geografia (Gentile, 1992).

È dalla metà del XV secolo che, a Firenze (con 

Piero del Massaio, Niccolò Germano, Enrico Martel-

lo e Francesco Rosselli), le carte tradizionali vennero 

affi ancate da ‘tavole nuove’, disegnate per correggere 

gli errori dell’alessandrino che si rivelavano nel con-

fronto con carte nautiche, resoconti scritti e orali di 

viaggiatori (come il chioggiotto Niccolò de’ Conti che 

tornò dall’Oriente a Firenze durante il Concilio ecu-

menico del 1439-43) e le carte geografi che moderne. I 

codici cartografi ci della Geografia tolemaica disegnati 

dal Massaio fra gli anni 1460 e il 1472 furono redat-

ti su modelli preesistenti, con correzioni e aggiunte 

dagli abili e bene informati cartografi  operanti nelle 

botteghe fi orentine (di Vespasiano da Bisticci e Fran-

cesco Rosselli), ravvivate dall’assidua frequentazione 

di competenti umanisti, colti mercanti e viaggiatori. 

‘Tavole nuove’ compaiono pure nelle redazioni del 

tedesco Enrico Martello, attivo a Firenze nell’ultimo 

quarto del XV secolo, che vanta altre opere signifi cati-
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ve, come gli atlanti di isole e i mappamondi.

Il perfezionamento apportato in queste carte è frutto 

del lavoro d’insieme dell’umanesimo scientifi co fi orenti-

no applicato anche all’astronomia, in quanto funzionale a 

produrre valori latitudinali e longitudinali per il disegno 

dei reticolati ove collocare terre emerse e oceani. 

Nella cerchia degli umanisti spicca il medico dal 

Pozzo Toscanelli, che stabilì corrispondenze con i 

maggiori dotti del tempo, interrogò viaggiatori e si 

dedicò a osservazioni celesti (per le quali costruì nel 

1475 uno gnomone in Santa Maria del Fiore). Tosca-

nelli attualizzò il proposito ‘antico’ di circumnavigare 

da occidente la Terra, usando come teste di ponte le 
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isole atlantiche al largo dell’Africa (Canarie, Azzor-

re, Madera, Capo Verde); l’orientamento teneva conto 

delle diffi coltà che i portoghesi incontravano nell’e-

splorazione a sud del golfo di Guinea, oltre che della 

teoria ripresa dal geografo antico Marino di Tiro che 

attribuiva all’Asia una spropositata estensione a sud-

est. Toscanelli espresse questa concezione – su richie-

sta del governo portoghese – all’umanista Fernando 

Martins il 25 giugno 1474, con una lettera (rimasta in 

copia fra le carte di Colombo) corredata di una carta 

di navigazione – andata perduta – inquadrante l’area 

oceanica fra Europa ed Asia. Lo scienziato dava per 

possibile la traversata atlantica per Cina ed isole delle 

spezie, convinto della dimensione più piccola del reale 

del globo e di quella ugualmente più contenuta dell’o-

ceano da attraversare partendo da Lisbona: egli sti-

mava la distanza tra Lisbona e Quinsay in 6500 miglia 

(circa 10.000 chilometri). 

La già ricordata carta della mandorla del 1457 e le 

concezioni toscanelliane servirono a Rosselli e Martello 

per costruire a Firenze, nel 1489-90, subito dopo il peri-

plo del Capo di Buona Speranza da parte dei portoghesi, 

di svariati mappamondi quasi in tutto simili: fi gure che 

ebbero immenso successo e che pure Colombo conob-

be, con il geografo boemo Martin Behaim, che utilizzò 

i dati toscanelliani e il mappamondo Martello-Rosselli 

per realizzare il suo globo del 1492.
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I planisferi Martello e Rosselli del 1489-90 – come 

quello dell’Università di Yale – non rappresentano l’in-

tera sfera terrestre, con 360°, ma ne considerano sol-

tanto 275. 

Spicca la coppia di carte a colori di Rosselli del 

1508 (planisfero e carta nautica generale) dell’atlan-

te del National Maritime Museum di Greenwich. To-

ponomastica e contenuti riportano al quarto e ultimo 

viaggio colombiano (1504); abbracciano tutto il mon-

do conosciuto, con il Mondo Nuovo disegnato come 

una grande isola, e a sud una grande terra antartica 

(Conti, s.d.), che rappresenta di fatto una quinta parte 

del mondo. Secondo la teoria degli antipodi, infatti, 

doveva esserci una massa continentale a bilanciare le 
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terre dell’emisfero settentrionale, cosiddette antipo-

di, grazie all’autorità di Tolomeo che, presentando un 

Oceano Indiano chiuso, postulava l’esistenza di un 

esteso continente congiungente Asia e Africa. 

Rosselli fu anche il primo ad inventare la proiezione 

che diverrà normale in tutte le opere dei cartografi  del 

XVI secolo: la proiezione ovale equidistante, con l’inte-

ra superfi cie della sfera terrestre inclusa entro un ovale 

avente un diametro doppio dell’altro.

I planisferi Rosselli-Martello per un decennio rap-

presentarono le migliori immagini del pianeta, sulle 

quali sarebbero state innestate le terre nuovamente ri-

trovate dal genovese, da Vespucci ed altri navigatori 

al servizio di Spagna e Portogallo. Essi risultano im-

portanti per la concezione che in una delle capitali del 

vecchio mondo, quale era Firenze, si aveva del Mondo 

Nuovo e sono considerati un vero e proprio trait d’u-

nion tra la cultura tolemaica e quella dell’uomo mo-

derno; registrano le scoperte portoghesi ed estendono 

l’ecumene verso oriente all’intero continente asiatico, 

con i toponimi ricavati dalle relazioni di viaggio di 

Marco Polo e Nicolò de’ Conti. 

Rosselli produsse altre innovazioni cartografi che 

all’inizio del nuovo secolo, collocando nel mappamon-

do – nelle carte a stampa del 1506 e 1508 – le isole e 

terre del ‘mondo nuovo’ nell’Atlantico australe scoper-

te da Vespucci (Terra S. Crucis sive Mundus Novus, 
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insieme con la Terra australis incognita), con quelle 

dell’Atlantico centro-settentrionale assegnate invece 

con sicurezza (da Colombo e altri) all’Asia orientale: in 

pratica, l’Asia arriva fi no quasi a Cuba, con l’isola ubi-

cata a breve distanza dal Cipango (Giappone). Trattasi 

della ricordata coppia di stampe del 1508 (planisfero e 

carta nautica generale dell’atlante di Greenwich) e del 

planisfero redatto a Firenze nel 1506 insieme al vene-

ziano Giovanni Matteo Contarini in proiezione conica 

modifi cata: il primo in assoluto con tale caratteristi-

ca. Il mappamondo del 1506 è la prima carta stam-

pata in cui compare il nuovo mondo e in cui si cerca 

di rapportare i dati provenienti dalle spedizioni alla 

tradizione tolemaica, anche per chiarire la situazione 

creatasi con le scoperte, ricorrendo ad ipotesi e con-

getture per tratteggiare le zone del tutto sconosciute. 

Nelle due carte le terre esplorate dai Caboto (1497) e 

dai Cortereal (1501) fanno parte dell’Asia, ma la massa 

meridionale ne è invece molto lontana; si tratta cioè di 

una concezione che accetta un Mundus Novus a sud 

dell’Equatore, ma rispetta Tolomeo al nord, e quindi 

anche l’idea di Colombo (Luzzana Caraci, 1992).

Il ruolo tecnico-cartografico 
di Amerigo Vespucci

Amerigo Vespucci dimostra – con le quattro let-

tere scritte fra 1500 e 1502 a Lorenzo di Pierfrancesco 
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dei Medici e con le due operette a stampa del 1504 

Mundus Novus e Lettera a Piero Soderini – piena con-

sapevolezza della solidità della sua preparazione co-

smografi ca e geografi ca, grazie all’abilità nell’uso degli 

strumenti, il quadrante e l’astrolabio, a più riprese ri-

cordati per la misurazione di altezze, distanze e an-

goli, della bussola per le direzioni e il compasso per il 

calcolo, sulla cartografi a, delle distanze. Tali strumen-

ti servivano ad orientarsi in aperto oceano mediante 

le osservazioni celesti, praticando cioè l’astronomia a 

fi ni nautici.

In vari passi Vespucci si mostra orgoglioso di sa-

perli utilizzare correttamente: 

Tanto che se i miei compagni non avessero avuto fi ducia in 

me, che conoscevo la cosmografi a, non ci sarebbe stato né 

un pilota né un capitano di nave che sarebbe stato in grado 

di dire dove ci trovavamo, dopo aver percorso cinquecento 

leghe. Eravamo, infatti, persi e errabondi, solo gli strumenti 

ci mostrarono con precisione la verità riguardo all’altezza dei 

corpi celesti, e questi strumenti furono il quadrante e l’astro-

labio, come chiunque poté vedere. Da quel momento, tutti 

mi seguirono con molto rispetto, perché avevo mostrato loro 

che, anche senza l’aiuto della carta nautica, conoscevo l’arte 

della navigazione più di tutti i piloti di tutto il mondo. Essi, 

infatti, non hanno alcuna conoscenza al di là dei mari che 

sono soliti navigare. 

Nella prima e seconda lettera, Amerigo testimo-

nia i calcoli di longitudine effettuati con metodo inno-
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vativo mediante l’osservazione dell’opposizione della 

Luna con Marte. La prima lettera documenta che 

Amerigo era in grado di interpretare la cartografi a 

disponibile, di saperla correggere e costruire ex novo. 

Scrive infatti di essere in procinto di spedire al suo an-

tico padrone, tramite il concittadino Francesco Lotti, 

dua fi gure della discrezione [descrizione] del mondo fatte e or-

dinate di mia propria mano e savere: e sarà una carta in fi gura 

piana e uno apamondo in corpo sperico”, considerate di qual-

ità, specialmente “el corpo sperico”: “che poco tempo fa che ne 

feci uno per l’Altezza di questi re, e lo stimòn molto.

Queste cartografi e originali non sono mai sta-

te ritrovate, e quindi non sappiamo come Vespucci 

avesse integrato le nuove terre nella fi gura d’insie-

me del mondo: compito arduo anche per i risvolti 

politici (i contrasti fra Spagna e Portogallo rimasti 

dopo la spartizione dei nuovi mondi con il Trattato 

di Tordesillas del 1494 e la linea meridiana tracciata 

di conseguenza). Le esigenze politiche di riserva-

tezza spiegano lo sviluppo lento della nuova carta 

del mondo da realizzare con il metodo scientifi co di 

Tolomeo, che fosse comprensiva delle terre ameri-

cane, fi n quasi alla metà del XVI secolo e al grande 

cartografo Gerardo Mercatore. 
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L’influenza di Amerigo nei mappamondi 
primo-cinquecenteschi

I prodotti cartografi ci disegnati da Colombo e Ve-

spucci sono andati perduti. Quelli di mani diverse ri-

masti sono tuttavia suffi cienti a chiarire lo svolgimen-

to della questione della posizione delle nuove terre, 

che Colombo ritenne sempre lembi estremi dell’Asia: 

la posizione è indicata nella prima carta nuova, redatta 

nel 1500 dal compagno di viaggio, Juan de la Cosa, ma 

anche nei già ricordati mappamondi fi orentini del 1506 

e 1508 di Rosselli. Vespucci, invece, considerò l’Ameri-

ca meridionale una parte separata rispetto all’Oriente. 

Con la sua carta nautica generale del 1500 (Mu-

seo Navale di Madrid), Juan de la Cosa fa il punto 

delle conoscenze acquisite anche dalla spedizione ef-

fettuata a nord da Giovanni Caboto a Terranova per 

gli inglesi (1497), e a sud, da Alonso de Ojeda-Ve-

spucci (1499-1500). 

Le nuove terre disegnate da de la Cosa si stagliano nel mare 

con la campitura omogenea di colore verde che conserva il 

mistero del non conosciuto, e la dimensione esuberante, rispet-

to ai continenti noti, esalta la eccezionalità dell’evento e la mo-

mentanea impreparazione a registrarlo (Romby, 1993, p. 201).

Le altre carte di poco successive si basano sulle 

navigazioni colombiane e vespucciane, pur rifl etten-

do anche le esperienze dei navigatori portoghesi Cor-
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tereal nel 1501 e Caboto per l’America settentrionale, 

Ojeda e Cabral per quella Meridionale: a differenza 

del de la Cosa, ora ci si preoccupa di rappresentare i 

paesi nuovamente scoperti in coordinamento spazia-

le con il vecchio mondo.

Tale innovazione è dimostrata dal mappamondo di 

Rosselli del 1506 di Greenwich: il cartografo disegna 

nell’Atlantico australe isole e terre del ‘mondo nuovo’ 

scoperte da Vespucci (Terra S. Crucis sive Mundus Novus), 

mentre rappresenta quelle dell’Atlantico centro-setten-

trionale separate dalle precedenti da un golfo marino, 

con le isole dei Caraibi assegnate, secondo le credenze 

di Colombo, all’Asia orientale. È questa la prima carta a 

stampa in cui, nel tentativo di raccordare la tradizione 

di Tolomeo con la realtà scaturita dalle scoperte, com-

pare il Nuovo Mondo.

Particolarmente interessanti sono i rifl essi delle 

opere di Vespucci nella cartografi a nuova. Il viaggio del 

1501-1502 trova infatti riscontro in svariate carte ma-

noscritte derivate dalle fi gure uffi ciali di Portogallo e 

Spagna, nonostante il segreto in cui erano mantenute.

Al primo posto è da collocare la carta portoghe-

se disegnata entro ottobre 1502 e acquistata a Lisbo-

na dall’ambasciatore estense Alberto Cantino, carta 

da ritenere opera vespucciana (Biblioteca Estense Uni-

versitaria di Modena). Essa rifl ette infatti le conoscen-

ze scaturite dai viaggi di Amerigo con la separazione 
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dell’America meridionale dall’Asia; non a caso, porta un 

titolo vespucciano, ovvero Carta de navigar per le isole 

nuovamente trovate per la parte dell’India. La linea di 

costa dell’America meridionale è estremamente vicina 

alla realtà, e la carta è l’esempio più famoso di spionag-

gio geografi co e l’esempio più brillante di opera ‘per il 

principe’ del primo Cinquecento. 

Le immagini dei nuovi paesi sono corredate di indi-

cazioni qualitative che denunciano l’avanzamento della 

conoscenza; la rappresentazione della costa sud-ame-

ricana con l’ indicazione di elementi di fl ora e fauna 

registra infatti le esplorazioni vespucciane ed esprime il 

nuovo come descritto nelle lettere.

Il tipo cartografi co noto come carta marina por-

tugallensium, di matrice portoghese; costruito subito 
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dopo il terzo viaggio e destinato a durare, con gradua-

li perfezionamenti, fi no alla traversata di Magellano 

del 1519-22, comprende le carte King-Hamy, Canerio, 

Kunstmann II (con l’episodio vespucciano del canni-

bale) ed altre; si tratta di fi gure che rielaborano anche 

materiali di provenienza colombiana per il disegno di 

isole e coste dell’America centrale.

L’immagine che viene fuori è quella di un’America 

separata dall’Asia, che sebbene estesa in longitudine è 

isolata perfettamente verso est. Il fatto che queste carte 

non vadano oltre i 34° di latitudine S nel disegno dell’A-

merica meridionale, mentre Vespucci si era spinto fi no 

a 50°, fa pensare che i portoghesi volessero tenere all’o-

scuro la Spagna dell’esistenza di terre nuove poste nella 

sua sfera di infl uenza. Si rivela così l’anima politica delle 

carte, che portava ad alterare e deformare il disegno del 

mondo, per piegarlo agli interessi del potere.
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Altri notevoli prodotti sono: 

- la carta nautica generale anonima, detta King-

Hamy dal nome dello scopritore, anch’essa probabil-

mente del 1502 (San Marino University, California): ri-

fl ette le conoscenze scaturite dai viaggi vespucciani, ed 

è il primo documento che testimonia una netta distin-

zione tra il vecchio mondo e il nuovo, con la legenda 

che richiama le lettere di Vespucci (“questa terra […] in 

essa è grande abbondanza di legno verzino […,] uccelli 

pappagalli grandi come falconi e di colore rosso, e gli 

uomini sono bianchi, i quali non hanno alcuna legge e 

si mangiano fra di loro”);
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- il planisfero genovese o carta da navigar per le iso-

le Novamente ritrovate in la parte dell’India di Niccolò 

Canerio/Caverio del 1502 (Bibliothèque Nationale de 

France), che riprende il Cantino, rifl ette le conoscenze 

scaturite dai viaggi colombiani e vespucciani;

- il planisfero portoghese di Pedro Reinel del 1504 

(Bibliothèque Nationale de France), con il Brasile pre-

sentato con la sua vegetazione tipica, gli animali, gli in-

digeni intenti a cacciare e raccogliere legna.

Piuttosto simili sono i due planisferi, sempre del 

1504, del genovese Vesconte Maggiolo (Biblioteca Fe-

dericiana di Fano) e di anonimo che denomina Mundus 

Novus la terra scoperta da Vespucci (Biblioteca Olive-

riana di Pesaro).

Originale, pur con i debiti nei riguardi di Vespuc-

ci dimostrati dai richiami elogiativi al Fiorentino, è il 

mapppamondo diviso in due emisferi, Universalis co-

smographia secundum Ptolomaei tradicionem et Americi 

Vespucii aliorumque lustrationem, disegnato da Martin 

Waldseemuller e stampato nel 1507 (Library of Con-

gress of Washington): nell’America del Sud, separata 

dall’Asia, compare per la prima volta il nome Ameri-

ca, ovvero l’attribuzione denominativa del nuovo conti-

nente. La carta è compresa nella Cosmographiae Intro-

ductio, trattato geografi co dell’umanista, che stampa in 
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latino la vespucciana Lettera a Piero Soderini, edita in 

italiano a Firenze tra 1504 e 1505. Vi si dedica speciale 

attenzione a Vespucci che con le sue esplorazioni ha 

allargato i confi ni della conoscenza geografi ca secon-

do il quadro già defi nito da Tolomeo, avendo scoperto 

una maxima pars terrae semper incognitae. Il ritratto di 

Vespucci è collegato al Mondo Nuovo, mentre Tolo-

meo presiede al Vecchio Mondo. Da sottolineare che 

il vasto continente autonomo, l’America, è reso sepa-

rato dall’Asia con un oceano ‘inventato’ otto anni pri-

ma che Balboa lo scoprisse e lo battezzasse Pacifi co. Il 
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mappamondo Waldseemuller, per la parte riguardante 

il Vecchio Mondo ripropone quasi esattamente le carte 

di Martello e Rosselli del 1489-90, arricchendole per di 

più di indicazioni e dettagli.

Dopo il 1507 e la diffusione della traduzione latina 

della Lettera a Piero Soderini, questa divenne la fonte 

che ispirò anche le decorazioni di varie carte coeve: a 

partire da quella nota come Kunstmann II (Bayerische 

Staatbibliothek, cod. icon. 133), dove, relativamente 

all’America Meridonale, viene raffi gurato un episodio 

di cannibalismo descritto proprio in quel resoconto, e 

che risulta abbastanza simile alla già ricordata carta di 

Maggiolo del 1504 della Federiciana di Fano.

Al Padron Real disegnato sotto la guida di Ve-

spucci dal 1508 in poi fa riferimento anche una carta 

manoscritta di Andrés de Morales datata 1509 e con-

servata nell’Archivio de Indias di Siviglia; essa venne 

descritta dall’umanista italiano alla corte dei Re Cat-

tolici Pietro Martire d’Anghiera nel suo lavoro di ca-

rattere storico Prima Decade de Orbe Novo del 1511: 

raffi gura il golfo del Messico con la Florida e Cuba, ed 

è uno schizzo derivato dalla carta generale del Regno 

di Spagna che, come si legge in un documento regio 

dello stesso anno 1511, “doveva essere conservata in 

una cassaforte chiusa con ben tre chiavi” (Conti, s.d.).

Da notare che l’immagine dell’America presente 

nelle opere vespucciane a stampa è alla base dell’icono-
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grafi a che illustra molte relazioni di viaggio del primo 

Cinquecento. Particolare diffusione ebbero le due serie 

di disegni di argomento etno-antropologico e paesisti-

co Americae Retectio e Nova Reperta del fi orentino di ado-

zione Giovanni Stradano, già collaboratore di Giorgio 

Vasari nei lavori pittorici di Palazzo Vecchio, incise e 

stampate da A. Collaert, T. e J. Galle e T. De Bry. 

Dal Padron Real spagnolo disegnato tra il 1507 e 

il 1512 da Amerigo Vespucci nella sua veste di piloto 

mayòr e poi aggiornato a più riprese (nel 1512, subito 

dopo la sua morte, congiuntamente dal nipote Gio-

vanni e da Juan Diaz de Solis che ripeterono l’aggior-

namento nel 1515; fi no al 1525 di nuovo da Giovanni 

Vespucci; nel 1526 da Fernando Colombo; successiva-

mente da Sebastiano Caboto e Diego Ribeiro), deriva-

no varie carte anche conservate in Italia.

Il ruolo di Giovanni Vespucci e dei fratelli 
Giovanni e Girolamo da Verrazzano 
nella cartografia degli anni ‘20

L’esperienza di vita del nipote di Amerigo, Giovan-

ni, fu illuminata dalla luce delle cartografi e che tracciò 

quando era piloto real: i planisferi conservati a Cambrid-

ge, a Vienna e nella Biblioteca Reale di Torino tra il 1523 

e il 1526 in quanto derivati dal Padron Real spagnolo, 

appaiono tutti originali, per eleganza e precisione di di-

segno, per contenuti geografi ci e toponomastici e per 
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proiezioni. Ovviamente rifl ettono la navigazione intor-

no al mondo di Magellano del 1519-22.

Giovanni Vespucci iniziò la sua carriera di carto-

grafo e viaggiatore con lo zio che lo chiamò a Siviglia 

tra 1508 e 1509 e – dopo averlo formato nell’arte dell’u-

so degli strumenti e del disegno della cartografi a – ne 

fece il principale collaboratore. Nel suo testamento, 

Amerigo gli lasciò abiti, libri, documenti, diari e stru-

menti di navigazione e rilevamento cartografi co. Dopo 

la morte di Amerigo, Giovanni fu nominato piloto real. 

Fin da allora, fu il solo autorizzato a fare copie del pre-

zioso documento. Venne però licenziato il 18 marzo, 

1525, con l’accusa di aver rivelato informazioni segrete 

ai Medici di Firenze. 

Grazie anche ai mercanti e ai Medici, il mondo fi o-

rentino continuò ad essere in contatto con le scoperte e 

con la cartografi a delle scoperte: lo dimostrano il map-

pamondo donato da Carlo V nel 1525 a Baldassarre Ca-

stiglioni, nunzio apostolico di Papa Clemente VII Medi-

ci a Siviglia; e il mappamondo donato sempre da Carlo 

V, tra il 1552 e il 1528, al cardinale fi orentino Giovanni 

Salviati, anche egli nunzio apostolico in Spagna di Papa 

Clemente VII dal 1525 al 1530. Le due carte di grandi 

dimensioni appaiono importanti sul piano tecnico, come 

dimostrano l’Equatore diviso nei 360° della circonferen-

za terrestre e la presenza della scala delle latitudini. Si 

tratta di Padron Real; del nuovo continente sono deli-
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neate solo le coste orientali effettivamente rilevate dalla 

“tierra del Labrador”al “calnal de todos los santos”. 

Con il primo viaggio dei fratelli Verrazzano del 

1524, il mondo fi orentino venne nuovamente interes-

sato al processo esploratorio e coinvolto nella messa a 

punto di cartografi e. Giovanni con il suo primo viaggio 

transatlantico del 1524 (nel quale esplorò la costa attual-

mente statunitense e canadese tra Carolina e Terrano-

va), contribuì a defi nire in modo apprezzabile il disegno 

del margine orientale del Nuovo Mondo, dando anche 

una descrizione accurata, oggettiva, rispettosa e raffi -

nata, della natura e delle popolazioni incontrate, con i 

loro comportamenti e costumi. Egli volle ribadire la sua 

fi orentinità battezzando – come risulta dalla cartografi a 

da lui orientata – molti luoghi dell’America del Nord con 

toponimi toscani: San Miniato, Quaracchi, il Paradiso, 

la Certosa, gli Orti Oricellari, Careggi, Monte Morello, 

l’Impruneta, Vallombrosa, Livorno, ecc. Come Vespuc-
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ci, anche Verrazzano fu cartografo, ma i suoi prodotti 

sono scomparsi. I più importanti cimeli vicini all’idea 

di Giovanni sono il planisfero di Visconto Maggiolo del 

1527 (che è possibile osservare nelle riproduzioni perché 

fu distrutto a Milano durante l’ultima guerra) e i due del 

fratello Girolamo da Verrazzano: il primo del 1529 e il 

successivo probabilmente degli anni ’30.

Sono i primi in assoluto che raffi gurano l’intera 

America, della quale si conoscono ora le coste dei due 

versanti (l’orientale e l’occidentale), pur con le linee che 

si interrompono a nord nell’area ancora incognita. La 

costa all’altezza del Pamlico Sound è tracciata come un 

piccolo istmo che separa i due mari; vi si legge: “da que-

sto mare orientale si vede el mare occidentale sono 6 

miglia di terra in fra l’uno e l’altro”. Non si trattava però 

del Pacifi co, ma di una serie di lagune interne, scambiate 

erroneamente per l’Oceano dai Verrazzano.

* L. Rombai è autore dei paragrafi  1 e 2, C. Borgioli è autrice 
dei paragrafi  3 e 4.
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Premises: What is TuttoToscana?

FUA’s TuttoToscana intensive fall program ex-

plores the concept of traveling cuisines, specifi cally 

those originating in Tuscany and that are academi-

cally “exported” to the United States by the program 

faculty and students. The objective of this 4-week 

program, of which three are held in Florence to de-

velop Tuscan-themed events to be presented over a 

week in NYC, will be explored by the panel for the 

issues and challenges that arise in terms of authentic-

ity vs. adaptation and tradition vs. innovation when 

presenting Italian cuisine to the public of a different 

continent, as well as the academic and personal en-

richment of the program’s team.

Grace Joh*
Florence University of the Arts

TUTTOTOSCANA: A Culinary 
Caravan of Tuscan Cuisine
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Pertinence to Exploration Theme

TuttoToscana is a viable interpretation of exploration 

through gastronomy, as the program and event cycle in-

volve travel both literally and fi guratively. In the literal 

sense, a specifi c food concept and a group of individuals 

composed of faculty and students begin a preparation 

phase in Florence and travel to New York City in order 

to present the concept at concrete, real-life events. 

Figuratively speaking, the idea of gastronomy has 

long supported the presence of food from the earliest 

of explorations. When considering the travel and ex-

ploration of food from a global perspective, we can 

cite the ancients, the arrival of the tomato and potato 

from the New World, the proliferation of spices from 

the Orient, etc. from a historical perspective. Food has 

always ranked as an important element to document 

and export throughout history. As for contemporary 

times, today’s technologically driven world allows 

for food to travel at an incredible velocity. Food from 

every nation travels through worldwide distribution, 

food bloggers are electronically enticing global au-

diences with recipes, top chefs are opening outposts 

in all corners of the earth. In addition to the global 

perspective, TuttoToscana also deeply considers from 

a local standpoint the technical issues encountered 

when the team “moves” its food concept from Italy to 

the United States. Exploration almost always involves 

G. Joh

TUTTOTOSCANA: A Culinary 
Caravan of Tuscan Cuisine
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an eye-opening experience, the discovery of diversity, 

the realization of what is different with respect to the 

shores of departure. 

It is in the eye of these diversities and differenc-

es that TuttoToscana turns to the idea of integration 

when examining the results of this complex project. 

As stated and reiterated in the program Course Read-

er, a few major challenges due to the idea of difference 

arise immediately from the commencement of each 

TuttoToscana edition:

Team Diversity: How do we adequately prepare 

the student team members, from international back-

grounds, to represent a Tuscan food concept in a brief, 

intense, and highly concentrated time frame?

Diff erences Created by Geography and Culinary 

Evolution: How can we properly present a specifi c, and 

oftentimes highly rarifi ed Tuscan food concept prepared 

in Italy to audiences in a country where Italian cuisine 

has gone through a substantial evolution since the fi rst 

major Italian immigration in the late 1800s? Given Ital-

ian cuisine’s highly stressed importance of territory and 

utilizing local products to express regional particulari-

ties, how can we properly present Tuscan cuisine up-

rooted and exported to a different continent?

G. Joh

TUTTOTOSCANA: A Culinary 
Caravan of Tuscan Cuisine
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These principal differences, along with other im-

portant ones that will be more closely considered in 

this paper, represent the need for integration in order 

to properly and successfully export the “culinary car-

avan” that is TuttoToscana and its program academ-

ics and gastronomic concept from Florence, Italy, to 

New York City, USA. Integration is an essential tool to 

properly equip the team of faculty and student explor-

ers who also assume the role of ambassadors that rep-

resent the “caravan” to its fullest and truest expression 

at on-site event staging during the concluding practi-

cum experience of the program. Integration occurs in 

three principal modes:

Local Integration: Faculty and students work 

closely together through academics in order to acquire 

an unfi ltered, unbiased, and authentic sense of the lo-

cal territory represented by the chosen gastronomic 

topic. This is achieved through the thorough testing 

of the recipes and wines to feature at the NYC events; 

a dedicated contextualization, study, and analysis of 

the local territory represented by the yearly theme; 

frontal encounters with key professional fi gures who 

represent the products featured at the events.

Professional Integration: Real-life events as fi nal 

evaluation for the program add professional enhance-

G. Joh
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ment in a career-developing experience. Students as-

sume colleague/team member role during NYC event 

week alongside faculty members, interaction with di-

verse audiences throughout the event cycle offers crit-

ical feedback as operating professionals.

Communicative and Interpersonal Integration: 

The overall team is subdivided into specifi c work and 

production groups – management, beverage service, 

food production, media coverage and relations. Equal 

emphasis is placed on singular group project works 

and collective team communication for effi cient infor-

mation management and team harmony. The result 

not only ensures successful event results but the op-

portunity for students to be exposed to all roles during 

production and operations. 

Equipped with the aforementioned strengths due to 

the emphasis on integration, the TuttoToscana team was 

prepared to take on the elements involved in a transcon-

tinental effort to present Tuscan cuisine in New York 

City. The elements are described in the following section.

G. Joh
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The Culinary Caravan

The elements of the culinary caravan used to describe 

the TuttoToscana journey are the following:

1 Culinary Concept

The 2012 event concept was “Contemporary Chianti” 

and focused on the rich food culture in the territory 

located between Florence and Siena. The name Chi-

anti derives from the wine denominations that can be 

legally produced in this area and has given birth to 

important Tuscan recipes that enhance the territorial 

wines and local ingredients. The goal of the theme 

was to present Chianti as something beyond the “roll-

ing hills” depicted in cinema and literature, but also as 

an area that is home to innovation both in wine and in 

food, Chianti as it is lived and tasted today.

2 Countries

The entire project spanned two countries as the bases 

for the events. Preparation was handled in Italy while 

the project output was destined for the United States. 

Ties between the two countries have always been very 

involved, especially considering historical and war-re-

lated alliances, Italian immigration to the US, current 

US students seeking Italy as a study abroad destina-

tion. The year 2012 is especially poignant for US-Italy 

relations thanks to the 500th anniversary of the death 

G. Joh
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of Amerigo Vespucci, the Florentine Renaissance ex-

plorer (and subject of the Medici family) who inspired 

mapmakers to give his fi rst name to the continents of 

the New World. 

2 Cities

From a more specifi c operational perspective, the two 

cities of Florence and New York City provided the base 

locations for the TuttoToscana program. Program ac-

ademics were held in Florence for 3 weeks and contin-

ued in a practicum format at real-life events for a week 

in NYC. These two cities are a constant stimulus for 

program participants. NYC is undoubtedly a global 

food capital while Florence represents not only one of 

Italy’s most important cities but is also the capital of 

the Tuscan region noted for many famous gastronom-

ic exports. The “foodscapes” of both cities are impor-

tant for program participants to grasp for successful 

event operation.

3 Event Locations

The 1-week event cycle took place at three locations in 

NYC, each chosen for its unique operational approach 

to be implemented by the team and a particular varia-

tion of creating a special event. The fi rst event was an 

academic special event that required for the students 

to act as the protagonists in the role of lecturers and 
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demo chefs at CUNY Queens College, to an audience 

represented by nutrition students seeking to enter 

the food industry. The second event took place in a 

commercially oriented location, De Gustibus cooking 

school, where the featured team members were the 

faculty chefs and 2 student assistants. It is located at 

Macy’s Herald Square known otherwise as America’s 

largest department store and a NYC symbol and insti-

tution. And fi nally, the third event location, the James 

Beard Foundation, provided an institutional approach 

to special events. Students and faculty worked side by 

side at a luncheon and dinner event within the walls 

of Mr. James Beard’s former home that become upon 

his death a celebrated non-profi t foundation.

4 Menus

The Contemporary Chianti concept generated 4 

menus for the 4 events to be presented in NYC. The 

Queens event, developed as a hand’s on group work-

shop, featured Tuscan recipes in their traditional and 

“lighter” versions in order to provide an analytical ap-

proach relevant to the university studies of the Queens 

nutrition students. The De Gustibus demo called for 

gastronomically sophisticated recipes to entertain an 

audience that observed the faculty chefs’ live demo 

of the menu. The James Beard Foundation lunch and 

dinners were similar in their formalized, multi-course 
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and table-seated formats, both were intended to fea-

ture the capstone interpretation of the concept while 

the dinner menu was slightly more articulated given 

its evening timeframe. 

4 Wine Producers

Each year foresees a group of wine sponsors to be fea-

tured at certain event locations. 2012 presented 4 wine 

producers over the course of the lunch and dinner events 

at the James Beard Foundation. Each producer featured 

a different spirit and representation of Tuscany. Santa 

Cristina, a property of the Marchesi Antinori group, is a 

historic company who is dedicating immense efforts to 

contemporary communication methods for client en-

gagement as well as label design. Mazzei, perhaps the 

most emblematic of the producers for its ties to Chianti 

territory, carries forth its commendable answers to the 

perennial challenge between tradition and innovation. 

Cappanelle is a younger company who has demon-

strated an extraordinary ability in interpreting through 

excellent quality the historic standard of Chianti wines. 

Salcheto, straddling between Chianti and Montepul-

ciano, is creating new precedents in sustainable and 

environmentally conscious winemaking. In all 4 cases, 

the producers were chosen for their common ground in 

offering outstanding wines from a contemporary per-

spective of winemaking in Chianti today.

G. Joh
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6 Faculty Members

The faculty body of TuttoToscana consisted of 6 pro-

fessors from diverse backgrounds, nationalities, and 

professions. The represented fi elds were culinary arts, 

pastry, event management, public relations, wine ex-

pertise, and digital media. Faculty members hailed 

from the Italian regions of Tuscany and Liguria, the 

Ivory Coast, and the United States.

15 Students

Lastly, but most importantly, is the most important el-

ement of the TuttoToscana culinary caravan. The stu-

dent group featured 15 extremely bright individuals 

from different walks of life, countries, and experienc-

es, who accepted the challenge of expressing Tuscan 

cuisine in the United States. Each had a specifi c role 

throughout the learning and event production phases; 

some had overlapping roles. Ultimately, all of them 

provided the essential ingredient to answer and over-

come the challenge. Their presence and outstanding 

results offer the fi nest example of exploration as inter-

preted by the TuttoToscana project – Newcomers who 

integrate and execute professional events with passion 

and acquired expertise, who share an intimate knowl-

edge of Tuscan territory and cuisine in an internation-

al destination such as New York City. 

G. Joh
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Webography and Resources
TuttoToscana Course Reader, 2012 Edition. Academic material belonging to Florence 

University of the Arts. Can be consulted upon request.

Event Locations:
www.jamesbeard.org
www.degustibusnyc.com
www.qc.cuny.edu

*Conference panel presented by:
Florence University of the Arts Faculty Members G. Joh, A. Trapani, S. De Cas-

tro, C. Carrega, and D. Weiss; and students C. Brennan, G. Harrison, N. Harri-

son, G. Kieff er, B. Romberg, C. Tu.

Wine Sponsors:
www.cappanelle.com
www.mazzei.it 
www.santacristina1946.it
www.salcheto.it

Biography

Camilla Carrega Bertolini is a graduate of the Università degli Studi di Firenze 
with a degree in Viticulture & Enology and a terminal degree in Enology. She brings 
a whole new meaning to being a “native Florentine,” not only does she hail from the 
city but she has an intimate knowledge of its territory through her family’s wine pro-
duction at the Castello di Volognano winery in the hills of Florence. 

CAMILLA CARREGA BERTOLINI è laureata in Viticoltura e Enologia e ha una Laurea 
Specialistica in Enologia. Dà un signifi cato nuovo all’ ‘essere fi orentina’, perchè proviene 
dalla città, ma ha un’ intima conoscenza del suo territorio, attraverso la produzione di vino 
nell’azienda familiare Castello di Volognano, sulle colline di Firenze.

Grace Joh is the Chair of FUA’s J SCHOOL for studies in journalism, publishing and 
communication. A native Southern Californian, she earned her bachelor’s degree in 
Literature from UC Berkeley and her master’s degree in communication from Ital-
ian State University (Università degli Studi di Firenze). She oversees the development 
of publishing projects at the PALAZZI/FUA university press, Ingorda per Florence 
Campus Editore.
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GRACE JOH è la coordinatrice della J SCHOOL per gli studi in giornalismo, comunicazione 
e editoria a Florence University of the Arts. Originaria della California, si è laureata in 
letteratura a UC Berkeley e ha conseguito un Master in Comunicazione all’Università degli 
Studi di Firenze. Supervisiona lo sviluppo dei progetti editoriali di Ingorda per Florence 
Campus Editore, la casa editrice appartenente alle strutture di PALAZZI/FUA.

Andrea Trapani is originally from the neighboring region of Liguria, he is currently 
executive chef and the culinary and baking department head of Apicius International 
School of Hospitality. Molecular cuisine and gastronomy is a personal and professional 
passion. He has received the Star Diamond award in 2007-2008 at the fi ve-star luxurious 
Hotel Santa Croce in Florence and has participated in the festival of sciences in Genova. 
Trapani is also the offi cial chef of the A.C. Fiorentina soccer club. He makes occasional 
appearances yearly for a cooking show on the Italian cable network SKY.

ANDREA TRAPANI è originario della Liguria ed è Executive Chef e Culinary and Baking 
Department Head presso Apicius International School of Hospitality. La gastronomia e la 
cucina molecolare sono suoi interessi personali e professionali. Ha ricevuto lo Star Diamond 
Award nel 2007 – 2008 dall’Hotel Santa Croce Relais a Firenze e ha partecipato al Festival 
della Scienza a Genova. Trapani è anche lo Chef uffi ciale della squadra di calcio A.C. 
Fiorentina. Annualmente e occasionalmente appare su SKY in trasmissioni culinarie.

David Andre Weiss received a formal education in Art History at the University of Chi-
cago under the mentorship of Professor Joel Snyder. He graduated from the International 
Center of Photography in New York City in 1987, and soon started a fortunate career as 
photographer on movie sets. His work has been published in the various newspapers and 
magazines worldwide. He currently lives and works in Florence, Italy, where he is the 
Department Chair of DIVA, the department of digital imaging and visual arts at FUA, of 
which he promotes important artistic and editorial projects, based on photography. 

DAVID ANDRE WEISS ha studiato Storia dell’Arte con Joel Snyder all’Università di Chicago. 
Nel 1987 si è laureato all’ international Center of Photography di New York ed ha intrapreso 
una fortunata carriera come fotografo di scena sui set cinematografi ci. Le sue fotografi e sono 
apparse su numerosi quotidiani e riviste internazionali. Vive e lavora a Firenze ed è responsabile 
di DIVA, il dipartimento di Fotografi a e Arti Visive di FUA, del quale promuove importanti 
progetti artistici ed editoriali, basati sulla fotografi a.
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Dating back to the 19th century Prix de Rome, 

A.I.R. (Artist in Residence) programs hsave been 

experiencing an international boom in very recent 

years, becoming due experiences for artists, who 

aspire to be considered in the art system. A.I.R.s 

have increased the mobility of the artists who, by 

traveling, have become interpreters and seers of to-

day’s world. Florence, a perennial destination for 

Renaissance-inspired crowd has been excluded 

from the dialogue on contemporary visual art and 

culture. Through A.I.R.s, such as the one offered 

by F_AIR, Florence can renew its contemporary 

appeal for artists, here considered as the explorers 

of the third millennium.

Lucia Giardino
Florence University of the Arts

Artists in Residence: the Explorers 
of the Third Millennium
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The A.I.Rs are “growth modalities for artists” 1

What is an Artist In Residency? To answer dryly, 

an Artist in Residency is a stay, abroad or within the 

national boundaries, reserved to artists and aimed to 

the production of their works2. A residency offers ei-

ther a studio, or a living quarter, or a stipend, or, better 

yet, all three together. The period of stay may vary 

from a few days to months, at times a whole year3. 

If up to June 2010 I believed that the above answer 

was convincing and informative, after that date, cor-

responding to my fi rst direct experience in a residence 

program as curator4, I have realized that it is no possi-

ble to defi ne a model for the A.I.R. formula: each artist 

in residency differs from one another, still – no matter 

where they are located, their length, if they isolate the 

residents or on the contrary they create a network, if 

they focus on practical or in conceptual skills – all of 

them have the univocal and common goal consisting 

of the growth of the artist.

Yet, the growth or development of the artist, like 

that of any other individual, is determined by multiple 

factors, today more than ever revolving around the 

contingencies of the living (not much of life), more 

than specifi cally concerning the art. The ultimate goal 

of the Avant-gardes of the Twentieth century – now-

adays widely accepted – of breaking the boundaries 

between art and life, is highly crucial when talking 

L. Giardino
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about the educational offering which an art residency 

may represent today. 

I would like to clarify that what marks the differ-

ences between the singles residencies is fi rst of all the 

geography of where the residence takes place, but not 

that much the territorial geography, instead the ge-

ography of the arts that in that place will come into 

existence. The more a place anticipates the expecta-

tions of the artist and the public, the least rewarding 

in terms of breaking the ground a residence is. On 

the contrary, if the geography is not art-consumate or 

even apparently impermeable to the art, an artist will 

fi nd a fertile ground where to operate5.

The English acronym A.I.R. (Artist in Residence), 

adopted internationally, clarifi es that there is no part 

of the world where it may be impossible to establish a 

residence. Every place can be a good place; still each 

place will not be indifferent. On the contrary each res-

idence will be totally unique because of what the artist 

will be able to trigger. A residence in the exact place 

done by the same artist at a distance of some time, 

may draw two far apart and unexpected geographies. 

It may be objected that experiencing places each 

time in different ways happens to all, not just to artists. 

But, while the majority of the visitors walk a well-trav-

elled road, often equipped with guidebooks and con-

temporary GPS systems, artists walk without compass 

L. Giardino
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and are still able to bring into existence unexpected 

paths. In addition, artists have bigger responsibilities: 

they are in fact responsible for sharing those paths, ex-

periences, or visions, and once those are shared, they 

become a common good6.

Letting an artist grow with the formula of artist’s 

residency is giving a chance to renovate a system of 

beliefs that for different reasons, we tend to consider 

immutable or unchangeable. The artist is the herald of 

these changes.

Therefore, inviting an artist in residence in Flor-

ence, a city which still lives out of the facade of the 

glorious Renaissance, becomes crucial: it is like scrub-

bing the face of an old lady, still beautiful, but still 

wearing heavy make up on. The peeling may reserve 

some surprises, but it may be a start to revitalize dry 

cells and defi nitively get rid of the dead ones7.

Why does an artist need to grow?

The idea of the artist as an isolated genius is to-

day commonly surpassed and it is easily banned as a 

romantic interpretation of what an artist may be. An 

artist today has to be world-aware, he/she needs to 

know what happens around him – even far away in 

terms of space, since thanks to today’s technology the 

idea of around-ness has expanded to the whole globe. 

This is clear to all, still, at times, when the artist is 

L. Giardino
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really tuned in with his/her mission, he/she is able to 

bring visions, even if working as isolated as an edelweiss8. 

This is what distinguishes an artist from the rest of hu-

manity: they bring visions (like the vision of an edelweiss 

in the middle of a mountain fi eld!). And bringing vi-

sions is not a natural born gift, but it is a skill that could 

be sharpened by exercise. Being visionary, may be due 

to birth, but delivering visions is what distinguishes an 

artist from an individual with an intuitive side: the art-

ist works hard in terms of developing the modalities of 

delivery of such visions by practicing, listening, tuning, 

observing, and especially daring.

What does daring mean in this context? We are 

not talking about either teenager angst that still brings 

self-destructive pop icons to abuse drugs, nor the aim-

less physical efforts of some Guinness World Records. 

Daring here corresponds to show the way, through the 

art, of possible alternatives; to cross transversally, and 

therefore more painfully, the fl ow of the over-informed 

world; to suggest a vision away from the standardized 

reading of the media and of the hyper-specialized, and 

therefore arid, scientifi c research.

Especially when made accessible via residencies, 

art reconnects the individuals with their own and with 

their territory, it rediscovers professionals and abilities, 

it is universal and promotes integration, by breaking 

cultural barriers. 

L. Giardino
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A short, yet well articulated article comes to my as-

sistance, to support what I am discussing here. The arti-

cle is by professor A. C. Grayling of the New College of 

the Humanities in England: it discusses the importance 

of humanistic education in the present time, as well as 

in the future. According to him, humanities, because of 

their “generalistic” nature, are disciplines more apt to 

save the world than others, that are more specifi c9.

Examining this, and starting with the assumption 

that humanities include the visual arts10, we understand 

that the artist is the only subject, because of his uncon-

ventional way of thinking, and ability of connecting 

virtually impossible paths and situations, could give 

hope to the world, and bring it to its fi nal salvation, in 

order to avoid aridity, and eventually death.

This is not diffi cult to understand, if we translate 

this discussion in a more graphic fi eld: imagine for in-

stance an oil well which tycoons suck up to the last 

drop. When the well is dry there is nothing else to do, 

but if we are able to explore different paths, inventing 

alternative energies, we may be able to guarantee a 

possible, more intact future for humanity.

An artist needs to grow, in order to effectively envi-

sion a better future for him and for all, and it is just with 

the direct experience gained by traveling and by observ-

ing - often without grasping the totality of the tricks of 

the verbal language of the places – which may mystify 
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the everyday relationships, that growth happens.

It is usually said that the artist’s practices are dis-

interested; worst, that they are useless because they 

do not bring any monetary profi ts to society and this, 

in our economic oriented system is usually interpreted 

negatively11. I would like to say that these are instead 

the principal reasons why we should learn from the 

artists, since they are those who still maintain a point 

of view detached from the main trends of interests. Just 

if disinterested, one can have an unspoiled vision, can 

“look in perspective”, can navigate the world, without 

drowning in the sea of conventions, looking, instead, 

forward to embracing the totality of the horizon.

By leaving behind a given and established territo-

ry and moving toward the unknown, the works by the 

artists in residence may be the answer to the clutter 

confusion of today’s hyper-connectivity.

A Brief History of the AIR, according 
to my own point of view

If for today’s artists – and since the time of Andy 

Warhol, the main academy is the world12, as a con-

sequence, up to the early Nineteenth century, the 

Prix de Rome corresponded to contemporary artist 

in residence programs.

Simplifi ed as it is, this may be disputable, but if 

we analyze the phases and modalities of art educa-

L. Giardino
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tion in Europe13, we realize that what is said above 

may be valid. 

Italian academies of Fine Arts have been im-

itated since the Modern Era. Founded in Florence 

in 1562 by Giorgio Vasari, under the sponsorship of 

Grand-duke of Tuscany Cosimo I de Medici, the fi rst 

Accademia delle Arti e del Disegno mainly aimed at ele-

vating the fi gure of the artist, from a mere artisan to 

an “intellectual”. That is: it aimed to give justice to 

artists such as Alessandro Botticelli, who, while con-

stantly painted “spallucce da letto”, and other house-

hold amenities, also painted philosophic manifestos 

of Neo-Platonism, such as The Spring and The Birth 

of Venus. Giorgio Vasari, who was for Cosimo, a writ-

er, an architect, a painter, but overall an intellectual, 

aimed to become - and to make other artists become 

-, “citizens of the world”, not standing to stay be-

hind in the provincial Arezzo, where he was born, in 

the very moment when the rest of the world was ex-

panding its geographical boundaries14. The Vasarian 

academy was an actual school, not a shop to grati-

fy the clients with perfectly executed objects, like it 

had been for centuries. Not neglecting the indispen-

sable practical excellence gained after an attentive 

imitation from nature, Vasari turned the artists into 

well-mannered thinking fi gures, able among other 

things, to participate in complicated discussion on 

L. Giardino
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aesthetics, such as, that on the superiority of painting 

over sculpture15.

The example of Giorgio Vasari was soon fol-

lowed, and academies such as the Incamminati in Bo-

logna, under the direction of the Carracci brothers, 

and the Roman Academy of St. Luke were born.

To prove that the artist from Arezzo had start-

ed a successful model, two important academies 

in the European panorama were created under the 

patronage of the corresponding monarchies: the 

French Académie des Beaux Arts (1648), and the Brit-

ish Royal Academy (1768). These foresaw a trip to 

Italy, and to Rome in particular (as learnt from the 

Florentine predecessors), as fundamental for the 

educational curriculum, in order to study the “an-

tichi e moderni” that have brought art to the “excel-

lence”16. And if, during the Enlightenment period, 

the Englishmen of the Grand Tour, expanded the 

trip to Southern Europe to the upper class nobility, 

the French academy created an extremely demand-

ing prize, still including a bursary and a residence, 

called Prix de Rome. 

To me, this is the fi rst step towards today A.I.R.s. 

The Prix de Rome was in fact, as the A.I.R. is today, 

an indispensable move to complete an artist career. 

Then, as nowadays, selections were extremely de-

manding: besides indisputable skills, an applicant 
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had to present recommendations by highly regarded 

professors and sponsors. The main sponsors were of 

course the aristocrats, gravitating around the monar-

chies on which the academies depended.

What interest did sponsors have in supporting 

an artist? They could count on a good investment in 

propaganda. The artists rewarded with the Prix de 

Rome, leaving behind the academic constrictions of 

the home academy, and preparing to live for a year by 

themselves, away from indiscreet eyes, would after-

ward pay an excellent service to those who had spon-

sored them: they would deliver positive messages to 

the selected public, which had access to the art world.

Now that times have changed and that art is sup-

posedly at the service of the whole society, and not 

just at the service of nobles and churches, artists have 

more demanding roles; they have to deliver positive 

messages to all, not just to a few. Therefore, they have 

to be able to have a generalized17, yet not superfi cial, 

knowledge apt to talk to all. This way, while the spe-

cialized knowledge of specifi c professional fi gures 

will solve specifi c problems in their own fi elds, artists 

will envision the possibilities of creating alternatives 

in wider, expanded, and globalized fi elds.

L. Giardino

Artists in Residence : the explorers 
of the Third Millennium
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Not as everywhere else

A residence in Florence is not as a residence 

everywhere else, but not because the place is “so full 

of art” which may be inspiring for artists, but be-

cause Florence, since the Nineteenth century, when 

the Renaissance myth was born and it started to be-

come supported by scholars and politicians, it has 

never dared to put itself in discussion. Florence needs 

the fresh eyes of explorers, able to observe the cit-

ies away from the easy stereotypes which surround 

them. The city needs to renovate its appeal out of the 

entropic system of self-reference, which promotes a 

fascinating, still atemporal and sterile one (meaning 

that it does not produces fruits and continuity, but 

just a short term enjoyment).

It needs artists who have spoken to people in 

countries where the Renaissance is one out of many, 

still relevant, historical facts, so that the Renaissance 

could not be just contemplated, but it could enter in a 

dialogue with the diversity. It needs visionaries, who 

fi nd a better way to develop the art heritage, other 

than its tautological preservation.

Just with the energies of mobile individuals un-

interested in becoming part of a rooted system, this 

renovation can happen.

L. Giardino

Artists in Residence : the explorers 
of the Third Millennium
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Endnotes

1  I am borrowing here a defi nition of artist in residencies by Sebastien Sanz de Santam-
aria cofounder with Natalie Anglés, of Residency Unlimited (www.residencyunlimited.org) and 
previously working at Location One, one of the most prestigious artist’s residence in New York. 
Conversation with Sebastien Sanz de Santamaria held on June 20 2010, New York.

2  Assuming that all artists fi rst or late produce works, residencies are aimed to the pro-
duction of works, which may happen to be done even very late in the career of an artist, or they 
concur to the making of a work.

3  Many more differences exist between the residencies than those delineated above. We 
have residencies where the artist is left by him/herself, to carry on a projects; where young art-
ists are working under the supervision of established artists (the Italian Premio Furla is just one 
out of many examples); extreme residencies in Antarctic regions, etc… Cfr. www.reisidencyun-
limited.org and www.resartis.org for amply variety of offerings.

4  On June 1 2010, convinced to conclude my graduate thesis for the Scuola di Specializ-
zazione I landed in New York to join an artist in residence program, the Harlem Studio Fellow-
ship by Montrasio. Usually reserved to artists, the founders, Ruggero and Francesca Montrasio, 
they invited me as the fi rst curator in residence.

5  Residencies in “art-literate” or “art-friendly” geographies are fruitful for emerging artists 
with limited experience only, since a system which daily reenacts global art mechanisms - in-
different to the local phenomena, people, environments… - can bring little contribution to new 
projects and creativity.

6  Visual art in particular is extremely communicative, since it invests everybody’s senses. 
7  In my experience with the Fall 2012 artist in residence at F_AIR, this is what happened. 

The artist, Nicolas Muller, little literate about the Renaissance, wandered about the city noting 
unexpected elements, such as the great amount of “fake” walls, imitating the historical walls of 
the historical city. They become the main key to interpret it, and generated a site specifi c proj-
ect which differ from any of the art stereotypes about Florence. Also in his approach with the 
students (all F_AIR residents teach a course at the Fine Art School of Florence University of the 
Arts), Nicolas Muller was able to invent a curriculum, free of repeated standards, therefore more 
sincere and effective.

8  In my experience with the Fall 2012 artist in residence at F_AIR, this is what happened. The 
artist, Nicolas Muller, little literate about the Renaissance, wandered about the city noting unexpect-
ed elements, such as the great amount of “fake” walls, imitating the historical walls of the historical 
city. They become the main key to interpret it, and generated a site specifi c project which differ from 
any of the art stereotypes about Florence. Also in his approach with the students (all F_AIR residents 
teach a course at the Fine Art School of Florence University of the Arts), Nicolas Muller was able to 
invent a curriculum, free of repeated standards, therefore more sincere and effective.
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9  “However, among both individuals and policymakers there is a curious blindness to the 
equally great need in our complex societies for generalists. Further, there is a related blindness 
to the need for educational generalism itself, as one of the richest possibilities for people to be 
more than just cogs in the economic machine. It should be the baldest truism to say that people 
are not merely units of resource on balance sheets, but alas that is exactly how they are being 
treated in the planning and fi nancing of higher education in too many parts of the developed 
world. That is why it is necessary to remind ourselves, loudly and insistently, that people are also 
voters, neighbours, friends, lovers, parents, travellers, makers of choices, deciders about matters 
of human as well as economic signifi cance. People have to be capable of understanding and en-
gaging with a globalised, complicated world, to be equipped to overcome the human propensity 
for tribalism, limitation, and self-interested short-termism.” GRAILING AC, Higher humanities 
education in the 21th Cenury, 2011. http://pearsonblueskies.com/2012/higher-humanities-edu-
cation-in-the-21st-century/.

10  AC Gray does not specifi cally talks about the visual arts, but considering their nature 
today, I easily include them in his account: “The generalism in question is provided by the hu-
manities. By ‘humanities’ I mean history, literature, philosophy, politics, classics, languages, and 
those areas of the social sciences – economics, anthropology, psychology and sociology – which 
relate directly to the exploration and understanding of human nature and the human condition”. 
GRAILING AC, Higher humanities education in the 21th Century, 2011. http://pearsonblueskies.
com/2012/higher-humanities-education-in-the-21st-century/.

11  See the notorious sentence by the former Italian minister of Economics, Giulio Trem-
onti, synthesized by the newspapers in “con la cultura non si mangia”. http://www.ilsole24ore.
com/art/notizie/2010-10-22/battibecco-distanza-fi ni-tremonti-174651.shtml?uuid=AYsi8pcC.

12  For what concerns the artists, I date the end of the validity of art schools for education 
back to the age of Warhol, instead of that, for instance of Marcel Duchamp. Even if the latter, 
with the readymade opened the way to the process that American Conceptual Art will synthe-
size in the word deskilling (therefore invalidating the role of the schools of art teaching practical 
skills), it is just with Warhol and with the Factory practices that everybody can become an artist 
(or even just famous), without a regular art training.

13  European academies of Fine Arts have served as model for worldwide education in the 
fi eld of the arts.

14  This is in fact the age of the great geographical explorations and conquests. Of these 
we have magnifi cent historical evidences in contemporary decorated halls, such as the Gallery 
of the Maps at the Vatican and the Guardaroba of Palazzo Vecchio, Florence, both painted by 
Ignazio Danti in the second half of the Sixteenth century.

15  See the making of the double-sided Dwarf Morgante, painted by Agnolo Bronzino as 
an answer to the 1546 treatise by Benedetto Varchi Lezzione. Nella quale si disputa della mag-
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gioranza delle arti e qual sia più nobile, la scultura o la pittura, fatta da lui publicamente sulla Ac-
cademia Fiorentina la terza domenica di Quaresima, l’anno 1546. In Due lezzioni, di Benedetto 
Varchi, sulla prima delle quali si dichiara un sonetto di Michelangelo Buonarroti. Nella seconda 
si disputa quale sia più nobile arte, la scultura o la pittura, con una lettera d’esso Michelagnolo 
e più altri eccellentissimi pittori e scultori sopra la questione sopradetta. In Fiorenza, appresso 
Lorenzo Torrentino impressor ducale, MDXLIX.

16  The ‘antichi e moderni’ were for Giorgio Vasari, and the academics of the following 
centuries the artists of the antiquity and Michelangelo and Raphael.

17  Cfr. endnotes 5 and 6.
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Biography

Lucia Giardino has taught Art History courses from Medieval to Contemporary Art 
for almost 15 years. Fervent supporter of critical thinking and of artistic practices as 
tools to decode the panorama of today’s world. Her method consists of deconstructing 
the myth of Florence as the “Renaissance cradle”, in order to start a constructive pro-
cess of re-reading the art of the past as well as understanding the art of today. Inspired 
by her graduate studies, she has developed the practices of artist and art professional 
talks and studio visits as didactic means: she encourages students to dare to break the 
barriers of incommunicableness which may prevent the public to familiarize with the 
matters of the arts. In 2007 Giardino has started a non profi t artist in residence pro-
gram in Abruzzo. Since 2011 she has been the coordinator of the FUA School of Fine 
Arts as well as of F_AIR - Florence Artist in Residence, the fi rst AIR program in the 
historic center of Florence.

LUCIA GIARDINO insegna storia dell’arte da circa quindici anni, occupandosi, negli 
ultimi 5 anni, di incrementare l’attenzione verso l’arte contemporanea e i giovani artisti 
italiani. Fervente sostenitrice del pensiero critico e dell’esercizio delle arti come strumenti per 
decodifi care la realtà. Il suo metodo consiste nel decostruire il mito di Firenze come “culla 
del Rinascimento”, per iniziare un processo costruttivo di rilettura dell’arte del passato 
e del presente. Ispirata dai suoi studi specialistici, ha sviluppato tecniche didattiche che 
includono incontri con professionisti dell’arte, artist talk e visite agli studi: incoraggia infatti 
gli studenti a infrangere le barriere della non-comunicazione, frequente causa dell’osticità 
verso l’arte da parte del pubblico. Nel 2007 Giardino fonda una residenza d’artista no 
profi t in Abruzzo. Dal 2011 coordina il dipartimento di Fine Arts di Florence University 
of the Arts, che comprende F_AIR - Florence Artist in Residence, il primo programma di 
residenza d’artista nel centro storico di Firenze.
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The Annual Conference “Florence in Italy and 

abroad: from Vespucci to contemporary innovators” 

held by Florence University of the Arts and Stony 

Brook University offered an excellent opportunity to 

examine the evolution of the concept of exploration: 

new travelers from the “New world” will bring their 

experiences and insights in re-discovering the “Old 

world”. In the attempt of comparing interests about 

Florence abroad to those raised by the “spaces” of Ves-

pucci’s discoveries, we held a panel about the project 

“Finding Florence”, a research conducted during the 

Mass Communication course at JSchool of Journalism 

- FUA (Florence University of the Arts).

In order to determine the nature of a “public 

space” was our fi rst move in this research. The differ-

ent results the issue brought, created an opportunity 

~ A Voice from Panel 4 [Student Panel] ~

Ingrid Lamminpää 
Florence University of the Arts - Mass Communication course

Urban Scenarios as Spatial Networks: 
the Finding Florence Research
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for everybody to give the word “public space” a new 

defi nition and to interpret the city of Florence as a 

spatial network, that we temporarily inhabit on differ-

ent conceptual and physical levels.

At fi rst, we worked on the concept of “public space” 

vs. “private place”. Historically, in Western cities and 

in particular in European cities, the public space was 

the square, the center of the city where political (city 

town hall), religious (cathedral) and commercial (mar-

ket) power was concentrated. Everywhere else was a 

private place. 

Today, the concept of public space has undergone a 

multi-dimensional expansion: the meanings of “space” 

and “public” have changed. So, besides the traditional 

defi nition of public space as a ‘place where every citi-

zen has the right to move freely’, the sociological ap-

proach has suggested a relational view, where public 

space is essentially a “place of relationships.” According 

to this approach, a space is public, whenever it creates 

a venue for social and relational interaction - virtual-

ly anywhere a person is exposed to other individuals. 

This can happen at a bar, at the gym, at school, in 

a neighborhood, and even at home, where through 

our laptops or mobile devices we can move (through 

google webcams), build and manage relationships 

more or less dense (through social networks), work 

and spend our free time. Any place where there is the 

I. Lamminpää

Urban Scenarios as Spatial Networks : 
the Finding Florence research
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potential to interact with other people, though invol-

untarily, can be considered a public space, as well as 

any place where people are free to speak their minds, 

argue, praise, or communicate in any form. 

The methodology we followed in “Finding Flor-

ence” was largely grounded in photo elicitation, an 

action-research technique that facilitate the analysis 

of cities and urban spaces. The use of the camera en-

hanced the knowledge of public spaces, derived from 

everyday experience.

This technique worked as an “ice breaker” in the 

class that was not immediately asked to verbalize a 

thought but to represent it through photographs; fur-

thermore, besides facilitating the explanation of point 

of views, the process of collecting images was a way 

to overcome the subjectivity and develop ideas for col-

lective thought of usability of public places. 

Trying to give an answer to questions like “what 

is a public space in Florence?” and “why do we con-

sider it public?” the class organized 3 work groups: 

a photography group, a writing group and a last one 

for social media. We collected pictures and descrip-

tions of some of the most popular spaces in Flor-

ence, as well as some of Florence best kept secrets: 

Piazzale Michelangelo, San Lorenzo market and Pi-

azza della Signoria, locations highly frequented by 

locals and tourists alike. 

I. Lamminpää

Urban Scenarios as Spatial Networks : 
the Finding Florence research
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However, locations like “Mama’s Bakery”, i 

“Fratellini”, and “Volume” were great fi nds that were 

less well known. 

Since the aim of the research “Finding Florence” 

was to build a network of shared experiences of public 

spaces, we created pages, profi les in social media such 

as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and a Tumblr blog. 

These channels were also an excellent opportunity to 

show our attempts to combine traditional and modern 

ideas of public space and create interaction. To give 

an example: in a span of 3 weeks, the Facebook page 

received 113 likes, more than 50 photos have been up-

loaded and received almost 60 comments; in Finding 

Florence Tumblr blog: some of them collected during 

the conference presentation of the project where stu-

dents and professors were asked to interact. 

Besides the photo elicitation other questions con-

stituted the core of the research:

1. What does a place need to be considered a 

public space?

2. What interests you in a public space: wi-fi , in-

doors/outdoors, etc?

3. Do you consider private space, public?

4. Describe a place in Florence or back home that 

you consider a public space. Explain.

The research “Finding Florence” brought up the 

idea that gathering places have been extended beyond 

I. Lamminpää

Urban Scenarios as Spatial Networks : 
the Finding Florence research
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physical spaces, like piazzas or cafes, to include virtual 

spaces in social networks like Facebook, Twitter and 

Instagram, where people can interact across time and 

space boundaries. The future of this research dwells 

mainly in the blog fi ndingfl orenceit.tumblr.com, that 

is about to become a primary tool for FUA (Florence 

University of the Arts) to promote discovery, stimu-

late students to comment, add their own photos and 

suggest new public spaces around the city of Florence. 

The “Student Life” offi ce at FUA will offi cially launch 

the project in mid-January 2013 and will promote it 

through an advertising campaign designed by the 

“Computer Graphics” course.

Many Thanks to:

Meghan Abboud, Lauren Alders, Martha Blaine Davis, Maggie 
Gallagher, Nora Hedgecock, Alexandra Marie Lopez, Jayne Nagy, 
Hannah Sandberg, Nathan Edward Sandidge, Jessica Spinelli – from 
the “Mass Communication” course.
Josh Abel, Ana Bonilla,Valerie Graumann, Andrew Johnson, Renee 
Puno, Jessica Spinelli – from the “Computer Graphics” course.

Special thanks to Giulia Maraviglia, for her methodological support 
and advice and for generously sharing her knowledge/expertise in 
qualitative research and visual sociology.

I. Lamminpää

Urban Scenarios as Spatial Networks : 
the Finding Florence research
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Biography

Ingrid Lamminpää received a Degree in Architecture in 2005 and continues her ac-
ademic career in Multimedia Communication and Design, completing her terminal 
degree a couple of years later. She currently teaches in several institutions in the city, 
besides FUA. Her interests are Sociology of Communication, Video Design, Graphic 
Design and Advertising through the New Media. Despite her background in Architec-
ture and Communication she is pursuing her research in Sociology and Political Sci-
ence. She also works as Communication and Design Consultant for the social research 
company “Sociolab” that is promoting participative processes commissioned both by 
private clients and City Councils. It is her responsibility to spread the communication 
through the widest target possible using the New Social Media tools and to create 
design concepts that will be comprehensive and captivating at the same time by the 
majority of the citizens.

INGRID LAMMINPÄÄ Si è laureata in Architettura nel 2005 e ha conseguito la specializzazione 
in Comunicazione Multimediale e Design negli anni successivi. Al momento insegna in 
varie scuole nella città, oltre che a FUA. Si interessa alla Sociologia della Comunicazione, 
Video Design, Graphic Design e Pubblicità attraverso i nuovi media. Nonostante la sua 
preparazione accademica sia in architettura che in comunicazione, preferisce occuparsi 
di sociologia e scienze politiche. Lavora come consulente di Design e Comunicazione per 
il progetto sociale di ricerca della compagnia “Sociolab”, volto alla promozione di progetti 
a partecipazione, commissionati sia da privati che dai Comuni. Si occupa di divulgare 
la comunicazione attraverso il target più vasto possibile usando i nuovi social media e di 
creare design concepts che siano sia esaustivi che attraenti per la maggioranza dei cittadini.
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The land for Florence’s Swiss-owned, so-called 

“English”, Cemetery was acquired in 1827, its fi rst bur-

ial being in 1828. Before that time non-Catholic for-

eigners, if they died in Florence, had to be transported 

by ox-cart, without refrigeration, to Livorno for burial. 

It was closed 50 years later, except for ashes, in 1877, 

when Giuseppe Poggi tore down its walls that had 

been built by Arnolfo di Cambio and Michelangelo 

Buonarroti. 

In 2008 we held our City and Book conference on 

the 100 Americans buried in Florence’s Swiss-owned 

so-called ‘English’ Cemetery and their friends. During 

our conference, I placed on their tombs not the pres-

ent-day Stars and Stripes fl ag, but instead those of the 

nineteenth century, with fewer stars, of the northern 

and southern States waging the 1861-1865 Civil War 

Julia Bolton Holloway
University of Colorado, Boulder

‘Thunders of White Silence’: the Hundred 
Americans of the Florence’s Swiss-owned 
so-called ‘English Cemetery’ and their Friends
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concerning slavery and its abolition. The Proceedings 

of the Conference included several papers on the great 

Abolitionists, among them the preacher Theodore 

Parker and the sculptor Hiram Powers, to whom we 

shall return later in this essay. Another paper was on 

the American Consul, James Lorimer Graham, who 

hosted Claire Clairmont, the mother of Lord Byron’s 

daughter, Allegra, in his Villa Valfonda, now the Pala-

zzo dei Congressi. Last, but not least, was a paper on 

Louisa Catherine Adams Kuhn, buried with us.

He had been some weeks in London when he received a tel-

egram from his brother-in-law at the Bagni di Lucca telling 

him that his sister had been thrown from a cab and injured, 

and that he had better come on. He started that night, and 

reached the Bagni di Lucca on the second day. Tetanus had 

already set in. 

So wrote her brother of the twice Presidential 

family in the ‘Chaos’ chapter of his autobiography, The 

Education of Henry Adams. 

A strong visual and verbal theme of our Cem-

etery is that of Slavery’s Abolition. Hiram Powers’ 

“The Greek Slave”, his indictment of slavery and 

serfdom whether Turkish, Russian or American, and 

sculpted here in Florence, was at the very centre of 

England’s Crystal Palace Exhibition in 1851. Eliza-

beth Barrett Browning, from a Jamaican slave-own-

J. Bolton Holloway

‘Thunders of White Silence’ :
the Hundred Americans of
the Florence’s Swiss-owned
so-called ‘ English cemetery
and their fr iends
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ing family (and that makes her almost American), 

hated slavery and had earlier written about this 

family history in her “Runaway Slave at Pilgrims’ 

Point”. In Florence she wrote this powerful sonnet 

about the “Greek Slave”. 

They say Ideal Beauty cannot enter 

The house of anguish. On the threshold stands

An alien Image with the shackled hands, 

Called the Greek Slave: as if the sculptor meant her,

(That passionless perfection which he lent her,

Shadowed, not darkened, where the sill expands)

To, so, confront men’s crimes in different lands, 

With man’s ideal sense. Pierce to the centre,

Art’s fi ery fi nger! – and break up erelong 

The serfdom of this world! Appeal, fair stone,

From God’s pure heights of beauty, against man’s wrong! 

Catch up in thy divine face, not alone 

East griefs but west, - and strike and shame the strong, 

By thunders of white silence, overthrown!

While near the tombs of Elizabeth Barrett 

Browning and Hiram Powers is that of Nadezhda, 

meaning “Hope”, who came as a black Nubian slave 

at 14 to Florence, who was baptized in a Russian 

Orthodox family, whose freedom was purchased 

by the uncle of Rosellini of the Champollion and 

Rosellini Expedition to Nubia and Egypt, which 

was funded by the Grand Duke in 1828, and whose 

story is told on her tomb in Cyrillic. 

J. Bolton Holloway

‘Thunders of White Silence’ :
the Hundred Americans of
the Florence’s Swiss-owned
so-called ‘ English cemetery
and their fr iends
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We publish on the Web the descriptions compiled 

for the ‘Belle Arti’ of all the tombs in the Cemetery, 

which are then found by descendants and scholars 

who help us with further information and with the 

restoration of these monuments. From this archive, 

both chiselled on marble and in electronic form on our 

screens, we can study the American presence in Flor-

ence in the nineteenth century. They are the fourth 

largest community of non-Catholic foreigners in Flor-

ence, after the English, the Swiss, and the Germans, 

and before the Russians and others. They come from 

Boston, New York, New Orleans, Kentucky, Ohio, Vir-

ginia and elsewhere. The English believe that where 

they lie is “forever England” and are buried six-feet 

down. The Civil Service, aligned with the Church of 

England, carefully keeps records in duplicate of all 

christenings, marriages, burial services abroad, one 

set sent to London. The same is true of Russians: the 

Russian Orthodox Church maintaining similar re-

cords in St Petersburg. The Swiss Evangelical Church 

in Florence also carefully notes the name, age, father’s 

name, mother’s maiden name, canton and profession 

of the deceased person. Americans are the opposite 

with minimum record-keeping by neither Church 

nor State, consuls taking informal notes only. Usually 

Anglo-Americans forget the mother’s maiden name, 

Blackstone’s Law mitigating against women’s legal 

J. Bolton Holloway

‘Thunders of White Silence’ :
the Hundred Americans of
the Florence’s Swiss-owned
so-called ‘ English cemetery
and their fr iends
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existence. At the same time, Americans often expen-

sively ship home the decaying bodies wrapped in lead 

by way of Livorno to rest in American soil, a service 

carried out for them fi fteen times by the Swiss-owned 

cemetery, which meticulously documented such items 

as the coffi n, the lead, the watchman.

We have had 100 Americans of which fi fteen 

passed through and 85 remain in our Cemetery. I shall 

now let some of them tell their stories as if in an Edgar 

Lee Masters’ Spoon River Anthology. 

First, there are 16 American children, 8 girls, 8 

boys, including the three CHILDREN OF ELIZA-

BETH AND HIRAM POWERS/ JAMES [1838]/ 

FRANCES [1857]/ FLORENCE [1857], of 5, 8, and 

17 years of age. Before modern medicine diseases ram-

paged: diphtheria, measles, scarlet fever amongst chil-

dren; typhus, cholera, malaria, and above all, tubercu-

losis, called by them ‘consumption’, amongst adults. 

Mothers often died from unwashed hands in assisting 

childbirths, their babies soon afterwards. 

Perhaps the most touching child’s grave, apart 

from the death mask of James Gibson Powers by his 

father, now in the Smithsonian, is: 

‘IN MEMORY/ OF/ HENRY FLORENCE/ 

INFANT SON OF/ JOHN A.G. AND SUSAN M. 

GRAY/ OF NEW YORK/ DIED IN THIS THE 

CITY OF HIS BIRTH/ FEBRUARY 19 1855/ 

J. Bolton Holloway

‘Thunders of White Silence’ :
the Hundred Americans of
the Florence’s Swiss-owned
so-called ‘ English cemetery
and their fr iends
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AGED 9 MONTHS & 23 DAYS/ FARE THEE 

WELL OUR YOUNGEST TREASURE/ ON 

THE SOIL THAT GAVE THEE BIRTH/ BY 

THE RIPPLING ARNO’S WATER/ REST THEE 

IN ITALIA’S EARTH/ WHILE THE MEMORY 

OF THY SWEETNESS/ CHEERS A DISTANT 

HOME AND HEARTH/ CHEERS US WHILE 

OUR SAD HEARTS TELL/ THE DEAR LORD 

DOETH ALL THINGS WELL’

Indeed, many children who fi nd burial in the 

Cemetery are named “Florence”, in this case even 

for a boy. Close candidates for sweetness are Hope 

Hayward, “Our Hope” and “Our Luttie”, which has a 

baby’s hand pointing to heaven sculpted on his stele. 

Other babies are Ralph Moorehead, 8 months, his fa-

ther President of Xenia Theological Seminary, Ohio; 

Walter Eldredge Alexander, 7 years old, whose par-

ents taught newly-freed African Americans at Straight 

University in New Orleans; Nina Gallier, infant, whose 

parents James and Catherine will die in the 1866 hur-

ricane wreck of the paddle steamer Evening Star on a 

voyage from New York to New Orleans; Arthur Wil-

liam Castellan, 3 ½ months; Anna Johnson, only 19 

yet married; Britton A. Hill, 3 years; William Edward 

Hubard, 4 months; Irene M. Crockhan, 45 days; Al-

exander Hone, 16 years; Mary Magdalen Pearsall, 12 

years, and an unnamed still-born child. 

J. Bolton Holloway
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Altogether there are 32 males, some famous, some 

unknown apart from their entries in our registers, 

some who now lack graves. Some were preachers, 

some were consuls, some were artists.

THEODORE PARKER/ THE GREAT 

AMERICAN PREACHER/ BORN AT LEXINGTON 

MASSACHUSETTS/ UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA/ AUGUST 24TH 1810/ DIED AT 

FLORENCE ITALY/ MAY 10 1860/ HIS NAME IS 

ENGRAVED IN MARBLE/ HIS VIRTUES IN THE 

HEARTS OF THOSE HE/ HELPED TO FREE 

FROM SLAVERY/ AND SUPERSTITION/ 

Our guide book notes:

Born of a modest family in Lexington, Massachusetts, he 

studied at Harvard Divinity School, specializing in German 

theology. He was drawn to the ideas of Emerson. In 1842 his 

doubts led him to an open break with orthodox theology: 

he stressed the immediacy of God and saw the Church as a 

communion looking upon Christ as the supreme expression 

of God. He organized the fi rst congregations, called Unitar-

ian, in Boston, and participated in the fi ght for the abolition 

of slavery. Seriously ill, he sought refuge in Florence, but died 

scarcely a month following his arrival. Frances P. Cobbe col-

lected and published his writings in 14 volumes.

We know that Theodore Parker received the most 

expensive funeral this cemetery ever had, his body 
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being most elaborately embalmed and prepared for 

such shipment. But instead he remains here soaked 

in formaldehyde and moss and enclosed in lead be-

neath our cypresses. His tomb and that of Elizabeth 

Barrett Browning were both visited by the ex-slave, 

Frederick Douglass. 

Parker’s fi rst temporary tombstone had been 

erected by Joel Hart. Douglass successfully cam-

paigned for a better one and William Wetmore Sto-

ry, the subject of Henry James’ study, William Wetmore 

Story and His Friends, executed it. Both Joel Hart and 

William Wetmore Story were American sculptors 

residing in Italy.

By him is buried RICHARD HILDRETH/ 

DIED JULY 10 1865/ 

He was American Consul in Trieste. William Ly-

ons Phelps notes that he wrote an inspiring History of 

the United States in six volumes, stating in its Preface:

Of centennial sermons and Fourth of July ora-

tions, whether professedly such or in the guise of his-

tory, there are more than enough. It is due to our 

fathers and ourselves, it is due to truth and philos-

ophy, to present for once, on the historic stage, the 

founders of our American nation unbedaubed with 

patriotic rouge, wrapped up in no fi ne-spun cloaks of 

excuses and apology, without stilts, buskins, tinsel, or 

bedizenment, in their own proper persons.’ 

J. Bolton Holloway
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He also wrote an important history of banking 

and the second anti-slavery novel, The Slave, which 

was translated and published in Italy in Italian, Franc-

es Trollope, also buried here, having written the fi rst. 

Harriet Beecher Stowe copies these two novels in Un-

cle Tom’s Cabin, starting the great Civil War between 

the States (1861-1865). 

GEORGE W. PRATT/ BORN AT BOSTON 

U.S.A./ FEBRUARY 2ND 1832/ DIED AT 

FLORENCE ITALY/ MAY 25TH 1865/ IN 1859 

AND 1860/ HE FOUGHT WITH DISTINCTION 

FOR THE/ INDEPENDENCE OF ITALY/ 

ASLEEP IN JESUS FAR FROM THEE/ THY 

KINDRED AND THEIR GRAVES MAY BE/ BUT 

THINE IS STILL A BLESSED SLEEP/ FROM 

WHICH NONE EVER WAKE TO WEEP/ 

His tombstone tells us he is a Bostonian who fought 

with distinction for Italy’s Risorgimento with Garibal-

di. This tomb is near that of Bartolomeo Odicini, the 

doctor in Montevideo, Uruguay, to Anita Garibaldi 

and their children, and then, following Aspramonte, 

to Garibaldi himself. Though Americans and Rus-

sians tend to ship their bodies home, this verse on his 

tomb expresses the idea that he can be laid far from 

his kindred and their graves. 
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HIRAM POWERS/ DIED JUNE 27TH 1873/ 

AGED 68/ 

Hiram Powers’ sculpture career began with his 

modelling Dante’s Commedia in wax in Cincinnati, 

Ohio, for Frances Trollope, also buried in our Ceme-

tery. “He came to Florence in 1837 to study and work, 

and settled in Via Serragli, the artists’ street of the day, 

with his wife and two children. He earned an interna-

tional reputation for his statuary, for which he liked to 

choose the marble and supervise its quarrying himself, 

and he received considerable acclaim for the busts he 

did of several presidents of the United States.” He was 

Professor at the ‘Accademia delle Belle Arti’. 

Hiram Powers’ “The Last of Her Tribe”, shows 

a Native American woman fl eeing her captors. His 

statue of “America” is more truly American and more 

beautiful than the Statue of Liberty, the gift of France, 

but it was rejected by Congress before the Civil War 

because she tramples upon slave chains. Margaret 

Fuller’s death, along with her husband and baby in the 

shipwreck of the Elizabeth off Fire Island was partly 

caused by the colossal statue by Hiram Powers in its 

hold. Nathanael Hawthorne used him and his studio 

in writing The Marble Faun. Sophia Hawthorne de-

scribes Hiram Powers movingly in her diary. Powers’ 

son, Preston, also became a sculptor, while another 

son, Longworth, became a photographer.  
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GRENVILLIVS.TEMPLE/ MAG. BRIT. EQ. 

BARONETTVS/ VIX ANNI LXI/ OB. XVIII.

FEBR./ MDCCC.XXIX./ MONVMENTVM. 

POSVERVNT. FILII. MORENTES/ N.XIV

Sir Grenville Temple, 9th Baronet, was born at 

Stowe, Buckinghamshire. His father was Consul Gen-

eral to the United States, who married Elizabeth Bow-

doin, the daughter of the Governor of Massachusetts. 

He in turn also married an American, Elizabeth Wat-

son, his brother taking the name Bowdoin-Temple, his 

nieces being Laura and Christina Bowdoin-Temple in 

Sector E. Bowdoin College is part of their legacy. His 

son, Grenville Temple, the next Baronet, is present at 

his father’s burial in Florence.

HENRY DORR CHILD/ BORN IN BOSTON, 

U.S.A./ 1821/ DIED IN FLORENCE ITALY/ 1874/ 

ERECTED BY ADDISON CHILD/ 1267/  

Addison Child had married Henry Dorr Child’s 

sister. Then both his wife, Abbie Cunningham Child, 

and his brother-in-law, Henry Dorr Child, die on the 

same day, 23 May 1874, thousands of miles apart in 

different countries. Though we have Henry’s tomb, 

our records note that his body was shipped back to 

America. 

We have fi ve American women buried here who 

married Italians. Not very many. Among them: 
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TO THE MEMORY OF/ CAROLINA 

MARIA CASTELLANI/ WIFE OF EDOARDO 

CASTELLANI/ AND DAUGHTER OF GEORGE 

DODGE OF LANCASTER MASS U.S.A./ DIED 

AT FLORENCE ITALY FEB 21 1876/ 

The Lancaster, Massachusetts, burial records give 

her mother’s death: “Sally Wilson, wife of George Dodge, 

died Mar 26, 1847, aged 38 yrs”. Mother and daughter 

may have died in childbirth or TB. Her charming tomb-

stone shows her skipping rope in a square-necked dress. 

. . ./ MOGLIE DILETTA/ DI ENRICO BIAN-

CIARDI/ 10 MARZO 1876/ Elizabeth’s father was 

Benjamin Turner, her husband, Enrico Bianciardi, 

an engineer associated with the Valdensian Church 

in Tuscany, who proclaims his love for her. In 1899 

he publishes the Proceedings of the First Internation-

al Congress on Childhood held in Florence, October 

1896, as well as a book on Reminiscences.

And 25 other American women. Sometimes we 

receive information, even photographs, from descend-

ants, such as of Eliza Doane, circa 1858: 

SACRED TO THE MEMORY OF MRS 

ELIZA DOANE WHO WAS BORN/ IN BOSTON 

USA DEPARTED THIS LIFE/ NOVEMBER 10 
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1859 AT THE VILLA CAPPONI/ AGED 70/ 

BLESSED ARE THE PURE IN HEART/ FOR 

THEY SHALL SEE GOD/ . . . MATTHEW [5.8] 

/ THIS TABLET IS PLACED BY HER LOVING 

CHILDREN/  

Her father had run away from Ireland to America 

and became a sea captain. 

At Boston, in 1829, Bishop Doane married Eliza Green (Cal-

lahan) Perkins, widow of James Perkins, of Boston. Children: 

1. George Hobart, became Roman Catholic, 1890, was made 

prothonotary apostolic, ‘which not only gave him the right to 

wear the purple, but with the consent of the bishop of the di-

ocese the pectoral cross and miter.’ 2. William Croswell, who 

in turn became an Episcopalian Bishop. 

She receives a very elaborate temporary burial, 

encased in lead, as if intended to be shipped back to 

America, but remains here, like Theodore Parker and 

James Powers.

LIBBY/ ELIZABETH RUSSELL SWAIN 

JARVES/ WIFE OF JAMES JACKSON JARVES/ 

OF BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS/ DIED IN 

FLORENCE 1861/ 

Jackson Jarves was American Consul in 

Florence, journalist and an art collector of 

Primitives, responsible for Yale’s collection, 

in this being like Walter Savage Landor, Ed-
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ward Wilson, Augustus Wallis, and Bernard 

Berenson. The marriage was not a happy one.

SACRED TO THE MEMORY/ OF/ JULIA A. 

STOUT/ WHO DIED AT FLORENCE/ DEC 23 

1863/ AGED 42 YEARS/ DAUGHTER OF COM-

MODORE J.H. AULICK/ US NAVY/ AND/ WID-

OW OF LIEUTENANT EDWARD C. STOUT/ US 

NAVY/ A GALLANT OFFICER WHO LOST HIS 

LIFE/ IN THE SERVICE OF HIS COUNTRY/ TO 

OUR BELOVED MOTHER/ THIS TABLET/ IS RE-

STORED BY HER DAUGHTERS/ OCT 1879/ 

She is an American Civil War widow. Her father was 

sent by Daniel Webster, then Secretary of State, to treat 

with the Mikado in Japan in the steamship Susquehanna 

but was fi rst delayed by diplomacy in Rio de Janeiro and 

Zanzibar, then replaced by Admiral Perry. Her husband is 

listed in Lost and Wrecked Ships, 1801-1941. Her daughters 

restore her tomb following the Cemetery’s 1877 closure.

MARY NEILL (LAWRENCE) GRIFFIN/ 

AMERICA/ TO THE MEMORY OF MARY 

LAWRENCE/ THE WIFE OF LIEUT W. PRES-

TON GRIFFIN/ OF THE UNITED STATES 

NAVY/ AND THE DAUGHTER OF CAPT 

JAMES LAWRENCE OF THE SAME SERVICE/ 

WHO DIED AT FLORENCE SEPT 3 1843/ THIS 
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TABLET/ BY HER HUSBAND WHO LOVED 

AND ESTEEMED AND HONOURED HER AS 

HIS FRIEND/ 

This family is from Virginia, her husband born 

there in 1810, dying there in 1851, she having died in 

childbirth of a daughter given her same name, in Flor-

ence 1843, who dies in turn in 1887. While her father, 

Captain James Lawrence, mentioned on her tomb-

stone, is from New Jersey and is famous for his dying 

words on the Chesapeake ‘Don’t give up the ship!’, 1813. 

 ALFRED BISHOP MASON/ 1851-1933/ 

MARY KNIGHT MASON/ 1857-1944/ “BIRTH-

LESS AND DEATHLESS AND CHANGELESS/ 

REMAINETH THE SPIRIT FOREVER”/ 2022/

Baghavad Gita quotation. 

These are cremated remains following the 1877 

closure of the Cemetery. Alfred Bishop Mason, B.A., 

Yale University 1871, member, Skull and Bones, Phi 

Beta Kappa, lawyer for railroads, and a writer. Mary 

Knight Mason, pianist, music educator and a compos-

er. Certainly the widow’s burial, during Fascist war 

years, would have been carried out at a diffi cult time.

 A total of 30, almost as many as the men. For birth 

and death are great equalizers. But this attests to the cour-

age of both men and women, coming to a land and a lan-

guage foreign to them.
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I should like also to discuss some American wom-

en who are not buried in this Cemetery. Margaret Full-

er’s body was never found following the shipwreck of the 

Elizabeth off Fire Island, only that of her little son. It was 

still warm, though he was dead. She and her child and 

her child’s father, the Marchese Ossoli, had visited the 

Brownings in Casa Guidi, here painted by George Mig-

naty, before that tragic voyage, little Pen and little Angelo 

playing with each other as if Jesus and John the Baptist 

in a Holy Family painting. Elizabeth Barrett Browning 

enshrines Margaret Fuller in her character Aurora in the 

epic poem Aurora Leigh, just as Nathaniel Hawthorne en-

shrines her as Zenobia in his novel, The Blithedale Romance. 

Emily Dickinson treasured a postcard of Elizabeth 

Barrett Browning’s tomb, designed by Frederic, Lord 

Leighton, and wrote about it, quoting Aurora Leigh on 

tombs on Rome’s Appian Way: 

The soul selects her own society, 

Then shuts the door;

On her divine majority

Obtrude no more.

Unmoved, she notes the chariot’s pausing

At her low gate;

Unmoved, an emperor is kneeling

Upon her mat.
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I’ve known her from an ample nation

Choose one;

Then close the valves of her attention

Like stone.

She also wrote a poem on EBB’s Last Poems. In 

these the greatest American woman poet honors and 

celebrates the greatest English woman poet. 

Next I present an honorary American, Frances 

Trollope, Anthony and Thomas Adolphus’ mother: 

FRANCESCAE TROLLOPE/ QUOD 

MORTALE FUIT/ HIC IACET/ . . . / 

MEMORIA/ NULLUM MARMOR QUAERIT/ 

APUD STAPLETON/ IN AGRO SOMERSET 

ANGLORUM/ A.D. 1780 NATA/ FLORENTIAE/ 

TUMULUM A.D.1863/ NACTA EST/ 

She wrote the fi rst anti-slavery novel, Jonathan Jeffer-

son Whitelaw, from fi rst-hand observation along the Mis-

sissippi, graphically illustrate by her companion, Auguste 

Hervieu, and with him also the hated Domestic Manners of 

Americans. What she loathed about America were the pigs 

in the streets of Cincinnati, the tobacco chewing and spit-

ting into great brass spittoons, and above all else, slavery 

and its cruelty. Today we would agree with her criticism. 

The American Richard Hildreth wrote the second 

anti-slavery novel. Both she and he are buried in the ‘Eng-

lish’ Cemetery. 
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Our other honorary American is the poet Arthur 

Hugh Clough, colleague to Florence Nightingale, who 

had grown up in Charleston, South Carolina. 

ARTHUR HUGH CLOUGH/ SOMETIME 

FELLOVV/ OF ORIEL COLLEGE OXFORD/ 

DIED AT FLORENCE/ NOVEMBER 13 

MDCCCLXI/ AGED 42/ THE LAST FAREVVELL 

OF/ HIS SORROVVING VVIFE AND SISTER/ 

He is associated with Arnold’s Rugby, Jowett’s Bal-

liol, and Oriel, his sister and daughter with Newnham.

Hiram Powers, American Consul in Florence, de-

scribed the “English” Cemetery in an 1864 letter to 

Frank Woodall’s wife and child back home in Kentucky:

Mr Woodall’s grave is in the same cemetery where three of 

my own children are buried. A more beautiful spot could 

hardly be found. It is against the outer wall of the city and it 

looks more like a beautiful garden than a place of the dead. 

In the spring and summer the place blooms with fl owers, and 

even in winter there are some roses lingering over the graves. 

. . . I indeed go to the graves of my children and my tears 

fall upon their graves while I look up, giving to earth her just 

tribute . . . She may claim our bodies but not our souls.

J. Bolton Holloway
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Noi: esploratori, navigatori, innovatori 
nel ‘Mundus Novus’ digitale. 
Il caso del cibo nella rete.

Introduction

Com’è noto, stiamo vivendo in un’epoca contras-

segnata da grandi cambiamenti geopolitici, climatici, 

nonché da shock economici. 

Come i grandi esploratori - Ulisse, Magellano, 

Vespucci, Colombo, Gagarin, Armstrong, ecc. - e le 

grandi esplorazioni del passato hanno spostato i con-

fi ni del mondo ed hanno modifi cato l’immaginario 

collettivo, oggi l’ICT (Information Communication 

Technology) sta innovando e infl uenzando tutti i li-

velli e campi di applicazione, anche quello alimentare. 

Il Nuovo Mondo digitale sta allargando quello che è 

un sistema di relazioni sempre più complesso, dove le 

alleanze e le reti si formano sia a livello verticale che 

orizzontale, e dove viene prodotta in continuazione 

nuova conoscenza. 
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La condivisione di cultura e di conoscenza sono 

strumenti fondamentali per permettere ad una società 

di evolversi. Il valore aggiunto di questo cambiamen-

to sta nel considerare la conoscenza come una risorsa 

fondamentale, e quindi di capire come poterla rendere 

ancora più funzionale. 

Come? Attraverso nuovi strumenti per esplorare 

ed orientarsi nello spazio delle informazioni, far rifl et-

tere le comunità, aiutare l’utente a scegliere ed innova-

re. Servono forme di co-partecipazione attiva (sia off 

che online) locali e/o culturalmente situate e nuove 

creatività (new ways of communication).

In questo scenario, viene raccontato il caso del 

cibo, prodotto di scambio culturale per eccellenza, che 

nell’era del Nuovo Mondo digitale si consolida come il 

prodotto di una collaborazione tra utenti e di un’eco-

nomia della conoscenza, defi nita non solo attraverso 

beni e servizi, ma soprattutto tramite la condivisione 

di esperienza (storie, racconti, emozioni).

1. Navigare nel mare dell’informazione: alla 
scoperta del Nuovo Mondo digitale.

Inutile cercare chi per primo ha utilizzato il ter-

mine “navigare” per descrivere l’atto di seguire una 

via attraverso dati, programmi o reti di computer. Nel 

gergo esso signifi ca “saltare da un documento all’al-

tro” attraverso il Web, utilizzando strumenti diversi: 

S. Massari
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interattivi, intelligenti e distanti fra loro.

Le tecnologie digitali e di rete (ICT) stanno oggi 

alla base della funzionalità e del sostentamento del 

mondo globale. L’evoluzione dell’elettronica e del di-

gitale è iniziata a metà del Novecento con i primi ela-

boratori elettronici; ha provocato un cambiamento di 

grandi dimensioni negli anni ’70 e ’80, ed è poi esplosa 

a livello internazionale negli anni ’90. Come è avve-

nuto con le scoperte fatte dai grandi esploratori del 

passato, possiamo affermare che Internet (Internatio-

nal Network), la rete mondiale di reti di computer, ha 

rivoluzionato i processi di conoscenza. 

Per loro natura le ICT rappresentano un campo di 

applicazione vario e molto dinamico; esse sono il pro-

dotto di differenti componenti, quali le Computer Te-

chnologies, le telecomunicazioni, l’elettronica e i media 

digitali. Molte volte più che una defi nizione dell’ICT si 

preferisce defi nirne gli ambiti in cui opera, ad esempio 

quello della produzione dei beni, dei servizi o dei con-

tenuti. Una distinzione forse troppo limitata ed essen-

zialmente legata alla produzione industriale; defi nire 

le ICT è diventato nel corso degli ultimi anni ancora 

più diffi cile, poiché esse hanno acquisito sempre più 

rilevanza strategica, come strumento atto a produrre 

non solo nuovi contenuti, ma anche interazioni e so-

prattutto nuova conoscenza. 

Al pari delle grandi esplorazioni e delle rivoluzio-

S. Massari
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ni industriali dei secoli passati, la tecnologia digitale 

ha prodotto mutamenti importanti. La rete ha per-

messo l’evolversi veloce del fenomeno della globaliz-

zazione, rendendo possibile una produzione di merci 

(sia informative che materiali) sempre meno legata ad 

un territorio e sempre più rivolta ad una integrazio-

ne telematica di lavori e lavoratori fi sicamente lontani. 

Allo stesso modo, la rete ha offerto nuove soluzioni di 

formazione, spazi di trasparenza e partecipazione de-

mocratica, possibilità di valorizzazione delle diversità 

culturali e linguistiche. 

Gli strumenti digitali e la rete hanno trasforma-

to il mondo dell’informazione, abbattendo distanze e 

costi delle comunicazioni. Si è alimentato quello che 

viene defi nito l’‘Internet delle cose’:

Gli oggetti si rendono riconoscibili e acquisiscono intelligenza 

grazie al fatto di poter comunicare dati su se stessi e accedere 

ad informazioni aggregate da parte di altri.

Grazie a nuovi sensori miniaturizzati (come micro-

camere, pattern recognition e sensori mobili) e al pro-

gresso delle soluzioni di trasmissione1 (fi bre, wireless 

LAN, Wi-Fi e Wi-Fi Max2, Bluetooth e infrarossi…) 

le ICT hanno infatti contribuito, negli ultimi anni, alla 

produzione e diffusione di numerosi oggetti smart – o 

intelligenti – che assieme ai laptop e al cellulare, fanno 

ormai parte della vita quotidiana di ogni individuo.

S. Massari
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Personal computer, telefonia mobile e Internet, 

superati i confi ni della ricerca scientifi ca, hanno dato 

vita a fenomeni di innovazione sociale, culturale, eco-

nomica e produttiva (grazie alle forme di comunica-

zione e di interazione che sono state introdotte). 

L’ultima grande scoperta nel mondo del digitale 

è rappresentata dai social media3, ovvero dall’insieme 

delle conversazioni e delle relazioni che avvengono 

online tra gli utenti. I principali strumenti di social me-

dia sono: le chat, i Widgets, i Message boards, il Podcast, 

i Virtual Worlds, ma anche i forum online (es. Digital-

Point), i blogs (es. WordPress), i siti di social networ-

king (es. Facebook), di social bookmarking (es. Digg), di 

condivisione video (es. YouTube), di condivisione foto 

(es. Flickr), di streaming (es. Ustream), le recensioni di 

utilizzatori (es. Amazon), la ricerca (es. Wikipedia) e 

gli aggregatori di contenuti (es. FriendFeed). I social 

media sono sempre più pervasivi, soprattutto grazie 

alle soluzioni via mobile e alla conseguente diffusione 

degli smartphone. 

La rete è davvero rivoluzionaria? Come le rivela-

zioni e le navigazioni fatte giornalmente da ognuno di 

noi nel mare delle informazioni, possono incidere sul-

la conoscenza collettiva? L’era odierna è stata defi nita 

dai sociologi con termini come “Civiltà dell’Empatia” 

(Rifkin J.4), “Cyberdemocrazia” (Levy P.5) e società dei 

“doni informatici”6. Ciò descrive una collettività della 
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conoscenza e dell’informazione, che individua nella 

capacità dell’uomo di relazionarsi e di interagire con 

gli altri, il motore dell’evoluzione umana e dei cambia-

menti culturali e sociali.

 Infatti la condivisione di culture e di conoscenze 

sono strumenti fondamentali per permettere ad una 

società di evolversi. Lo hanno dimostrato le grandi 

scoperte geografi che del passato: le conseguenze non 

sono state solo economiche, politiche e sociali, ma 

esse hanno inciso anche sullo sviluppo del pensiero e 

della tecnica in Europa. Non solo si scoprirono nuovi 

territori e prodotti, ma grazie ad esse il Vecchio Mon-

do ampliò il proprio orizzonte intellettuale ed iniziò a 

considerare le cose da un punto di vista generale uma-

no, venendo a contatto con nuove civiltà e culture. La 

fi losofi a e la conoscenza europea ne uscirono sicura-

mente innovate.

 Norman7, in una sua intervista, sottolinea come la 

nostra epoca sia caratterizzata dal fatto che per la prima 

volta (nella storia) un consumatore possa parlare con 

un altro. Un “new method” (new way) di comunicare, 

una comunicazione molti a molti, che si differenzia dall’ 

“old method” (old way), in cui il sistema di comunica-

zione portante era quello del broadcast, uno a molti8. 

Le aziende, dice Norman, in questo periodo di 

transizione tra “old method” e “new method”, do-

vrebbero cercare di incoraggiare i loro utenti “a rac-
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contare le loro storie” (i loro viaggi, le loro avventure, 

le esperienze che avvengono, le sensazioni e le pau-

re), perché solo attraverso la raccolta di emozioni, 

prodotte e diffuse dai propri consumatori, è possibi-

le esistere (fuori e dentro dal Web). Il meccanismo 

è simile a quello del “gossip” (e pensando ai gran-

di esploratori del passato, potremmo dire anche del 

“ diario di bordo”, della lettera o della cartolina), e 

oggi, solo chi produce “gossip” e racconti in maniera 

assidua può competere sul mercato.

Il valore aggiunto di questo cambiamento sta 

nel considerare la conoscenza come una risorsa fon-

damentale, e quindi di capire come poterla rendere 

ancora più funzionale; uno scenario in cui le dina-

miche di produzione e di condivisione della cono-

scenza possono essere prodotte dalla collaborazione 

creativa di più soggetti: istituzioni, aziende, e utenti 

stessi. Non esistono vincoli e confi ni, ma solo infi nite 

possibilità. In queste anche l’utente si inserisce come 

attore creativo.

La metafora è quella del massive collective brain, 

sostenuta dalla partecipazione, dalla cooperazione e 

dalla crescente accessibilità alla tecnologia, che rete 

e società dell’informazione possono rendere possibi-

le, ovunque. 

Quello che è interessante sottolineare qui è il 

grande potere del digitale. Un fenomeno contempo-
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raneo, ad esempio, poco indagato e di straordinaria 

portata, è quello che interessa la mondializzazione 

dell’immaginario e la defi nizione dei nuovi eroi, delle 

idee e delle immagini in cui credere. Se i nuovi lin-

guaggi e mezzi possono scandire in modo sempre più 

incisivo le dinamiche sociali, essi possono soprattutto 

condizionare l’immaginario delle nuove generazioni. 

Il confronto tra immaginario e realtà geografi ca nella 

storia dell’Occidente ci riporta alle grandi scoperte, 

percepite tra la fi ne del XV e il XVI secolo come ri-

scoperte di antichi luoghi su cui si era favoleggiato 

per secoli e costruzione di nuove fantasie, scaturi-

te dai racconti degli avventurosi esploratori. Quello 

che anche oggi gli utenti trasmettono e raccontano 

online sono vite, storie, emozioni (di ogni genere e 

da ogni parte del mondo). Cosi le tecnologie digitali 

sempre più sofi sticate, e i contenuti eterogenei che 

esse veicolano, andranno a proporre nuovi interroga-

tivi e a sostenere nuove certezze. 

Forse allora la più grande capacità degli stru-

menti digitali sarà quella di stimolare il potenziale 

creativo dell’utente. Attraverso la rete e gli strumen-

ti digitali, e soprattutto grazie alla complessità e si-

multaneità dell’informazione, saranno create espe-

rienze sempre nuove.
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2. Il caso del cibo… nella rete sociale di 
Internet.

In questo scenario, anche i comportamenti ali-

mentari sono sempre più il prodotto di una collabo-

razione tra utenti, e di un’economia della conoscenza, in 

cui il cibo non è defi nito solo attraverso beni e servi-

zi, ma soprattutto attraverso l’esperienza, off e online. 

Vediamo come.

Il cibo è sempre stato uno strumento di comu-

nicazione e d’interazione potente tra popoli e civil-

tà: lo strumento culturale e di unione per eccellen-

za, attraverso il quale trasferire conoscenze, pratiche 

sociali, tradizioni e idee nel tempo e nello spazio. Le 

motivazioni che hanno spinto l’uomo a spostarsi da 

un luogo all’altro sono molteplici: prima tra tutte però 

la necessità primordiale di trovare cibo e il desiderio 

di conquista del nuovo, dell’inesplorato, come per le 

grandi esplorazioni cinquecentesche. Il primo contat-

to con le culture oltreoceano avviene proprio attraver-

so l’alimentazione, la scoperta di prodotti mai visti e di 

usanze alimentari ignorate; quel prodotto alimentare, 

trasportato sulle navi e condotto in Europa, diventa la 

testimonianza di un Mondo lontano, che è reale, ma è 

comunque diverso, per cui originale, stravagante, stra-

no; ci vorranno tre secoli affi nché la maggior parte di 

quei prodotti possa mescolarsi alle materie prime del 

Vecchio Mondo, dando vita alle grandi trasformazioni 
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storiche dell’epoca moderna, con conseguenze decisi-

ve sul sistema alimentare globale. Evoluzioni, mesco-

lanze e infl uenze, che sono progredite e si sono evolu-

te fi no ad oggi. (Flandrin&Montanari, p. 427)

La rete ha contribuito fortemente ad aumentare 

questa capillarità e diffusione dell’informazione legata 

al cibo, ad avvicinare le distanze tra le culture alimen-

tari e le cucine di tutto il mondo. I mezzi e i canali 

di comunicazione on-line sono diventati importanti 

strumenti di formazione, cosi come il contenuto, vei-

colato attraverso la manipolazione e la rielaborazione 

degli utenti, è divenuto l’oggetto di conoscenza collet-

tiva. Oltre a diffondere e a permettere la condivisione 

di informazioni, la rete ha sostenuto e supportato ciò 

che avveniva off-line, ha dato voce a gruppi di per-

sone (vegani, vegetariani, vegetariani nel week end…), 

e ha proposto soluzioni per affrontare i problemi al-

imentari di ogni giorno (come cucinare, cosa com-

prare, dove andare a mangiare…).  È evidente, quindi, 

che le tecnologie digitali abbiano cambiato il modo 

di comunicare e aumentato la conoscenza sul cibo, 

fatto crescere negli utenti una maggiore conoscenza e 

consapevolezza sulle questioni alimentari e ambientali 

legate all’alimentazione. 

Muta il modo di comunicare e cambiano le cultu-

re del cibo. Nascono comunità attive e spazi virtuali 

dedicati alla discussione e all’aggregazione sociale: nei 
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nuovi foodscape non si può realmente mangiare o cu-

cinare (se non virtualmente), ma si possono fare tutta 

una serie di attività collaterali a quelle dell’alimenta-

zione, come conversare, competere, discutere, valuta-

re, promuovere, ideare e sperimentare, etc. 

Internet, la rete e i social media, non sono solo 

potenti strumenti per la trasmissione della conoscenza 

e per la persuasione, ma attraverso l’archiviazione e la 

registrazione di tutte le esperienze cibo degli utenti, 

diventano anche illimitati database per la memoria ali-

mentare personale, collettiva e istituzionale. Un modo 

per ricordare, ma anche per formare ed educare le ge-

nerazioni future. 

All’aspetto politico, sociale e culturale del cibo, si 

affi anca un interesse, per cosi dire più ludico, quello 

defi nito come Food Porn9 o Food Kitchen, e battezzato 

cosi da The New Yorker10 : esso descrive il fenomeno 

per l’attrazione della tavola - di qualsiasi cultura essa 

sia - e tutto ciò che essa rappresenta, esaltato attraver-

so i diversi canali e strumenti di comunicazione11. Cosi 

il sapere culinario oggi viene trasmesso per vie nuove: 

ai modi di trasmissione familiare si affi ancano il ruolo 

del sapere esperto (quello dei critici e dei foodbloggers) 

e quello della rete (gli altri utenti), che offrono alle pra-

tiche un nuovo luogo di legittimazione sociale. 
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[...] la credibilità del lavoro del critico 2.0 è data dalla continuità 

del suo lavoro a cui seguirà la valutazione del pubblico sulla ve-

ridicità di quanto letto (Stefano Bonilli, di Paperogiallo.it)12

Il successo dell’e-commerce dei prodotti enogastro-

nomici ha contribuito a rendere lo scambio di com-

menti e di opinioni in rete ancora più intenso. I foo-

dbloggers del resto, cosi come i siti specializzati e le 

stesse piattaforme di pubblicità aziendale, che inclu-

dono forme di relazione e interazione on-line, sono 

diventati una forma potente di marketing con cui pro-

muovere e rendere visibili i prodotti alimentari (anche 

quelli più esclusivi).

Se chi si occupa di informare è chiamato foodblog-

ger, la comunità degli utenti uniti dalla passione per il 

cibo viene defi nita dei foodies. 

Internet diventa quindi un potente strumento di 

aggregazione, dove i foodies si riuniscono per con-

sultare e commentare i blogs degli esperti, e attraver-

so i social-networks e le applicazioni dedicate, come 

ad esempio foodspotting.com13, allargano il fenomeno 

(della cultura stessa dei foodies). Non solo consulta-

no e cercano informazioni, ma soprattutto producono 

e condividono, contaminano e si fanno contaminare, 

danno voce alle loro esperienze legate al cibo attra-

verso la rete. Poche di queste comunità si trovano solo 

online: la maggior parte ha sviluppato una serie di at-

tività parallele off-line (convegni, corsi di cucina, de-
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C’è chi sostiene che una maggiore informazione ed 

‘educazione’ delle masse sui temi del cibo possa esse-

re l’unico strumento (e soluzione possibile) ai problemi 

del mondo: la fame, la scarsità delle risorse, e il proble-

ma ambientale. Dall’altro lato, c’è chi (come chi scrive) 

sostiene che una tecnologia possa diventare veramente 

importante nella vita dell’uomo, solo quando è in grado 

di cambiare la natura degli eventi e delle persone. Nel 

caso dell’alimentazione, ritenere che lo sviluppo delle 

ICT e dei Social Media sia una condizione suffi ciente 

per modifi care i comportamenti alimentari dell’uomo e 

garantire la sostenibilità di questi, è sicuramente ridutti-

vo e non tiene conto dell’aspetto, del potere e del valore 

culturale e sociale che il cibo possiede. 

La comunicazione non basta, serve un coinvolgi-

mento emotivo basato su interazioni che forse solo i 

legami interpersonali e la forza culturale di una comu-

nità possono fornire. L’industria alimentare ne tiene 

conto, chiedendo a progettisti e designer di ripensare 

sia i prodotti alimentari che gli utensili e gli spazi di 

comunicazione a loro dedicati; l’obiettivo è rinnovare 

gli strumenti per l’esplorazione, la selezione, la trasfor-

mazione e la fruizione alimentare.
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3. Progettare esperienze senza confini. 
Il viaggio è più importante della meta.

È chiaro a tutti come, negli ultimi dieci anni, In-

ternet e il digitale abbiano cambiato il nostro modo di 

fare le cose, come cercare e acquisire nuova conoscen-

za. I media digitali sono conduttori di comunicazioni 

multiple e danno la possibilità di trasmettere idee lun-

go grandi distanze e in velocità. Modalità che hanno 

prodotto processi di comunicazione sempre più effi -

cienti e liberi, e hanno drasticamente democratizzato 

la partecipazione. 

Oggi ci aspettiamo che gli oggetti ci comunichino sempre 

qualcosa: lo dimostra un bambino, che di fronte ad un ogget-

to digitale, va sempre alla ricerca di un bottone, un sensore, o 

altro elemento, anche quando mancano le batterie (Antonelli, 

2008; Antonelli, 2011).

In questo Nuovo Mondo, i designer assumono una 

posizione critica, non tanto perché devono progettare 

i messaggi da veicolare, ma perché devono ideare gli 

spazi dove questi messaggi possano evolversi. I media 

digitali sono dei prodotti, ma la parola giusta per defi -

nirli è ‘esaltatori di esperienze.’ 

Le magnifi che esperienze che il Nuovo Mondo 

digitale fornisce non hanno un inizio, un mezzo e una 

fi ne: non ci sono narrative in Google, o misurazioni di 

larghezza in Facebook, cosi come risoluzioni climati-
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che in Twitter. Di sicuro, questi prodotti avranno una 

fi ne (cosi, come hanno avuto un inizio), ma nel loro 

svolgersi quotidiano, si muoveranno sempre più in un 

continuum. 

Nel disegnare questi sistemi non si può anticipare 

quello che non può essere pianifi cato, creare un fra-

mework di quello che è inaspettato e può diventare 

inatteso. Il compito e lavoro del designer non è quello 

di assicurare la visione di qualcosa ad una persona, o a 

più persone, ma quello di stabilire le condizioni attra-

verso le quali una interazione può accadere. 

Questo processo può avvenire a livelli diversi, dal 

momento in cui si forniscono input all’utente, al mo-

mento in cui il sistema permette all’utente di produrre 

output, ma soprattutto durante il dialogo che la conti-

nua interazione produce per tutto il ciclo di vita dell’e-

sperienza. (Antonelli, 2008; Antonelli, 2011)

Parte di questa trasformazione va compresa come 

una forma di rinnovamento costante, e questo è il mo-

tivo per cui il lavoro di un designer non è mai statico, 

ma cambia continuamente.

Nel caso del cibo, l’evoluzione è avvenuta nel modo 

in cui esso ha funzionato come mediatore. L’arduo 

compito del designer è allora quello di comprendere i 

valori del cibo di cui l’uomo oggi (e in futuro) non può 

fare a meno. Rendersi conto che tali valori sono per 

lo più geografi camente e culturalmente situati (quindi 
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insiti nelle dinamiche sociali e culturali di una speci-

fi ca comunità) ed essere in grado di riproiettarli, at-

traverso gli strumenti e le mediazioni che progetta. 

Deve anche tenere conto che, lo stesso oggetto può 

produrre effetti completamente diversi, su utenti con 

valori ‘culturali’ differenti. È diffi cile, o praticamen-

te impossibile, prevedere i comportamenti emergenti: 

quello che si può fare è individuare e ideare le oppor-

tunità affi nché essi si creino. Solo le direzioni possono 

essere tracciate, non direttamente le destinazioni.

I designer devono essere in grado di scrivere solo 

il primo script, poi al resto ci penserà l’utente. È l’uten-

te che crea il dialogo. L’utente crea le esperienze, uti-

lizzando i propri strumenti cognitivi. L’utente diventa 

l’innovatore.

Come Vespucci e i grandi esploratori del passato, 

ognuno di noi, allora potrà mettere in atto quello spi-

rito coraggioso e creativo che permette di utilizzare la 

curiosità e l’intuizione per affrontare le attività di tutti 

i giorni, scoprendo e innovando. In questo articolo non 

si è in grado di stabilire se l’ICT sarà lo strumento con 

cui i popoli faranno la rivoluzione, o ad esempio scon-

fi ggeranno le tensioni legate alla produzione alimen-

tare, affronteranno quelle della distribuzione ineguale 

di risorse o daranno fi ne ai problemi di malnutrizione, 

ma sicuramente si può affermare che la diffusione di 

idee, cosi come il confronto e la co-costruzione di co-
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noscenza fornita dalla rete, permetteranno nel futuro, 

di dare vita a dei valori che saranno alla base di vec-

chie, ma soprattutto di nuove, culture cibo, non anco-

ra immaginate. 

Un Mundus Novus senza confi ni.

Endnotes

1  I sistemi in grado di scambiare informazioni sotto forma di testi, immagini, suoni e 
programmi in formato digitale, hanno assunto soluzioni di trasmissione sempre più veloci ed ef-
fi cienti, dalla fi bra ottica alle ‘autostrade telematiche’, dal Wi-Fi (wireless fi delity) che consente di 
collegarsi ad alta velocità (broadband) sfruttando le onde radio, al Wi Max che raggiunge anche 
lunghe distanze (fi no a 74 Mbit/s in un raggio di circa 50 km).

2  Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access.
3  La defi nizione di social media è molto discussa, tanto che Wikipedia fi no a poco tem-

po fa ne aveva congelato la pagina relativa. Nel 2011, Luca De Biase, prendendo ispirazione da 
Peppino Ortoleva, nel suo blog propone la seguente defi nizione: “i social media sono quei media 
che rendono possibile la socializzazione sia del trasporto che della trasformazione del messaggio. 
In altre parole il messaggio non è più solo pensato e immutabilmente direzionato dall’alto, ma 
diviene soggetto alla modifi ca e alla ridistribuzione/ricondivisione di chiunque abbia accesso alla 
rete”; http://blog.debiase.com/2011/10/peppino-ortoleva-mcluhan.html.

4  Si fa riferimento a Rifkin, J. (2010). La civiltà dell’empatia. Milano: Arnoldo Mondadori 
Editore.

5  Si fa riferimento a Levy, P. (1990). Le tecnologie dell’intelligenza. Bologna: Feltrinelli; 
Levy, P. (1996). L’intelligenza collettiva. Milano: Feltrinelli.

6  Si fa riferimento al saggio “Il dono al tempo di Internet”, di Marco Aime e Anna Cos-
setta, in cui si descrivono i beni informatici come doni che si spostano da un computer all’altro, 
e che contribuiscono a dare vita a sempre nuove relazioni sociali.
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7  Designer statunitense.
8  I social network oltre a permettere la conversazione tra gli utenti, consentono anche 

conversazioni cosiddette passive, che riguardano tutte quelle persone che passano davanti ad un 
post senza scrivere niente, ma ad esempio lo inoltrano o ripubblicano.

9  Il Food Porn nasce negli anni ‘80 negli Stati Uniti con la rivista “Food and Wine” di Ari-
ane e Michael Batterberry; i due giornalisti presto trasferiscono il magazine su mezzo telematico 
fondando la “ FoodArts.com”: il primo magazine on-line dedicato all’aggiornamento sui trends 
del cibo. Numerosi sono i siti e i blogs nati sullo stesso stile e cresciuti negli ultimi dieci anni. 

10  Informazioni ricavate dall’articolo comparso sull’Espresso, il 19-3-2009; articolo di 
Roberta Corradin e Sabina Minardi consultabile online a http://espresso.repubblica.it/detta-
glio/a-fuoco-spento/2073190.

11  Il movimento del Food Porn è partito dal proliferarsi di magazine e stampa specializza-
ta sul cibo; poi si è passati a format televisivi ad-hoc, diffusi sia a livello nazionale che internazi-
onale, ed infi ne a fenomeni di food-network veicolati su Internet.
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Theodor de Bry’s monumental series of Grands 

Voyages devotes three of its twelve volumes to Giro-

lamo Benzoni’s Historia del Mondo Nuovo, translat-

ing the Italian text into Latin and German, and trans-

forming the original small woodcuts into elaborate 

engravings that established the picture of American 

savagery in the European imagination. But America 

pars quarta, which reprints the fi rst volume of Ben-

zoni’s history, also reproduces, among its rich illus-

trations, an image drawn from Johannes Stradanus’s 

print series, America Retectio (fi g. 1), which allegoriz-

es the discovery of the New World by the Italians Co-

lumbus and Vespucci1. The image, which celebrates 

the explorers and argues for the centrality of Italy in 

the conquest of the New World, strikingly displays the 

central question that has haunted Vespucci’s legacy for 
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the better part of fi ve hundred years. For in the stand-

off between the Genoese and the Florentine lies the 

“Vespucci querelle” – that is, the struggle for primacy 

in naming and discovering the new continent 2. Why 

was America named after Vespucci and not Colum-

bus? Who was the “greater” hero, and who deserved 

to have a continent named after himself? 

In my time today, I am, happily, not going to re-

hearse this debate, which has been suffi ciently ex-

plained and hopefully laid to rest. But I will be con-

cerned with the representational and iconographic 

struggle to establish the legacies of the two explor-

Fig. 1: Stradanus, America retectio - Columbus
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ers, particularly Vespucci, in the early modern period. 

Within less than a generation, both fi gures had been 

canonized among Europe’s modern heroes, voyagers 

who braved the unknown, crossed the pillars of Her-

cules, and lifted the veil on a hidden world. But the 

spate of images invoking the two also bears witness 

to the efforts of various constituencies to use the ex-

plorers’ fame to bolster their own propagandistic ends. 

From the Spanish and Portuguese crowns they served, 

the individual Italian city-states whence they came, to 

evangelizing Catholic missions who sought to expand 

their reach in the Americas, to the Protestant printers 

and mapmakers who publicized the knowledge they 

brought but were critical of Spanish and Catholic ac-

tivities in the New World - the images of Columbus 

and Vespucci were deployed in support and celebra-

tion of various projects3. 

Let’s trace one strand in this network of appro-

priations: the attempt to use the Italian origins of Co-

lumbus and Vespucci to bolster the cultural and po-

litical importance of a fragmented “Italy” by claiming 

its authorship of the New World itself. I pay particu-

lar attention to the fi gure of Vespucci in this process 

for two reasons: fi rst, while there has been consider-

able scholarship devoted to pictorial representations 

of Columbus in a range of media, from medallions, 
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busts, portraits and paintings, there is, signifi cantly, no 

equivalent set of studies on Vespucci, though he is fre-

quently paired with his Genoese contemporary in six-

teenth-century images4. And second, the controversy 

over the naming of America suggests how Vespucci’s 

Florentine origins placed him at the heart of a cultural 

web associated with the new learning and artistic fe-

cundity of the Italian Renaissance, so that invocations 

of him became allusions to humanism, new cosmo-

graphic knowledge and peninsular cultural suprem-

acy. This vision of Vespucci, as a humanist pioneer, 

stands in contrast to later denunciations of the Flor-

entine as an inept navigator and silver-tongued fraud, 

and underlines the strong differences in persona that 

mark the iconographic tradition of the two explorers5.

Moreover, I will focus on portraits of Columbus 

and Vespucci in cartographic works. These objects 

– maps, atlases, cartographic frescoes, and cosmog-

raphies – offer a unique lens on the cultural capital 

of the two fi gures because they juxtapose humanis-

tic and scientifi c discourses, using the decorative por-

trait to both authorize and legitimate the knowledge 

on display. Both Columbus and Vespucci were of 

course integral to the development of the so-called 

“cartographic revolution” by virtue of their explora-

tions, but one of the central questions raised by their 

iconographic depiction is the nature of their technical 
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skill and contribution to the business of mapping and 

cosmographic description. While Columbus was cel-

ebrated as a sailor and governor, and associated with 

the practical craft of navigation, Vespucci frequently 

bears the emblems of the astronomer or cosmogra-

pher, suggesting that his knowledge is the book-learn-

ing of the humanists. 

The fi rst portrait of Vespucci to appear on a map 

is the on the iconic 1507 world map, Universalis Cos-

mographia by Martin Waldseemuller, the fi rst map to 

name America after Amerigo (fi g. 2), driven by the 

mistaken belief that he was the fi rst to make landfall 

on the continent6. Here, Vespucci is placed opposite 

G. Gazzola
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Fig. 2: Universalis Cosmographia by Martin Waldseemuller
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Ptolemy, inside two facing inserts at the top of the 

document, as both look down upon the new map of 

the world. Placed strategically between them is a min-

iature double hemispheric map that offers the inverse 

perspective, capturing the sphericity of the globe. 

In this vision, Vespucci is the new Ptolemy – a ge-

ographer, cosmographer and intellectual pioneer, a 

modern who has surpassed the ancients with his dis-

covery. Vespucci’s placement on the map refl ects the 

humanists’ dream – to emulate and overgo the great-

est achievements of classical antiquity, even while pay-

ing homage to them. Vespucci thus becomes the heir 

to the cartographic technology of the Ptolemaic grid, 

but appears to deploy it to a new use, that is, exploding 

the frame of the old oikumene to include the hitherto 

unknown fourth continent. In his hands, he bears a 

compass, the instrument that would become the hall-

mark of the cosmographers – it appears in portraits 

of André Thevet, Gerhard Mercator, Judocus Hondi-

us and others, well into the seventeenth century7. It 

is worth noting that the compass here is not a sign 

of navigation, but of measurement; many cosmogra-

phers who had themselves portrayed with this char-

acteristic attribute never actually left the confi nes of 

their European centers. Vespucci association with this 

symbolism connects him to a tradition of humanistic 

mathematics rather than to practical craft of sailing. 
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As we will see shortly, the navigational compass, as-

sociated with Columbus, tells a different tale. 

Vespucci’s prominence on the important Wald-

seemuller map, as several scholars have argued, is a 

consequence of the popularity of his 1502 pamphlet, 

Mundus Novus, and the circulation of the so-called Let-

tera al Soderini, attributed to Vespucci and printed in 

15048. The rhetorical sophistication of Vespucci’s style 

in Mundus Novus, the vividness of its descriptions, which 

still startle the reader, made it enormously popular, but 

also brought against him conventional accusations of 

exaggerated verbal dexterity in place of actual experi-

ence. Early on, Vespucci was accused of trying to steal 

Columbus’s glory, even though Columbus himself tells 

of meeting Vespucci in Seville in 1505, and of the good 

relations between them. The crucial point to be made is 

that Vespucci’s rhetorical eloquence, his humanist style 

and his association with important artists in Florence 

in the late quattrocento – attributes that Columbus, the 

Genoese sailor skilled in the technical and artisanal 

business of ships and navigation, lacked – may have 

catapulted him into the wider European imagination 

as a worthy successor to Ptolemy. 

These contrasts between the Genoese and the 

Florentine emerge sharply in Stradanus’s America Re-

tectio series, where, as Lia Markey has shown, Vespuc-

ci is clearly cast as Florence’s erudite humanist hero9. 
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Infl uenced by the learning of the Alamanni brothers 

and the Accademia degli Alterati, Stradanus’s allegor-

ical prints depict Columbus, Vespucci and Magellan 

in the prow of their ships, surrounded by symbolic 

fi gures and attributes. Before I return to an analysis 

of the frontispiece, which situates Columbus and Ves-

pucci on either side of a globe, I want to point out the 

striking differences between the two in the individual 

prints that follow. 

The contrast between the Columbus and Vespucci 

is marked by their attire: Columbus (fi g. 1) wears the 

armor of a warrior and bears a banner with the cruci-

G. Gazzola
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Fig. 3: Stradanus, America retectio - Vespucci
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fi ed Christ, an image that recalls his own name, Chris-

topher, Christo-ferens, the Christ-bearer. Vespucci (fi g. 

3), on the other hand, is dressed as a nobleman and 

scholar, and bears a quadrant, another instrument of 

measurement; his banner too refl ects his name – the 

wasps or vespe – but it is a playful humanist pun rath-

er than an expression of evangelical mission. The two 

fi gures here refl ect the ancient battle between arms 

and letters, or between artisanal and intellectual pur-

suits – the difference, in other words, of the hand and 

Fig. 4: Stradanus, Nova Reperta – Vespucci w/astrolabe
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mind, which was crucial to Renaissance hierarchies 

of value10. It is clear that Columbus is the Admiral 

who conquers, while Vespucci seems to be the schol-

ar who measures, records and writes. Signifi cantly, an 

almost identical representation of Vespucci appears in 

Stradanus’s series Nova reperta (fi g. 4), or New discov-

eries, where Vespucci is shown as the inventor of the 

astrolabe – another instrument of measurement and 

book-learning11.

These differences however are subsumed and 

integrated in the frontispiece (fi g. 5), which uses the 

contrasting but complementary styles and skills of 

Fig. 5: De Bry, reproduction of Stradanus, America retectio 
in America pars quarta
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the two explorers to make a claim for Italian prima-

cy in the race for the New World. The print shows 

medallions with portraits of Columbus and Vespucci 

on either side of an enormous globe centered on the 

Atlantic and fl anked by Janus (for Genoa) and Flora 

(for Florence). In the upper corners, Mars and Nep-

tune, symbols for Florence and Genoa respectively, 

ride chariots and bear the arms of their cities – the red 

cross for Genoa and the lily for Florence. The entire 

scene fl oats above a map of the western coastline of 

Italy, strategically modifi ed to highlight the two cities 

again: though Florence is quite a distance from the 

coast, it is depicted prominently at the lower left of 

the map with an entire cityscape, close to the water’s 

edge. The Medici port of Livorno is also highlighted, 

as are other important port towns.

Though the fusion of allegorical and cartographic 

elements in the image clearly highlight the role played 

by Italy in the discovery of the New World, the radical 

nature of Stradanus’s design becomes apparent when 

we consider its pictorial antecedents. Americae Retec-

tio is evidently based on a famous Flemish tapestry in 

a series entitled The Spheres (fi g. 6), which shows the 

earth under the protection of Jupiter and Juno12. 

These ten-foot high tapestries were commissioned 

to celebrate the marriages that would cement the bonds 

between the Portuguese House of Avis and the Span-
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ish Hapsburgs: ordered for the marriage of Joao III 

to Catherine of Austria, sister of Charles V, they were 

completed probably only in time for the marriage of 

the Hapsburg-Avis heirs, Philip II and Maria Manuela 

in 1543. The powerful imperial symbolism of the tap-

estry presciently looked forward to the union of the 

Portuguese and Spanish empires in 1580, and by the 

time Stradanus imitated the design in the late 1580s, 

the imperial and political connotations of the images 

were unmistakable13. To adapt the iconography cele-

brating the power of the global Spanish-Portuguese 

empire, founded on the conquest of the Americas, in 

order to valorize Italy instead, was an audacious ges-

ture. It was to suggest that the true progenitors of Eu-

ropean expansion were not the courts of Castile or 

Lisbon, but rather the city-states of Genoa and Flor-

ence; it was to suggest that the doubled power of hand 

Fig. 6: Tapestry The Sphere
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and mind in the two explorers was a more profound 

triumph than the political and military might of the 

Spanish Hapsburgs. 

 De Bry’s reproduction of the Stradanus image as 

an introduction to the second part of Benzoni’s his-

tory, an Italian text which sharply condemns Spanish 

brutality in the Americas, seems to subtly exploit this 

iconographic subtext. After all, as a German Protes-

tant, De Bry was no promoter of Catholic Spanish in-

terests in the New World. His use of the Stradanus’s 

images of the explorers to illustrate his edition of Ben-

zoni gave them a wider European audience, and ad-

vanced a subtle polemic about the importance of Ital-

G. Gazzola
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Fig. 7: De Bry, America pars sexta, “America sive Novus orbis respectu Europaeorum 
inferior globi terrestris pars”
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ian achievement in crafting the discourse of the New 

World. Thus, in the sixth volume of the America se-

ries, De Bry includes a world map framed by the main 

explorers (fi g. 7): here again, Columbus and Vespucci 

face each other in the top row, while Magellan and 

Pizarro are depicted below. Once again, Columbus 

has his hand on his sword, while Vespucci bears what 

looks like a map and gestures towards the mapped 

hemisphere before him. Once again, the emphasis on 

the Italians is unmistakable. 

 I want to conclude this brief survey by turning to 

another cartographic Columbus-Vespucci pairing, this 

time in a fresco cycle at the Farnese Villa Caprarola in 

Lazio14. In the famous Sala della Cosmografi a (fi g. 8), a 

large hall decorated entirely by mural map cycles and 

probably completed between 1573 and 1575, we fi nd 

G. Gazzola
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Fig. 8: Villa Caprarola, Sala della Cosmografi a (Vespucci with Italy and Palestine)
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once again portraits of the explorers nestled among 

the maps – but they are located in strategically dif-

ferent parts of the room. The portrait of Columbus is 

placed directly over the large window that meets the 

viewer’s eye upon entering the room, marking him as 

the fi rst to open the way to a new world. Vespucci, on 

the other hand, is located on one end of the room, fac-

ing the giant world map that covers a wall, between 

a map of Italy on the one hand and Palestine on the 

other (fi g. 9 e fi g. 10). 

The visual juxtaposition – facing the world map, 

but located between emblems of the Old classical 

and biblical worlds – marks Vespucci as the humanist 

bridge between the old and new. 

The analysis of the portraits, and of their position-

ing, so to speak, whithin the map, gives us a visual clue 

to understand how the two characters, Vespucci and 

Fig. 9: Villa Caprarola, Sala della 
cosmografi a (Vespucci portrait)

Fig. 10: Villa Caprarola, Sala della cosmografi a (Columbus portrait, opposite door above window)
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Columbus, were counter-posed and juxtaposed in the 

two centuries that followed their journeys and their 

geographical discoveries. Yet they also lead us to un-

derstand how such characters were portrayed, for po-

litical and –yes- geographical reasons. They became 

objects of depiction, and the “Vespucci-querelle,” that 

has angered scholars of all nationalities for precisely 

fi ve centuries was less about the great navigator and 

the great scholar than about what they were meant to 

symbolize in their portraits, in drawing or otherwise.
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The Piazza in the American Imagination: 
Florence and Modern American Culture

In recent years, globalization has shaped the trajec-

tories of several areas of the American academy. Fields 

such as American Studies, History, English, and Ital-

ian American Studies have made a transnational turn, 

a valuable and exciting development. Transnational 

scholars frequently fi nd hybrid subjects and identities 

that transcend traditional, nationalist narratives by 

blurring boundaries or reaching across borders (Gab-

accia 1999, Von Eschen 2004). Drawing on recent his-

toriographic developments, this paper explores an ear-

lier moment of transnationalism in American culture 

in the decades following World War II. In particular, I 

wish to examine the place of Florence, Italy in Ameri-

ca’s cultural imagination. Popular books in the United 

States suggest that American readers thought of Ital-

ian cities like Florence as desirable destinations where 
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they could reconnect with their authentic selves. In 

contrast to the romantic view in popular culture of Ita-

ly as a place for international renewal, some American 

expatriates expressed ambivalence about the transna-

tional possibilities available through contact with Ital-

ians. While a number of scholars have examined Ital-

ians and Italian Americans in the United States and 

abroad (Guglielmo 2004, Gabaccia 2012), fewer have 

looked at Americans in Italy. Comparing the experi-

ences of a number of American expatriates in Florence 

and other Italian cities reveals that strong connections 

between gender and national identity tempered the 

enthusiasm of some Americans for the international 

zeitgeist of the US in the 1950s and 1960s.

To ground the discussion, I will focus on a 

quintessential urban experience: the cab ride. 

Comparing three accounts by Americans – two 

authors and one expatriate worker – of Italian cabbies 

and their driving illustrates the complex relationship 

between Florence and Italian culture more generally 

on the one hand, and Americans’ understanding of 

their own national identities on the other.

The fi rst cab ride takes place in Rome and occurs 

in Sloan Wilson’s The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit 

(Wilson 1955). Published in the middle of the 1950s, 

this iconic novel tells the story of Tom and Betsy Rath, 

two suburbanites struggling with discontentment 
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and disillusionment in post-war America. As a best 

seller that was quickly adapted for the screen, its 

popularity suggests that it struck a powerful chord 

with Americans. Gregory Peck and Jennifer Jones 

played the lead roles for the 1956 motion picture, again 

indicating the book’s infl uence. Critics hailed Wilson’s 

novel as telling. Orville Prescott, chief book critic for 

The New York Times, described it as an expert novel, 

“neat, smooth and reportorially exact in its account of 

the pressures, problems and tribal customs of the men 

in gray fl annel suits, the ambitious commuters who are 

too young to be either successes or failures but whose 

time is running out” (Prescott 1955). Together with 

Sociologist David Reisman’s The Lonely Crowd, The 

Man in the Gray Flannel Suit captured the disquieting 

pressure that lay just beneath the cheerful veneer of 

1950s suburban America (Riesman 1950).

Beginning in the 1990s, a subsequent generation of 

scholars rediscovered and reassessed the novel. T. Frank 

questioned Wilson’s bona fi des as a critic of consumer 

culture, observing, “The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit is a 

quintessential text of Organization society, with its title 

and commuter settings quickly becoming synonyms 

for conformity. But for all the praise it has received, 

the book conspicuously lacks the critical perspective 

of The Hucksters” (Frank, 38). Organization society 

was a reference to William Whyte’s Organization 
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Man, another iconic work of social commentary 

from the 1950s that decried conformity in American 

society. Frank clearly preferred F. Wakeman’s novel 

The Hucksters, which tells the story of Victor Norman, 

a returning WW II veteran who struggles with the 

moral implications of advertising (Wakeman 1946). 

Critics like Frank generally ignored one of the vital 

subplots that involved Tom Rath’s experiences in Italy 

immediately following the end of WW II. Following 

the end of hostilities, Tom goes to Rome and has a 

torrid affair with Maria, a young Italian woman. 

Wilson’s fi ctionalized descriptions of Maria and other 

Italians suggest a warm, cosmopolitan regard for other 

peoples. For example, Tom and Maria befriend Louis 

Lapa, the owner of a local bakery. “They had come to 

know Louis well and on one occasion had even invited 

him to visit them in their room, and they had a quiet 

family evening together, with Louis admiring Maria’s 

beauty the way a friendly brother or uncle might 

admire the beauty of a young wife” (Wilson 82). In a 

number of passages like this, Wilson’s novel displays 

an internationalist streak in American consciousness 

regarding foreign affairs. Indeed, some scholars of 

diplomatic history point to the under-appreciated 

role of foreign relations (double entendre intended) 

in Wilson’s novel and the fi lm that was based on it 

(Rosenberg 1994). 
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Wilson describes the fi rst cab ride as Tom and 

Maria take a taxi through Rome. The journey passes 

quickly and without incident, suggesting that Tom’s 

time with Maria has already begun to heal his war-

torn nerves. “They had got into a taxi and ridden a long 

way, down dimly lit streets, with the silhouettes of tall 

buildings ruined by time rather than war black and 

jagged against the moonlit sky” (Wilson 80). Wilson’s 

description of a moonlit ride through Rome’s back 

streets provides a striking contrast with the other two 

accounts of cab rides examined below.

For Wilson, then, Italy represents a point of escape, 

a place where Americans can discover their true, 

romantic selves. Rath loses his way after returning to 

the US and getting enmeshed in the demands of a 

conformist, consumer based society. When he learns 

that he has a child in Italy from his union with Maria, 

Rath regains his sense of self. He fi nds a new, more 

authentic job and agrees to support Maria and their 

child in Italy, all while remaining faithfully with his 

family in Connecticut.

The second cab ride to illustrate the appearance 

of Florence in American culture comes from the most 

famous piece of American literature set in Florence, 

which was produced, appropriately, by an expatriate. 

Elizabeth Spencer’s novella, The Light in the Piazza, 

fi rst appeared in the New Yorker in 1960. Written in 
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1958 in Montreal, The Light in the Piazza recreated 

the world of Florence that Spencer came to know as a 

Guggenheim fellow between 1953 and 1955. Trapped in 

a snowbound Canadian landscape, Spencer channeled 

charming, light-fi lled Italian homes and public spaces 

for her American protagonist, Margaret Johnson. 

Weary, Margaret has brought her daughter, Clara, to 

Florence on holiday. 

For Margaret Johnson, however, this is not a 

random vacation. Rather, she seeks refuge from the 

pressures of her life in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. 

The reader learns at the beginning of the novella that 

a childhood accident has left Clara with “the mental 

age of a child of ten” (Spencer 6). Clara’s physical 

development has not been affected, however, and 

her budding sexuality has produced an embarrassing 

episode with a grocery clerk in Winston-Salem. In 

Florence, Margaret hopes to put this episode out of 

sight and out of mind. Margaret and Clara both fi nd 

Florence enchanting.

In important respects, the role of Florence in 

Spencer’s work resembles the function of Rome in 

The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit. Initially seeking 

simple refuge from life’s problems, Margaret instead 

fi nds their solution. Clara falls in love with Fabrizio, a 

Florentine shop owner who enlists his entire family to 

court the young American. Indeed, Margaret becomes 
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convinced that Florence offers Clara an opportunity 

for a normal life that she would never experience in 

the US. Moreover, Margaret believes that Clara is 

becoming more and more Italian the longer she stays. 

At one point, Margaret does not even recognize 

her on the street, exclaiming, “Why, she looked like 

an Italian!” (Spencer 27). Later, in writing to her 

husband, Margaret reassures him, “Every afternoon 

[Clara] dresses in her pretty clothes and we walk to 

an outdoor café to meet with some young friends of 

the Naccarellis. You would be amazed how like them 

she has become. She looks more Italian every day” 

(Spencer 41). 

Margaret’s emphasis on appearance is telling. Her 

reactions to Florence are deeply ambivalent. As her 

American Self becomes more intertwined with the 

Italian Other, Margaret vacillates between a Henry 

James-like sense of culture clash and a hopeful, 

optimistic sense of acculturation or even syncretism. 

On the one hand, she judges Italian culture to be 

superfi cial, which partly explains (in Margaret’s mind) 

why Clara gains acceptance among the Florentines. 

Clara’s youth and beauty are seemingly irresistible to 

Fabrizio and his young Italian friends. Margaret hopes 

to exploit this superfi ciality to escape her own problems 

in America, but remains deeply uncomfortable when 

confronted with her daughter’s transformation into 
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the Other. When Margaret fi rst mistakes Clara for an 

Italian, the narrator continues, “Stepping along now 

in her hand-woven Italian skirt and sleeveless cotton 

blouse, with leather sandals, smart straw bag, dark 

glasses and the glint of earrings against her cheek, 

she would fool any tourist into thinking her a native; 

and Mrs. Johnson, who felt she was being fooled by 

Clara in a far graver way, found in her daughter’s very 

attractiveness an added sense of displeasure, almost of 

disgust” (Spencer 27). On the other hand, Margaret 

perceives Italy as a place where she and Clara can both 

escape the strict, gendered confi nes of their lives in 

the American South. In North Carolina, Margaret is a 

housewife living within a strict set of rules and Clara 

is an infantilized teenage woman. In a remarkable 

coincidence, two women from Winston-Salem bump 

into Margaret and Clara while in Florence. They 

insist that the Johnsons join them for tea at their hotel. 

Once there, “Margaret Johnson sat like a creature in 

a net and felt her strength ebb from her. […] Clara 

became again her old familiar little lost self, oblivious, 

searching through her purse, leafi ng for pictures 

in the guidebooks on the tea table, only looking up 

to say, ‘Yes, ma’am,’ and ‘No, ma’am’” (Spencer 28). 

Disoriented by this encounter and upset by a gift of 

fl owers from Fabrizio, Margaret leaves Florence with 

Clara and heads to Rome.
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Prior to leaving Florence, Margaret’s sense of 

dissonance regarding Italian and American identities 

initially crystallizes around a different type of cab ride 

through the streets of Florence. On her way to see a 

minister about the possibility of a wedding for Clara 

and Fabrizio, Margaret boards a carrozza (a horse-

drawn carriage). The reckless driver nearly gets into 

an accident, which prompts Margaret to order him to 

stop. Her fi rst instinct is to simply walk away without 

paying. “She was mindful always, however, of a certain 

American responsibility. The driver was an idiot, but 

his family was probably as poor as his horse” (Spencer 

23). Neatly expressing the American sense of imperial 

subjugation over the Italian Other, Margaret Johnson 

reaches into her purse for a 500 lire note. “[T]he object 

of her charity bounded suddenly down before her 

face. She staggered back, clutching her purse to her” 

(Spencer 23). Far from content with accepting the 

American’s charity, the driver aggressively extorts two 

thousand lire from her. Young Italian men and women 

nearby notice what is transpiring but do nothing to 

intervene. Margaret experiences a catharsis. “The 

shocking thing […] was the overturn of all her values. 

He was not ashamed to be seen extorting an unjust 

sum from a lone woman, a stranger, obviously a lady 

[…] And the others, the onlookers, those average 

people so depended upon by an American to adhere to 
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what is good? She did not deceive herself. Nobody was 

coming to her aid. Nobody was even going to think, 

It isn’t fair” (Spencer 23). The most upsetting aspect 

of this encounter is not the loss of money, but rather 

the violation of her sense of security grounded in her 

own sense of gender norms and national identity. As 

an American, Margaret thinks of herself as a lady, a 

deliberate choice of words that indicates a certain class 

status, which was also bound to her racial identity as a 

white Southerner. Worse still, Margaret has a refl exive 

moment of self-consciousness as the encounter ends. 

After thrusting the money into the driver’s hand, and 

“folding her purse closely beneath her arm in ridiculous 

parody of everything Europeans said about Americans, 

she hastened away” (Spencer 23). Her sense of identity 

already broken by this brusque encounter, Margaret 

stops being a lady and falls into the behavior of a less 

cultured, provincial American.

Turning from The Light in the Piazza, the observations 

of another American expatriate actually living in Italy 

in the decades following World War II reveals an even 

more complex set of responses to Italians. Far from an 

internationalist reaction, some Americans experienced 

a Jamesian clash of cultures that discomfi ted them. As 

the process of globalization continued in the decades 

following World War II and world markets became 

increasingly connected, employees of US companies 
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found themselves traveling abroad for their jobs. For 

example, Sperry Gyroscope Corporation, a large US 

corporation based on Long Island, NY, was an early 

player in the process of globalization and sent many 

male employees overseas. Archival sources provide a 

window into the responses of these American men to 

their experiences abroad. 

In 1958, Don Few moved to Rome, Italy. He was 

transferring from France in connection with his job as 

a Field Engineer for Sperry. In a letter to a friend and 

coworker, Few complained about several aspects of life 

in Italy. He criticized the drivers, the high cost of living, 

and Italian women. His friend, Harold Theall, liked the 

letter so much that he shared it with the editors of the 

company newspaper in New York. They reprinted the 

letter under the ironic title “Innocence Abroad” (Few 

1958). The editor’s reference to Mark Twain’s 1869 

travel book The Innocents Abroad; or, The New Pilgrims’ 

Progress draws interesting comparisons, suggesting just 

how long the history of travel writing runs.

Gender and national identity play crucial roles 

here. Similar to the fi ctional Margaret Johnson, 

the responses of Americans like Don Few to their 

experiences abroad reveal a great deal about American 

nationalism and identity. However, where Margaret 

Johnson ultimately embraced the opportunity Italy 

presented for a fresh start, Don Few reacted to his initial 
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experiences in Italy with frustration. The particular 

types of complaints that Few expressed suggest that 

for some American expatriates and business travelers 

nationalism incorporated normative ideas about gender 

and familial relations. As US workers traveled overseas 

in connection with the globalizing world economy, 

they noticed striking differences in the gender relations 

of various nations. This contributed to a strong 

intermingling between American nationalism and 

understandings of masculinity and femininity as these 

workers found their own gender norms challenged. 

Few’s strong views about gender roles in the US and 

abroad highlight the subjectivity of gender norms, as 

well as their connections to nationalism.

Don Few found life in Italy challenging for a variety 

of reasons. He thought the drivers were particularly 

hellacious. He observed, “The most striking thing 

in commuting from Rome to the airport – some 15 

miles – is how long one can keep making the trip 

without cracking up (either mentally or physically)” 

(Few 1958). Indeed, drivers in Italy were unique. Few 

elaborated, “I am just an old country boy, and I thought 

driving in New York was bad. Then I thought driving 

in Germany was bad, then England, then France. But 

believe me, they’re all amateurs compared with the 

Italians.” Although there are American travelers today 

who might still agree with Few, his particular concerns 
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about driving in Italy in the 1950s are revealing.

Despite the modest claim to be an “old country 

boy,” Few was clearly a well traveled, experienced 

expatriate. In this sense, he was part of the newly 

emerging international business class of the post-war 

period. Perhaps because of this exposure to other 

countries, Few characterized Italians (and, in particular, 

Italian drivers) as somehow uncivilized, as somewhat 

beyond the bounds of normal. Few’s comments 

here echo the sentiments of earlier generations of 

Americans. In particular, G. Bederman provides a 

masterful account of the connections between race, 

gender, and civilization in the United States around 

the turn of the twentieth century (Bederman 1996). 

While Few did not depict Italians as a racial “other,” 

he certainly drew connections between the developed 

world and masculinity. In this regard, like Margaret 

Johnson, Few became upset because Italian drivers 

disrupted his normative ideas about the connection 

between manliness and Americanness.

Signifi cantly, Few’s objections contained explicitly 

gendered elements. Most of his concerns revolved 

around aspects of Italian society that challenged his 

sense of identity, particularly his masculinity. With 

regard to Italian drivers, Few commented, “They have 

the right-hand rule in driving, but it applies only if you 

have more guts than the other fellow.” The right-hand 
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rule refers to traffi c regulations in US states that govern 

the interaction of cars at an intersection that does not 

have a traffi c light. In brief, drivers should yield to cars 

on their right. However, as Few described it, in Italy, 

this seemingly straightforward method for avoiding 

accidents became a test of manliness. Few’s use of 

the term “fellow” here was probably not accidental 

or refl exive … many of the drivers he encountered in 

Rome in 1958 would have been men.

Of course, Few’s concern with Italian drivers 

challenging his masculinity reveals a great deal more 

about him than Italian men. He viewed aggressiveness 

in foreign drivers as a challenge to his manliness. In 

order to fully appreciate this concern with driving as a 

proving ground of gender identity, we must pause over 

the particular kind of masculine corporate culture that 

engineers like Few found themselves in, particularly 

in American workplaces. Asserting masculinity was 

a complex affair for engineers during the post-war 

period (and particularly for engineers at Sperry). Even 

though they thought of themselves as better educated 

and perhaps even more “civilized” than their working 

class peers, they had to prove their masculinity as an 

important ingredient in justifying this elevated class 

standing. This resulted in exaggerated demonstrations 

of rough masculinity, including objectifying women 

and challenging authority. As Few’s concerns about 
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Italian drivers suggest, gender identity contains a 

strong performative aspect – people perform gender 

roles for one another, thus establishing or reinforcing 

their identity for both themselves and others.

Few’s correspondence also contains accounts of 

homosocial bonding with another Sperry engineer, 

which simultaneously reinforced Few’s virility. He 

related, “Jens Grano … was in Rome recently. I thought 

that he would be at ease after having ridden in traffi c all 

over Europe. But he wasn’t.” Unfortunately, Few does 

not provide information about Grano’s background or 

national origin. Regardless, both men were clearly part 

of this new international business class. However, Few 

appears to be drawing a fl attering comparison between 

himself and this other ostensibly worldly traveler. 

Few, who at this point had only been in Rome a few 

months, had already mastered the hypermasculine 

world of Italian driving. In comparison, Grano seemed 

insuffi ciently manly. Few concluded, “I thought [Grano] 

would bend the fl oor of my car putting on the brakes 

from the right-hand side!”

So, even if Few viewed driving as a gendered act, 

why did he believe Italians turned intersections into an 

arena for proving one’s manliness? Few’s explanation 

provided still more subtly gendered commentary on 

Italian men. “The Italians have small, underpowered 

automobiles and, when they get them up to speed, 
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watch out!” This was the age of hot rods in the United 

States, which clearly infl uenced Few’s thinking (Lutz 

2000). Against the backdrop of the masculine car 

culture of the US in the late 1950s, Italian men just did 

not measure up in Few’s mind.

Moreover, Few expressed dismay over an even 

bigger gender transgression on the part of Italians. He 

asserted that in Italy, laws were made simply to be 

broken. However, for Few, the biggest concern was 

not that Italians showed disregard for the rules of the 

road. Worse, they broke the laws of man. This was 

not “man” in the typical normative sense, either —as 

an intrinsically sexist designation for human beings 

or people. Few was far more literal, worrying that 

Italian women violated proscribed gender norms. 

Part of the danger stemmed from the fact that they 

were so gorgeous. He noted, “Rome has some of the 

most beautiful women in Europe.” Here, Few echoes 

the demonstrative model of masculinity. He wrote 

to a male colleague about looking at women, thus 

demonstrating his virility. Blurring the line between 

fantasy and reality, he continued, “I suppose that is 

evident from the movies, but I still repeat it.”

Curiously, rather than settling into easy jokes that 

might have graced the pages of Playboy, Few worried 

about the threat this attractiveness represented. He 

continued, “An added hazard, especially for a bachelor, is 
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that most of the single women are looking for husbands. 

Preferably American.” On the one hand, Few’s concern 

here seems to refl ect a male fl ight from commitment 

in the 1950s (Ehrenreich 1983). This observation also 

illustrates the dramatic contradictions that existed in 

white-collar masculinity during the 1950s. Whereas 

the discussion of Italian drivers demonstrated anxiety 

about engineers being hypo-masculine, this one 

suggests that the problem for engineers is precisely 

the opposite – they are hyper-masculine. If unable to 

control his own manly instincts, engineer bachelors 

like Few might fall victim to and become ensnared by 

Italian women. In this light, Italian women represented 

dangerous, non-submissive threats to the accustomed 

prerogative of American men.

Worse still, Italian women enlisted their entire 

families in attempts to land an American husband. 

Few lamented, “It is not enough that the girl is trying 

her darndest to get you. She has her whole family, and 

all of her friends, plotting along with her.” Clearly, Few 

encountered a particularly fi erce form of culture shock 

when it came to gender relations. Courtship rituals 

reveal a great deal about gender dynamics in a given 

society. Scholars have looked at the particular role of 

gender in Italian courtship rituals, too (Huston and 

Melz 2006). Few’s encounter with aggressive Italian 

women who incorporated familial efforts into dating 
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was very disorienting. Fascinatingly, in Elizabeth 

Spencer’s novella, the Italian suitor is a man who also 

engages his entire family in the courtship.

The most interesting aspect of Few’s account 

about these encounters with Italian women was his 

response. He quipped, “This place is a real trap.” 

Few subsequently qualifi ed this, encouraging his 

American coworker(s) to travel to Italy. He concluded, 

“I hope that some of this information will aid those 

contemplating a trip this way. I’m sure that they would 

enjoy it immensely.” While certainly recommending 

that Americans come to Italy, his “information” also 

implied that male travelers needed to be careful, lest 

the experience challenge their masculinity.

Male workers like Few came away from their 

interactions with Italian men and women with a new, 

refl exive understanding of US gender and familial 

relations. These men framed US gender relations as 

rooted in patriotic, American values like equality, 

independence, and fair play. Confronted with a different 

set of national and gender norms, Few creates a sort of 

hybrid identity in which he embraces Italian values and 

masters the dangerous “trap,” in terms of both driving 

and dating. Examining the responses of US men to 

their experiences overseas helps us reassess hegemonic 

notions of gender, including masculinity. In this sense, 

this project contributes to the work of a growing body 
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of scholars, such as Michael Kimmel, James Gilbert, 

and Victor Seidler, which calls for a less hegemonic, 

more nuanced understanding of masculinity (Kimmel 

1997, Gilbert 2005, Seidler 2006). 

In conclusion, the experiences and works examined 

here highlight the complexity of America’s engagement 

with the world during the decades immediately 

following WW II. The popularity of works of fi ction 

that embraced an international perspective illustrates 

that many Americans did view places like Florence 

and Rome as cities where one could rejuvenate the 

soul. However, the observations of Don Few also 

demonstrate that some Americans responded to their 

experiences abroad more provincially. Rather than 

simply coming away from these encounters with a 

more nuanced appreciation for cultural relativism, 

Don Few (and, in a slightly different way, Margaret 

Johnson) fi nds a previously secure sense of identity 

challenged in disruptive ways. Whereas Tom Rath 

fi nds his disruption a welcome refuge, Johnson and 

Few reveal more complex sentiments that embrace the 

Italian Other in some ways but express ambivalence in 

other regards. These examples of the representation of 

Florence and Italian cities more generally in American 

culture suggest that post-World War II American 

nationalism was intimately linked to understandings 

of masculinity and femininity. Interacting with men 
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and women from other nations such as Italy forged a 

keen awareness among Americans of their own norms. 

Examining the responses of American expatriates to 

their experiences overseas helps us reassess hegemonic 

notions of gender. American women and men came 

to appreciate that different people in different places 

acted in different ways. The refl exive moments when 

these Americans described their accustomed gender 

models reveals the way that nationalism and gender 

became increasingly entwined and mutually adjusted 

in the post-war United States.
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Non c’è nulla come il tema del viaggio che coincida 

tanto con le fi nalità narrative della letteratura e del cine-

ma: evoluzione del personaggio, andatura da A a B, su-

peramento degli ostacoli, scioglimento degli equivoci. E 

tanto per cominciare trovo indispensabili due citazioni.

La prima a proposito della differenza fra turista e 

viaggiatore da “Il tè nel deserto” (fi lm di Bernardo Ber-

tolucci tratto dall’omonimo romanzo di Paul Bowles):

la differenza sta nel tempo, spiegava. Laddove, in capo a 

qualche settimana o mese, il turista si affretta a far ritorno 

a casa, il viaggiatore, che dal canto suo non appartiene né a 

un luogo né all’altro, si sposta più lentamente, per periodi di 

anni, da un punto all’altro della terra. Un’altra importante dif-

ferenza tra turista e viaggiatore è che il primo accetta la pro-

pria forma di civiltà senza discutere; non così il viaggiatore, 

che la paragona con le altre, e respinge quegli elementi che 

non trova di suo gusto.

Angela Cannizzaro
Università Popolare di Roma
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La seconda è da Massimo Troisi in “Ricomincio 

da tre”: 

Vengo da Napoli. 

Emigrato? 

Ma perché se sei napoletano devi essere per forza emigrato! No, sono 
a Firenze per turismo.

E poi, necessariamente, il primo racconto di viag-

gio che per noi gente del Mediterraneo o “dal” Medi-

terraneo, coincide più o meno con la prima opera di 

letteratura: l’Odissea.

Dove Ulisse è evidentemente l’uomo greco che 

guarda il mare, verso occidente, e vuole esplorarlo.

E infatti Dante Alighieri gli fa dire “Fatti non foste 

a viver come bruti ma a seguir virtute e canoscenza”, anche 

se Omero, a dire il vero, più che alla curiosità,attribui-

sce le disavventure del povero Ulisse (Odisseo) all’ira 

degli dèi. E anche se, dal punto di vista della moderna 

narrazione, Ulisse non è che “evolva”. Ma parliamo di 

un opera datata VIII secolo a.C.

Ci tengo a sottolineare che Ulisse è uomo che 

guarda a occidente. È evidente che ci sono per lui e 

per i colonizzatori greci condizioni geografi che: il 

mare per i Greci è a occidente. Ma ho la sensazione 

che in questo guardare all’ovest ci sia molto della cul-

tura occidentale (guarda caso occidentale): vedere il 

sole tramontare sul mare non è solo molto romantico, 

A. Cannizzaro
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viene voglia di andare a vedere dov’è che va a dormi-

re. Questo ovviamente senza nulla togliere alla poe-

sia dell’aurora e all’energia rinnovata e vivifi cante del 

‘novo’ giorno (non a caso le chiese della prima cristia-

nità hanno l’altare rivolto a oriente, non a caso le mie 

amiche veneziane vanno a fare yoga all’alba a Lido…

Eh… ma questa faccenda di andare all’ovest si è 

ripetuta almeno altre due volte: con il primo che ha 

cercato una strada più corta per le Indie e dopo di lui 

tutti gli altri; e poi i trisavoli dei nostri amici americani 

- opssss… Sabatino, scusa - Americani del Nord, dal-

le coste di quella che consideriamo gli stati uniti più 

europei, sono andati ad ovest in cerca di terra. Né più 

né meno di quello che avevano fatto i Greci nell’VIII 

secolo a. C. con piccole barche approdando sulle coste 

della Calabria e della Puglia. Certo, con risultati diffe-

renti, ma è stata una questione di avere o meno i fucili 

a ripetizione. È durato, questo spostarsi a occidente 

almeno fi no a quando non c’è stato più un occidente 

fi sico, vergine, da conquistare.

Anyway…

Da Ulisse in poi, nel cinema, una lunga serie di viag-

gi: di esplorazione, di fuga, di emigrazione, di lavoro, di 

guerra e conquista… e ne voglio citare solo due:

A. Cannizzaro
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Brancaleone alle crociate, Mario Monicelli 

(1970) - un indimenticabile Vittorio Gassman che si 

avventura alla conquista di Gerusalemme per la sal-

vezza della sua anima e per fare fortuna.

Il viaggio di Capitan Fracassa, Ettore Sco-

la (1990) - uno sguardo sull’Europa attraversata (e 

forse anche unita) dalle compagnie della Commedia 

dell’Arte da cui Shakespeare trarrà ispirazione per farà 

nascere il teatro moderno, padre del cinema

Ma intanto, dal 1492, (non a caso data che si con-

sidera l’inizio dell’epoca moderna), cominciano i viaggi 

sull’oceano Atlantico e comincia un continuo andare e 

venire e partire e tornare dal Vecchio al Nuovo mondo.

Dal punto di vista del cinema, si possono conside-

rare due aspetti: quello narrativo e quello produttivo.

NARRAZIONI

L’epoca degli imperi coloniali e della filibusta

1492 La conquista del paradiso, Ridley Scott (1982) 

- una delle più verosimili versioni del viaggio di Colombo;

PocaHontas (1995) - il cartoon della Disney sul-

la leggenda di cosa sarebbe accaduto fra gli inglesi e i 

nativi americani;

Mission, Roland Joffé (1986) - uno spaccato sul 

giovane continente nel rapporto con la fede introdotta 

dagli europei;

A. Cannizzaro
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Pirati, Roman Polansky (1986) - il regista non ha 

bisogno di commenti e Walter Matthau è il pirata più 

pirata della storia del cinema.

NARRAZIONI

Viaggi di emigrazione e di turismo

La leggenda del pianista sull’oceano, Giu-

seppe Tornatore (1998) - un meraviglioso viaggio im-

mobile e la più emozionante sequenza dell’arrivo ai 

piedi della Statua della Libertà, che sono anche i titoli 

di testa del fi lm;

Nuovomondo, Emanuele Crialese (2006) - uno 

sguardo sulle questioni dell’accoglienza e dei pregiudizi;

Titanic, James Cameron (1987) - al di là della 

tragedia, era un viaggio di turismo di lusso da una 

parte e di emigrazione verso la fortuna.

Ma veniamo a qualcosa che ci riguarda da vicino: 

GLI AMERICANI A ROMA

Vacanze romane, William Wyler (1953) - indi-

menticabile Audrey Hepburn principessa in vespa per 

le strade di Roma;

To Rome with love, Woody Allen (2011) - dopo 

Barcellona, Londra e Parigi, Woody arriva a Roma e 

racconta cinque storie di americani a Roma e di italia-

ni un po’ strambi. Il fi lm ha lasciato il pubblico italiano 

un po’ perplesso. Saremo davvero così?
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E GLI ITALIANI IN AMERICA

Mafioso, Alberto Lattuada (1962) - un classico 

della più classica e allo stesso tempo paradossale delle 

situazioni dalla Sicilia agli Stati Uniti: un siciliano che 

deve qualcosa a qualcuno si ritrova a fare il killer;

My name is Tanino, Paolo Virzì (2002) - dove 

un siciliano studente di cinema vuole che l’America 

sia altro rispetto allo stereotipo e si ritrova nella più 

prevedibile delle situazioni. 

E come abbiamo visto, mai che un viaggio, qua-

lunque sia la sua motivazione, un viaggio che non sia 

di superfi ciale turismo, non abbia cambiato e arricchi-

to chi lo ha fatto.

Poi ci sono GLI ITALIANI CHE SONO DIVEN-

TATI AMERICANI. 

Uno per tutti:

Il Padrino, Francis Ford Coppola (1972) - primo 

della trilogia, monumento assoluto del cinema. Una sto-

ria dell’ineluttabile ce ha consacrato Al Pacino. Indimen-

ticabile Marlon Brando che inventò il proprio trucco.

Ma vediamo cosa succede dal punto di vista della 

PRODUZIONE.

Ricordiamo gli anni ’60 e quella che si chiamò 

Hollywood sul Tevere ; due fi lm per tutti:

A. Cannizzaro
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Ben Hur, William Wyler (1959) - il colossal dei 

colossal insieme alla ‘Bibbia’. Vanto assoluto per gli 

stabilimenti di Cinecittà dove ancora resistono parte 

delle scenografi e della corsa delle bighe;

Cleopatra, Joseph L. Mankiewicz (1963) - pas-

sato alla storia del cinema non tanto per il successo 

(fu un fl op) ma per lo sfarzo della produzione, delle 

scenografi e, dei magnifi ci costumi di Liz e perché su 

questo set è nato uno dei più grandi amori del cinema.

E gli spaghetti-western di Sergio Leone che ha 

conquistato il pubblico americano

Il buono, il brutto e il cattivo (1966) - Il 

West e il western visto da un italiano; non solo non ci 

sono indiani, ma il classico dualismo “buono – catti-

vo”, ‘bene – male’, ‘sceriffo – bandito’, viene scardinato 

inserendo sfaccettature tutte europee: il bene e il male 

non sono più nettamente divisi. Senza contare il meri-

to di aver fatto conoscere Clint Eastwood.

I REGISTI ITALIANI CHE GIRANO IN AMERICA

Seven Pounds, Gabriele Muccino (2008) - caso 

interessante quello di Muccino che approdando in 

America cambia del tutto stile (come se la macchina 

della produzione americana avesse in sé una qualità 

specifi ca potente) e realizza un paio di fi lm davve-

ro notevoli, specialmente, a mio parere, questo. Agli 
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americani non è piaciuto, ma Will Smith lo ha voluto 

girare a tutti i costi e che personalmente trovo bellis-

simo, durissimo ma bellissimo.

E Martin Scorsese che proprio a Cinecittà gira 

Gangs Of New York (2002). Ho avuto la possibilità 

di entrare sul set blindatissimo ed è stato uno shock 

visivo: Scorsese girava nel teatro 5, quello che è stato 

di Fellini. E lì ha ricostruito molti ambienti che nel fi lm 

erano “esterni”. La sensazione di uno spazio esterno 

del tutto verosimile, ma che è in un interno, per quan-

to gigantesco, è straordinaria. 

E l’anno scorso Woody Allen che viene a Roma 

ma questo lo abbiamo già detto. 

Ma un fi lm su Amerigo Vespucci? 
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Hollywood star Ingrid Bergman (Casablanca) saw 

one of Italian director Roberto Rossellini’s movies and 

was so enamored with his innovative style of fi lmmak-

ing, that she gave up everything - her marriage, daugh-

ter and reputation - to move to Italy to work with him.

The power, passion and authenticity of Italian 

fi lms have had a profound effect not only on Berg-

man, but also on American fi lmmakers. 

In terms of Academy Awards for Best Foreign Lan-

guage Film, Italy leads all countries with 13 awards 

and 27 nominations.1 Additionally, Italians have won 

49 Academy Awards in other categories, including 

acting, screenwriting, music and art direction.2

Cinema in both countries has engendered 

wide-ranging studies. Therefore this paper will briefl y 

examine only representative fi lmmakers and impor-

Julie Umbreit
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tant trends in Italian fi lms during the 60 years begin-

ning with late World War II. It provides a panoramic 

overview of how innovators in Italian cinema have in-

fl uenced major directors in American fi lmmaking.

Italian-American director Martin Scorsese, who 

has been called the”Master and “High Priest of Film, 

said, “Everything I know about fi lm, I learned from 

Italian movies I saw as a kid in Little Italy” (New York). 

He recorded his love affair with Italian fi lm in a docu-

mentary My Voyage to Italy.

In it, Scorsese looks at the timeline of Italian fi lm 

history, noting specifi c ways that American directors 

and fi lms have been affected. 

TIMELINE OF ITALIAN CINEMA 

(many trends overlap):3

1937 -  Cinecittà (Cinema City) was built.

1943 -  Neorealism

1950 -  Post-Neorealism 

1958 -  Peplum Epics (aka, Sword and Sandal) 

  and Comedies.

1960 -  Horror 

1964 -  Spaghetti Westerns

1969 - Early 80s Horror continues, Gore, 

 Exploitation and Peplum Revival

1987 - A return to form of more mature themes  

 and compelling fi lmmaking.

J. Umbreit
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Because fi lms are a product of their times, this 

survey begins during World War II in Italy. 

Cinema is the Most Powerful Weapon was the slo-

gan of Cinecittà, which the Italian government built in 

Rome to centralize the Italian fi lm industry for prop-

aganda purposes. 

Cinecittà was an enormous facility with fi lm stu-

dios, sound stages, pre-and post-production resources 

and a fi lmmaking school. It became the hub of Italian 

cinema, even for those who disagreed with the regime. 

Many Italian directors, such as Federico Fellini learned 

their craft there, supported by government subsidies 

for their fi lms. Often the fi lms produced were vapid 

imitations of Hollywood. 

Near the end of the war, Cinecittà was bombed 

and the buildings became housing for refugees. 4

The seeds of Neorealism grew out of the devasta-

tion and hopelessness during and after the war. With 

Cinecittà unavailable, Italian fi lmmakers had no place 

to make fi lms, no fi nancial support, little black-market 

fi lm stock and, most important, an altered view of the 

world around them. They adapted - changing the way 

they made fi lms in response to the changing times. 

Their innovations impacted Italian, American and in-

ternational fi lm forever.5

Neorealism is defi ned as “a national fi lm move-

ment characterized by stories set among the poor and 
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working class, fi lmed on location, frequently using non-

professional actors. Most of the fi lms contend with the 

diffi cult economic and moral conditions of post-World 

War II Italy, refl ecting the changes in the Italian psyche 

and everyday life of poverty and desperation.6 

Nearly all of the fi lms are stark, earthy, full of 

vivid, violent images and deal with reality and truth. 

“Raw passion and emotions jump off the screen with-

out camoufl age.7

Scorsese said, “Neorealists had to communicate to 

the world everything their country had gone through. 

They dissolved the barrier between documentary and 

fi ction, and in the process, they permanently changed 

the rules of moviemaking.”8 

Film historians disagree about which is the fi rst 

Neorealist fi lm. Many cite Obsession9 (Luchino Vis-

conti - 1943) as the precursor, and credit Rome, Open 

City (Roberto Rossellini - 1945) as the fi rst. 

Rome, Open City exemplifi es Neorealism through 

a bleak story of a resistance leader being tracked by 

the Nazis. It was fi lmed on location in black and white 

and is a hybrid of melodrama and actual footage. 

Rossellini summed up his approach: “I came to 

understand fi lm as a means of confronting real life, as 

getting [...] close to authentic things. Neorealism was 

for me a moral attitude [...] it is nothing other than the 

artistic form of truth.”10 
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“Neorealism marked the advent of [...] ‘pure opti-

cal image’ in cinema,” according to Deleuze.11 Opti-

cal image is a narrative device in which the action is 

more observed by a witness, than participated in by 

on-screen performers. 

Rossellini was the fi rst director to use this device 

of a “witness” in Rome, Open City, which has an eye-

witness immediacy tempered with operatic emotion.12

The fi nal Neorealistic fi lm, Umberto D. (De Sica - 

1952) is a story of a penniless, retired pensioner trying 

to maintain his dignity in an unsympathetic world. 

True to neorealist values, the role of Umberto is played 

by a nonprofessional actor, a retired college professor. 

Only about 21 fi lms13 were made during the 7-10 

years of Neorealism, including Paisà (Rossellini - 1946); 

Shoeshine (De Sica - 1946); and The Bicycle Thief (De 

Sica - 1948). Many earned international awards, in-

cluding Best Foreign Film Academy awards for Shoe-

shine (1947) and The Bicycle Thief (1949). 

 Neorealism never entirely disappeared from the 

best Italian cinema. [...] It’s a short period in Italian 

cultural history that has had and continues to have 

wide-ranging international infl uence.”14

American audiences can see the infl uence of Ne-

orealism in many past and present fi lms through the 

subject matter (poor or exploited people, political and/

or true stories); the way the story is told (blending 
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of documentary and fi ction, the witness, simplicity); 

the look of the fi lm (powerful images, location rather 

than studio fi lming, non-professional actors, black and 

white); and even specifi c scenes (Quentin Tarantino’s 

lopped- ear scene in Reservoir Dogs (1992) is patterned 

after the torture scene in Rome, Open City). 

An American director who was infl uenced by ne-

orealism is Elia Kazan (On the Waterfront - 1954, East 

of Eden - 1955). He incorporated a documentary style 

and real locations in a gritty mix of reality and drama.

Blackboard Jungle (Richard Brooks - 1955) also 

displays the infl uence of Neorealism. 

Gus Van Sant’s fi lm Elephant (2003), which ex-

amines the Columbine School shootings, uses a form 

of witness or “spectatorship” in which the action is 

observed giving structure to the dominant narrative.15

Many fi lms that Scorsese has directed show the raw 

impact of Neorealism in his portrayals of the dark side 

of masculinity in bold, primitive and passionate fi lms.

Mean Streets (1973) - was inspired by I Vitelloni 

(Federico Fellini - 1953). Both are character studies of 

young Italian men at crucial turning points [...] aim-

lessly waiting for something to happen in their lives. 

Taxi Driver (1976) is the story of a mentally unsta-

ble Viet Nam War veteran in New York, where the per-

ceived decadence feeds his urge to violently lash out.

Raging Bull (1980) is the true story of an emotion-
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ally self-destructive boxer’s violence destroying his life. 

Filmed in black and white with powerful images, Rag-

ing Bull changed the American fi lm world forever16. 

Before beginning Raging Bull, Scorsese re-as-

sessed all of Rossellini’s fi lms. Scorsese says that Ros-

sellini and Post-neorealist Fellini (8 ½ - 1963), along 

with American John Cassavetes (Faces - 1968), are the 

directors who have most infl uenced him17.

In 1990, Scorsese examined another aspect of his 

heritage with Goodfellas, an anthropological study of 

the Italian-American mafi a subculture that hadn’t pre-

viously been depicted in U.S. cinema. Mafi a fi lms con-

tinue to trigger imitations worldwide. 

Scorsese said that Neorealism was a seed from 

which all other branches of Italian cinema grew18.

One of those branches sprouted in the 1950s, when 

Italian cinema began to make a transition to Post-ne-

orealism. Many of the same directors were still mak-

ing fi lms, but their world was changing in two major 

ways: conditions in Italy were improving and the Cold 

War was looming with its specter of annihilation. 

Responding to that climate of fear, directors made 

fi lms like L’avventura (Michelangelo Antonioni - 1960) 

in which characters, alone in their solitude, search for 

feeling, and La Dolce Vita (Federico Fellini - 1960), fi lled 

with excess, which holds feelings at bay. It’s a philan-
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dering reporter’s symbolic journey through decadent 

Rome. The term paparazzi originated with this fi lm.

Fellini is one of the most infl uential fi lmmakers of 

the 20
th
 century19. He has a “distinct style that blends 

fantasy and images that are unique, baroque, bizarre 

and magical.” 

Scorsese says that “Fellini’s La Dolce Vita and 8 ½ 

changed the way stories are told. There is no plot. In-

stead, it is an experience [...] like a dream. The viewer 

can’t predict what will happen next and everyone has 

their own interpretation.”20 

Countless American directors credit Fellini with 

infl uencing them, including Woody Allen, Francis 

Ford Coppola, Stanley Kubrick, John Waters, David 

Lynch, Tim Burton and Martin Scorsese21.

Bob Fosse based his musical Sweet Charity (1969) 

on Fellini’s screenplay Nights of Cabiria (1957).

Other major Post-neorealist directors are Luchino 

Visconti (Death in Venice - 1971), Lina Wertmller (Seven 

Beauties - 1975) and De Sica, who directed Sophia Lor-

en in Two Women (1960). She became the fi rst non-Eng-

lish-speaking actor to win an Academy Award. 

According to M. Liehm in Film in Italy: Passion and 

Defi ance, “Neorealism and Post-neorealism represent 

the two disparate concepts of art. The fi rst emphasizes 

a direct, journalistic approach to reality and the sec-

ond, imagination. Through the years, Italian fi lms have 
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gradually fused into a single aesthetic combining the 

neorealist tradition with the authentic Italian joy of fan-

tasizing. The blend of unconditional acceptance of ’life 

as it is’ and ‘cinematic poetry’ - a ‘reality Italian style’ 

- became the hallmark of the best Italian fi lms (Anton-

ioni, Visconti, Bertolucci, Fellini to name a few).22 

During this period, Italian-style comedies (Comme-

dia all’ italiana) arose. It’s a unique genre that uses 

humor and satire to deal seriously with important so-

cial themes.23. Two examples are Divorce, Italian Style 

(Pietro Germi - 1962) and Big Deal on Madonna Street 

(Mario Monicelli - 1958), a farce in which inept thieves 

bungle a burglary. Madonna inspired Woody Allen’s 

Take the Money and Run (1969). 

The next trend was Peplum, the “Sword and San-

dal” historical and biblical epics, named after the to-

gas the ancient Romans wore. 

While Neorealism explored reality, the peplum ep-

ics were escapist and fantasy pure entertainment - often 

dealing with the Christians against the Roman Empire.

Fabiola (Alessandro Blasetti - 1949) was one of the 

fi rst peplum epics and had a major impact on Scorsese, 

who was impressed by the beautifully-crafted sets and 

costumes.24. Scorsese states that “the Italian tradition 

of centuries of creative culture shows in the attention 

to artistic detail in the peplum fi lms.” 
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The infl uence of the set and costume design can 

be seen in U.S. director James Ivory’s work, The Re-

mains of the Day - 1983 and Room with a View - 1985.

Horror was the next important trend. Some Italian 

horror fi lms are called giallo, after the lurid pulp fi ction 

of the same name. The fi lms are violent and stylish, 

promising the possibility of sexual entertainment. Hor-

ror continues to be a popular genre world-wide.

Horror director Dario Argento (Deep Red - 1975), 

known as the ‘Italian Alfred Hitchcock’, has had a 

far-reaching impact on modern horror cinema.25.

Argento has inspired generations of horror fi lm-

makers in America, especially with his use of lurid, in-

tense color. He had an impact not only on the horror 

genre, but on the look of movies in general. Prior to 

Argento, American movies had a more pastel tone26.

Argento’s infl uence can be seen in fi lms such as 

Friday the 13
th
 (Sean S. Cunningham - 1980) and in 

the visuals of Tarantino’s fi lms.

John Carpenter cites Argento and Mario Bava 

(Bay of Blood - 1971) as his inspiration for Halloween 

(1978). Ridley Scott says Bava’s Planet of the Vampires 

(1965) was a major infl uence on Aliens (1965). 

Rosemary’s Baby (Roman Polanski - 1968) and The 

Exorcist (William Friedkin - 1973) are two other well-

known fi lms infl uenced by Italian horror.
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The innovative director famous for the next trend 

- the ‘Spaghetti Western’ is Sergio Leone. His Dollars 

trilogy (A Fistful of Dollars - 1964, For A Few Dollars 

More - 1965 and The Good, The Bad and the Ugly - 

1967) featured rising American star Clint Eastwood. 

‘Spaghetti Westerns’ changed the face of U.S. 

Westerns27. J. Hoberman states that the spaghetti west-

ern is the “greatest genre ever.”28

Because the fi lms were low budget, fi lmed in inex-

pensive locations and wildly successful at the box of-

fi ce, they spawned hundreds of imitations. Their spare 

style, close-ups, distinctive cinematography, lengthy 

scenes and use of space with wide vistas has been cop-

ied by U.S. westerns, and other genres, as well 29.

The impact of spaghetti westerns on U.S. fi lms 

is clearly seen in the fi lms of Robert Rodriguez. In 

Desperado (1995), a gunslinger settles a score with the 

local drug lord. 

Tarantino (Pulp Fiction - 1994) cites Leone as one 

of four directors who has infl uenced him30.

Another innovative legacy of ‘Spaghetti Westerns’ 

is the eerie, dissonant music by Ennio Morricone, who 

composed the scores for the Dollars fi lms and hun-

dreds more in many genres. His arrangements “revo-

lutionized the way music would be used in westerns 
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and other fi lms”31. He incorporated bells, whistles and 

other non-traditional instruments and sounds. With 

nearly 500 fi lm and TV scores to his credit, Morricone 

is one of the most prolifi c artists in Italy and America, 

and is still working today. 

From the late ’60s until the early 80s was a time 

in Italy of “culture for the masses”, featuring escapist 

horror, gore, exploitive, gangster, action and cop mov-

ies. Italian fi lms during that period, have been called 

“superb trash”32.

The Italian fi lm world during this time was like a 

series of explosions, in which a genre would become 

popular, be widely imitated and then die as another 

genre exploded onto the scene. 

1987 signaled Italy’s return to more mature themes 

and artful fi lmmaking with Bernardo Bertolucci’s The 

Last Emperor. He won Best Picture, Best Director and 

Best Adapted Screenplay Academy Awards for the 

epic story of the last emperor of China. 

Bertolucci is noted for his colorful, visual style, a 

continuation of the Italian tradition of innovative color 

and “look” of the movie. Emperor also has beautiful-

ly-crafted costumes and sets. 

A major contributor to the Italian visual style is 

cinematographer Vittorio Storaro. He has won three 
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Oscars (The Last Emperor - 1987; Reds, Warren Beatty 

- 1981 and Apocalypse Now, Coppola - 1979). He is one 

of only two cinematographers in the world to do so.

Storaro is a man of many talents. He studied Ital-

ian Renaissance paintings as inspiration for lighting 

his scenes, and wrote his ideas in several books. He 

developed a series of custom color gels for his light-

ing, which he used to implement his theories about 

human emotional response to color in fi lm. Another 

of his creations is the”Univision” fi lm system, a 35mm 

format. In Apocalypse Now, he was an actor, as well as 

cinematographer.

Continuing Italy’s cinematic strength, Cinema Par-

adiso (Giuseppe Tornatore - 1988) won a Best Foreign 

Language Film Academy Award. 

Life is Beautiful (1998), for which Roberto Benigni 

received Academy Awards for Best Actor and Best Di-

rector, is a tragic-comedy set in WWII Italy. The fi lm 

also won Best Original Dramatic Score. His success 

foreshadowed the ongoing praise for Italian cinema33. 

In the U.S., however, audiences have little chance 

to see current Italian fi lms other than at fi lm festivals 

and art theaters, because distributors won’t buy them. 

According to Scorsese, “A lot of new Italian fi lms don’t 

get to the U.S even though it’s important for Ameri-

cans to see fi lms from other cultures.”
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At the September 2012 Telluride Film Festival in 

Colorado, only one Italian fi lm was shown, Piazza 

Fontana (Tullio Giordana - 2012). It is based on a true 

story of the 1969 bombing of a bank in Milan and the 

political violence and complexities that followed. The 

fi lm’s Neorealistic heritage could be seen in the pow-

erful, true storyline about government intrigue and the 

plight of the underdog. 

In summary, innovators Rossellini, Fellini, Blasetti, 

Argento, Leone, Morricone, Bertolucci, Storaro, Beni-

gni - all represent phases in Italy’s cinematic history. 

Thousands of others could be named. 

The creative highlights from each representative 

Italian fi lmmaker are the following: 

Rossellini (Neorealism) - True emotions. Passion. 

The “witness” device. Powerful, direct images. 

Low budget and simplicity of production. Blend-

ing of documentaries and fi ction. Authenticity.

Fellini (Post-Neorealism) - New, unconvention-

al way of telling stories. Abandonment of strictly 

logical sequences. Bizarre and imaginative images

Blasetti (Peplum Epics) - Creative excellence in 

sets, production design and costumes. 

Argento (Horror) - Lurid, vibrant color palette.

Leone (Spaghetti Westerns) - Unique look and 
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style, including cinematography, close-ups, use of 

space, low budget. 

Morricone (Music) - Unconventional, intense music.

Bertolucci (Return to Form) - Colorful, elegant 

fi lms, which symbolize the unmistakable “look” 

of Italian cinema, no matter what the era or trend.

Storaro (Visual style) - Creative lighting and cine-

matography. 

Benigni (Recent) - Comedy Italian-style. 

The legacy of these innovators lives on in the work 

of countless international and American directors and 

fi lmmakers such as Martin Scorsese, Francis Ford 

Coppola, Quentin Tarantino, Gus Van Sant, Woody 

Allen, James Ivory, John Carpenter, Robert Rodriguez, 

Stanley Kubrick, John Waters, David Lynch, Tim Bur-

ton […] and will continue to do so. 

My research and experience lead me to believe 

that the post-WWII hardships on Italian fi lmmak-

ers are similar - but to a lesser degree - to the pres-

sures American fi lmmakers feel today as a result of 

the world-wide economic downturn. Because there is 

little money for fi lms, Hollywood studios are making 

fewer of them and, consequently, not taking risks. Few 

movies have “heart” or passion and they don’t refl ect 

the experience of large segments of American society.

Just as the adversity of post-war Italy gave birth to 
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Neorealism and the renewal of Italian cinema, Amer-

ica’s fi lmmaking problems can be overcome. If U.S. 

fi lmmakers will study the creative lessons of Italian 

cinematic innovators and apply them to their own 

work, they can lead the way to a “Renaissance” of 

American fi lm. 
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Giovanni da Verrazzano 
and New World Idealism

The medieval European gazes upward, claims 

French literary historian Paul Zumthor, while the eyes 

of modern man are fi xed on what lies ahead1. In this 

philologically inspired version of the history of ideas, 

the medieval discourse of verticality, of looking sky-

ward to praise perfect divinities from the perspective 

of imperfect, fallen humans, is challenged by the ev-

er-expanding horizontality of modern discourse, seek-

ing a point of arrival on the persistently distant and 

tempting horizon of new worlds. Zumthor’s argument 

for the distinction between the yearning voice of the 

medieval vertical perspective and the ambitious proc-

lamations of the modern horizontal perspective fi nds 

abundant evidence in the writing of early transatlantic 

explorers. But in the case of Giovanni da Verrazzano’s 

letter of July 8, 1524, describing his recent expedition 
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to the New World to the French king Francis I, the 

neat distinction between the vertical and the horizon-

tal blurs, revealing a nascent idealism that combines 

the traditions of the Florentine’s religious faith with 

the experiment in political and social offered by his 

encounters with the New World natives. 

Verrazzano’s idealism has its context, to be sure. 

There is his connection to Florentine humanism to be-

gin with, and its emphasis on planning and production 

was a value Verrazzano shared with his supporters in the 

expatriate Florentine banking community. But the letter 

of July 8 must also be considered in light of early French 

travel writing from the New World. For one reason, even 

if the original letter, undiscovered until 1909, was penned 

in Italian, Verrazzano enjoyed French support, both from 

Francis I and from the great shipbuilder of Rouen, Jean 

Ango. More importantly, news of his expedition spread 

despite the absence of a credible original report, and 

though centuries of doubt would soon tarnish this glow-

ing accomplishment of early modern navigation, in the 

immediate term, Verrazzano’s narrative fl owed into the 

growing metanarrative recounted by expeditions return-

ing to French ports. In this metanarrative, a conception 

of a fresh political and social order emerges, perfunctory 

and superfi cial as it is, that embraces both the Old World 

and the New World. Verrazzano’s letter can be best un-

derstood in this context.
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The relationship between this conception and 

Zumthor’s distinction between vertical and horizon-

tal discourses evolves over the course of the early dec-

ades of the sixteenth century. Pierre Crignon and Jean 

Parmentier combined careers in marine navigation 

with callings to Marian poetry, winning widespread 

recognition for competence in the former, and pres-

tigious awards for excellence in the latter. But they 

maintained a literal contrast between verticality in 

their poetry praising the Virgin Mary and horizontal-

ity in their accounts of travel to the New World2. Sir 

Walter Raleigh, Elizabeth I’s tireless logician in the 

project of “the colony and dominion of Virginia,” ob-

served a similar separation, committed to the linear 

pursuit of extending England across the Atlantic, but 

rendering elegant homage to timeless and supreme re-

wards in his poem “The Nymph’s Reply to the Shep-

herd”3. Disciplined to meet the demands of navigating 

toward points unknown, but also yearning to reach 

the skyward source of a higher cause, these explorers 

maintain a discursive separation between pragmatic 

travel writing and the great principles and lofty goals 

that are the stuff of their poetry. 

Yet there are cracks in the tight discursive sepa-

ration of verticality and horizontality. In his Relation 

authentique4, an account of a voyage to Brazil in 1504, 

Binot de Gonneville describes the circumstances of 
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an unusual baptism of a native aboard his ship during 

the expedition’s return to Honfl eur after its six-month 

sojourn in Brazil Gonneville has in his care the son of 

a Brazilian leader, and when a violent illness spreads 

through the members of the expedition, the son, falling 

ill in his turn, requests that he be baptized. To comply 

with his wish, Gonneville and his offi cers fi nd them-

selves making several modifi cations to conventions of 

the ceremony. First, in the absence of a frocked priest, 

Gonneville and his men turn to the most highly ed-

ucated member of the expedition, Nicole Le Febvre, 

who had joined the voyage as an independent observ-

er, to administer the sacrament. Then, in the absence 

of a godmother, another offi cer is named to the role. 

And fi nally, having been baptized Binot in honor of 

the captain, the youth makes a complete recovery and 

arrives in France to fi nd himself the object of great 

wonder, the fi rst living representative of a world com-

pletely unknown only a few years earlier. Not insig-

nifi cantly, this baptism ramifi es through French his-

tory, well beyond its brief and unadorned description 

in Gonneville’s Relation. That the men would agree to 

the baptism at all is one factor in measuring the mag-

nitude of its historical importance. Nicole had refused 

baptism for another native who had accompanied the 

son of the leader on this voyage, pointing out that it 

was a profanation of the act when individuals lack full 
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knowledge of “our holy mother Church,”. But the hastily 

appointed offi ciant subsequently had second thoughts. 

We do not learn what they were, but on their strength, 

the learned man was convinced that baptism was in 

order when the youth requests the ceremony. The re-

quest itself offers reason for second thoughts. Having 

known each other for little more than six months, to 

trust each other’s faith to such a degree indicates the 

powerful sense of spiritual kinship that binds the men 

into the requisite religious community a baptism re-

quires. Differences of age, ethnicity, religious practice, 

social status, personal care regimes - all these lose their 

capacity to separate the native from the Frenchmen. 

Indeed, it is not unimportant to note that, beyond this 

text, the young man becomes a Frenchman himself, 

marries a relative of Gonneville, and dies a patriarch 

of a well-established Honfl eur family5. But focusing on 

this travel narrative alone, where the pragmatic turn in 

a shipboard event serves the higher ideal of communi-

ty solidarity, the horizontality of the Frenchmen’s de-

cisive move to fulfi ll the youth’s desire is inextricably 

bound up with their equally fi rm belief in satisfying 

goals greater than their own edifi cation. 

This textual implication of verticality and hori-

zontality in a single early sixteenth century travel ac-

count is far more intricate than the discrete coexist-

ence of the two discourses we observed in the cases 
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of Parmentier, Crignon and Raleigh. Entwined in one 

another in the Relation Authentique, the two perspec-

tives cannot but alter each other, the pragmatism of 

the expedition’s horizontal gaze enabling the idealism 

of the vertical gaze of the participants in the baptismal 

ceremony. The real world of pragmatic moves is the 

setting for the emergence of a possible world in which 

ideals become actualities. This possible world is the 

world Verrazzano creates in his letter to Francis I. 

Verrazzano composed his elegant Letter to the 

King while still at anchor in Dieppe, aboard the ship 

La Dauphine after returning from his historical trans-

atlantic voyage6. In this letter, we fi nd the visionary 

man of ideas living comfortably in the same skin as 

the practical captain with an astrolabe, a new man 

clearly shaped by the intense education of Florentine 

humanism, but just as clearly an early modern man, 

an expatriate in the budding marine commerce of 

16th century French ports7, pulled onward toward the 

ever-elusive horizon of the New World. In the frame 

that opens the letter, we observe the attention to duty 

and the dedication to the purpose of his sponsor we 

associate with the pragmatic forward orientation of a 

commissioned explorer. 

Di poi la fortuna passata nele plaghe septemtrionali, Ser Re, 

non scripsi a V.M. quello che era seguito delle quactronavi, 

che quella mando per l’oceano in discoprire nove terre, pen-
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sando di tutto sia stata certifi cata come da la impetuosa forza 

de venti fumo constrecti con solo la Normanda et la Dalphi-

na affl icte ridurci in Brectagna; dover restaurati, hara V. Ser 

M inteso il descorso facemo con quelle armate in guerra per 

i liti di Hispagna. Di poi la nuova dispositione con solo la 

Dalphina in seguire la pristina navigatione, da la quale essen-

do ritornato, diro a V. M. Quello habbiamo trovato8. 

The frame strains to contain itself against the en-

ergy of Verrazzano’s self-portrait as the able steward 

of a single vessel, who, by dint of his navigational ex-

pertise succeeds in sailing through uncharted waters 

and, once again in Dieppe, sets about formulating his 

report to Francis I. 

In the closing frame of the letter, Verrazzano em-

beds this sense of purpose and this consciousness of 

his duty to a monarch in the higher cause of his voy-

age, that “idio omnipotente prosperi in diuturna fama, 

a causa veggiamo optimo fi ne di questa nostra cosmo-

graphia et che si adempia la sacra voce de lo evangelio, 

In omenem terram exivit sonus eorum…”9. The high-

er cause, of course, marks Verrazzano as an idealist. 

But if we follow his rhetoric, he is not simply that. His 

gaze is fi xed on a cause with rewards beyond imme-

diate sensory gratifi cations, to be sure, but his higher 

cause is not aspirational. Unlike Parmentier, Crignon 

and Raleigh, who, in their poetry, used the language 

of verticality to elevate themselves, inviting others to 

join them in their ascendancy, Verrazzano’s hope is 
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directed outward. He pleads not for his own eventual 

elevation to the divine presence, but instead, in these 

closing words of his letter to Francis I, he asks that 

knowledge of the divine be spread over the surface of 

the earth. His higher cause is of a greater good for a 

greater number. Verrazzano is an idealist, all right. But 

his is no ordinary idealism. In the frame of the letter, 

his forward impulse is shown to be driven by a higher 

purpose. He looks forward and upward simultaneous-

ly, not consecutively.

That the vertical and the horizontal gazes are 

bound inextricably together in the Letter to the King 

is not immediately apparent, though the frame guides 

the reader to that conclusion. It is a relationship that 

emerges as Verrazzano’s discourse of exploration 

evolves in the text. Noting the fi rst natives he saw 

in the New World, Verrazzano remarks that in their 

well-proportioned bodies and their dark eyes, they 

resemble Orientals, especially certain inhabitants of 

China10.1 By making this comparison between the na-

tives of the New World and the people of China, by 

describing New World people in terms of the Chinese, 

Verrazzano posits the ethnic link between two peoples 

that would better argue for their geographical link. As 

one cartographic scholar noted of Verrazzano’s map-

making, his description of the New World is “a clas-

sic example of the interplay of observation, hypothesis 
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and national interest in the advance of geographical 

knowledge.” (R.A. Skelton, “Infl uence of Verrazzano 

on 16th Century Cartography” in Giornate Commem-

orative, p. 55). 

This slippage from the actual to the possible in 

travel writing is not specifi c to sixteenth century ex-

amples, of course. Late medieval French explorers to 

the Canary Islands thought at fi rst that they had found 

the geographical embodiment of the Ancients’ myth 

of “les îles fortunées”11. But in Verrazzano’s account, 

the penchant for hypothesis is assisted by rich senso-

ry detail adduced to arguments for a desirable truth. 

His royal sponsor could not have been unmoved by 

the explorer’s intimate and direct observations of the 

abundant fresh water, animals of every kind and birds 

everywhere in the New World, promising “ogni di-

lectevole piacere di venatione”12. Increasingly engaged 

with the land and the people, Verrazzano draws clos-

er and closer to the scene of observation, deeper and 

deeper into the density of a new world. Departing rad-

ically from the discursive practices of Parmentier and 

Crignon, for example, who remain at a distance from 

the land they are observing, Verrazzano describes the 

generosity of natives when a sailor, sent ashore with 

a few gifts, is overwhelmed by waves and washed 

ashore. Verrazzano watches from aboard his vessel as 

his crewman is carried up the beach by the natives. 
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The terrifi ed young man is soon reassured as the na-

tives withdraw to a discrete distance while he makes 

his way back to his companions. 

Spogiandoli la cimicia et calciamenti, restato nudo, fecieno 

apresso di quello un grandissimo foco, aproximandolo al ca-

lore. Il che visto e marinari ch’erano nel batello restati pieni 

di spavento, come in ogni caso nuovo è costume di quelli, 

pensavono per cibo volessino arrostire. Rihavuto le forze, con 

quelli alquanto dimorato, per segni mostro volere ritornarsi 

a la nave, e quali con grandissimo amore tenendolo semptre 

stretto con vari abracciamenti lo accompagnorno per insino 

al mare, et per piu assicurarlo allargondosi in un colle emi-

nente stetteno a riguardarlo per insino fu nel batello13. 

Verrazzano also describes the behavior of Indians 

who are not so hospitable. In the area of today’s Casco 

Bay, the expedition exchanges goods with local inhab-

itants who attack the French when they come ashore, 

then gesture lewdly to them as they sail off. 

Le gente tutte da l’altre disformi et quanto li passati erono 

di gesti gentili, questi erano di crudeza et vitii pieni, tanto 

barbari,che mai possemmo con quanti segnali li facessimo 

havere con loro conversatione alcuna... Non hanno legumi ne 

vedemmo segno alcuno di cultura, ne meno sarebbe la terra 

per la sterilita acta a produrre fructo o seme alcuno. Se da 

quelli alcuna volta permutando volavammo de le loro cose, 

venivano al lito del mare sopra alcune pietre dove piu fran-

geva et, stando noi nel batello, con una corda quello ne vola-

vammo dare ci mandavono, continuo gridando a la terra non 
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ci aprossimassimo, donando subito il cambio, a lo incontro 

non piglando se non coltelli, lami da pescare et metallo tag-

liente. Ne stimavono gentileza alcuna, et quando non havevo-

no piu che permutare, da loro partendo, li homini ne faceva-

no tutti li acti di despregio et verecundia che puo fare ogni 

brutta creatura. Fummo contro a loro volonta drento infra 

terra due et tre leghe xxv huomini armati, et quando scende-

vamo al lito ne tiravono con loro archi mettendo grandissimi 

gridi, di poi si fuggivano ne le selve14. 

In his descriptions of the surroundings of the two 

different groups of natives, Verrazzano offers his ex-

planation for the polar differences in the behavior of 

the two groups of Indians. Where the surroundings 

are lush, the Indians are kindly disposed toward the 

French. Conversely, where the land offers paltry prom-

ise of support, the Indians are rude. Not only does this 

implied chain of cause and effect exonerate the Indi-

ans of any intrinsic evil, making their behavior instead 

a function of their environment; they are so devoid of 

prejudice, so malleable in their complete ignorance of 

Verrazzano’s religion that they are easy to persuade, 

and freely adopt the conduct of the French.

Considerammo tenessino fede o leggie alcuna, ne conoscessi-

no una prima causa o motore, ne venerassino cielo, stelle, sole 

o luna o altri pianeti, ne manco tenessino spetie di Idolatria, 

ne conoscemmo facessino sacrifi tio o altre preci: ne ne le loro 

populationi hanno templi o chiese di orationi. Stimiamo non 

tenghino fede alcuna et vivino in propria liberta, et tutto dalla 

Ignoranza proceda: perche sono molto facili a persuadere, et 
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tutto quello che a noi christiano circa il culto divino vedevano 

fare, facevano, con quello stimolo et fervore che noi facciamo15. 

Verrazzano’s suggestion of the natives’ inclination 

to conversion is ultimately his boldest move in bring-

ing the unknown world he has been describing into 

the known world of his European reader. Through 

measurements, computations and observations of sur-

face appearances, Verrazzano has been, throughout 

his letter, transforming a strange land into a possible 

world, a believable world, using fact-like features that 

readers can associate with their own known world. 

Until his refl ection on the ease of converting the na-

tives, his descriptions gave his reader reason upon rea-

son to believe that, far off as it was, this was a real 

place with real people. But now, mentioning the like-

lihood of conversion, that distant place inserts itself 

into the reader’s daily world. Suddenly, the distant 

place is deeply altered. Its possibility is no longer sim-

ply a function of its credibility. Rather, its possibility is 

a function of its future. 

We now discern two kinds of possible worlds in 

Verrazzano’s letter. One of these is the attempt to tex-

tualize as possible the world Verrazzano observed. 

This is the world of distances and measurements, of 

the gold color of the earth, of the copper earrings of 

natives. Let us allow an indiscrete dream or two in Ver-

razano’s construct of this possible world: perhaps, de-
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spite its color, New World earth does not contain fl akes 

of gold, and perhaps, despite their appearance, the na-

tives’ earrings are not made of pure copper. Still, he 

gives his reader a believable possible world. But there 

is a second possible world that emerges in Verrazano’s 

letter. This world does not exist - yet. But it might exist 

in the future. It is not just the possible and hoped-for 

world of gold and copper deposits. From Verrazzano’s 

close-up views of Indians, kind and unkind, to the far-

off, futuristic image of those same Indians, converted to 

Christianity, acting more like Frenchmen that Francis 

I could recognize, the possible world Verrazzano wish-

es to have us accept as believable passes imperceptibly 

into a possible world he projects onto his text, a gesture 

of hope for the realization of a new kind of world.

Verrazzano’s horizontal discourse in the Letter to 

the King addresses the interests of his royal sponsor 

for material gains from exploration. But the letter also 

fl ashes to the reader the vertical vision of an idealist, a 

wish to share the perpetual edifi cation of a spiritually 

rewarding life with a people whose lives seemed to 

the Florentine to be miserable and ungratifying. Early 

European travel writing in the Age of Discovery nec-

essarily attempted to render as believable and possible 

the strange environment the traveler presumably saw. 

But Verrazzano pushed the possibility envelope. In his 

letter, the actual New World, whose possibility he at-
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tempted to make real for Francis I, exhibited another 

dimension of possibility. His possible world was inex-

tricably bound up with a new kind of possible world, 

a world he imagined as emerging, recomposed, in the 

future, a world where the strange and the familiar were 

productive forces brought together not only by the hori-

zontal and vertical discourses of travel writing, but also, 

and more concretely, by historical destiny. In this way, 

Verrazzano’s idealism transformed the observed New 

World into an envisioned new world, and transformed 

the eyewitness traveler to the New World into a futurist. 
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Endnotes

1 Zumthor, P. (1993). La Mésure du monde. Paris, Seuil, p. 34. 

2 Pierre Crignon and Jean Parmentier were recognized poets as well as experienced navi-
gators who sailed to the New World and Sumatra in the service of Jean Ango, the Dieppois ship-
builder. In 1524, Parmentier equipped La Dauphine, the vessel that Verrazzano sailed to the New 
World. Parmentier succumbed to a fatal illness during the expedition to Sumatra in 1529. Pierre 
Crignon is considered to be the author of Le Discours de la Navigation de Jean et Raoul Parmen-
tier, which includes the Voyage à Sumatra en 1529, La Description de l’ isle de Sainct-Domingo and 
poetry by Parmentier and Crignon. This work was edited by Charles Schefer, and published as 
Volume IV in the collection Recueil de documents pour servir à l’ histoire de la géographie. Depuis 
le XIIIe jusqu’ à la fin du XVIe siècle (Paris: Ernest Leroux, 1883). The notions of verticality and 
horizontality in Parmentier’s writing are developed in “The Virgin and the Cosmographer: On 
Notions of Space in Jean Parmentier’s Chants royaux” by Michael Randall (Modern Language 
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Notes, Volume 113, Number 4, September 1998). Michael Weintraub explores corresponding 
notions of idealism and pragmatism in Pierre Crignon’s poetry in “The Heavens Inscribed: the 
instrumental poetry of the Virgin in Early modern France” (The British Journal for the History of 
Science, Volume 42, Issue 2, 2008).

3 Sir Walter Raleigh’s “Nymph’s Reply to the Shepherd” is a retort to Christopher Mar-
lowe’s “The Passionate Shepherd to his Love.” Both poems appear on the website Luminarium: 
Anthology of English Literature, (September 30, 2012).

4 Relation authentique du voyage du Capitaine de Gonneville es nouvelles terres des Indes. 
Introduction and Notes by M. d’Avezac. (Paris: Challamel Ainé, 1869).

5 See Lettres royales en forme de compulsoire portant mandemant pour la délivrance d’ex-
trait ou vidimus de la relation du voyage du capitaine de Gonneville (in Jacques Cartier: Voyages 
au Canada. Avec les relations des voyages en Amérique de Gonneville, Verrazano (sic) et Roberval. 
Paris, Éditions de la Découverte,1992).

6 The entire text of Verrrazzano’s letter, referred to in this article as Letter to the King, 
is reproduced in facsimile, in Italian transcription and in Susan Tarrow’s English translation in 
Voyages of Giovanni da Verrazzano 1524-1528 by Lawrence Wroth (New Haven, Yale University 
Press, 1970).

7 See for example Histoire de la marine française by Charles Bourel de la Roncière (Paris, 
Plon, 1899).

8 Verrazzano, p. 123.

9 Verrazzano, p. 132.

10 Verrazzano, pp. 123-124.

11 R. A. Skelton. “Infl uence of Verrazzano on 16th Century Cartography” in Giovanni da 
Verrazzano: Giornate Commemorative: Firenze – Greve in Chianti, 21-22 octobre 1961 (Florence, 1961).

12 See “Les Récits des voyageurs français aux Canaries: entre le mythe et la réalité” by 
Clara Curell in Seuils et traverses. Enjeux de l’ écriture du voyage. Actes du colloque de Brest –8 
juillet 2002: Volume I (Brest 2002). 

13 Verrazzano, p. 124.

14 Verrazzano, p. 125.

15 Verrazzano, p. 130.
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In October 1548, Vincenzo Ferrini, a member of 

the Medici Court in Pisa, sent a letter to Pier Francesco 

Riccio, the Grand Duke Cosimo I’s personal secretary. 

In his report, Ferrini makes reference to a number of 

food products, including excellent capers, a not-too-

spicy red wine, and rice from Alessandria. He also 

mentions the presentation to the court of a strange 

food product, so strange that he didn’t even recognize 

it: “I didn’t know what they were, nor did the bearers 

know what was in the trunk, and I presented it to their 

excellencies saying that it came from the del Gallo 

farm outside of Florence. They were cut open and 

everyone looked with great consideration.”1 Ferrini’s 

almost offhand remark, in the midst of an otherwise 

unremarkable letter, is the fi rst mention in the Medici 

Archives of pomodori, tomatoes. However odd it is for 
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us to think of the tomato as a botanical oddity to be 

presented to Italian princes, we have to remember 

that the voyages of discovery and conquest in the 

late fi fteenth and early sixteenth centuries were the 

beginning of what is referred to as the “Columbian 

Exchange.” This paper uses the references in the Medici 

Archives to look at the reception of these products 

and their integration into Italian cuisine.

A word on the primary sources: the Medici family 

ruled Florence from 1537 to 1743. Florence was a 

minor but brilliant court, and the Medici had a huge 

diplomatic and internal correspondence, all of which 

are preserved intact in the archives. The archive 

consists mostly of letters (nearly three million fi lling 

a full kilometer of shelf-space), and, as its website 

states, it “offers an incomparable panorama of two-

hundred years of human history, as told in the words 

of the people most immediately involved.” I learned 

about the archive at this conference last year from 

the director, Lisa Kaborycha, and while I did some 

of the research here in Florence, much was done 

via internet. The Medici Archive Project is in the 

process of digitizing and tagging all of the archives’ 

contents, and while that has only just begun, it is 

an invaluable resource which I encourage you all to 

use (mediciproject.org). The Documentary Sources 

database comprises over 21,000 letters, 15,000 
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biographical entries, and 80,000 geographical and 

topographical tags; the online version of the database 

receives an average of 20,000 monthly hits. 

A note too on the Columbian Exchange: this 

phrase, coined in 1973 by Alfred Crosby refers to the 

massive exchange of food products (and intoxicants: 

think coffee and chocolate) between Europe and 

the Americas. As Crosby tells us, of the 640 most 

important plants cultivated by man “[roughly] 

speaking, fi ve hundred of them belonged to the Old 

World and one hundred to the New.”2 Despite this 

seeming disparity, some of the New World products 

were of fundamental importance Despite the almost 

euphemistic word “exchange,” this trading of products 

was neither equally benefi cial nor done in a power-

neutral environment. If we take the example of sugar, 

we can start to understand how New World biodiversity 

was radically undermined, fi rst in the Caribbean and 

later on the mainland, and how indigenous peoples 

and later African slaves were worked to death to feed 

Europeans desire for sweets.3 

For those who are not food historians, what is 

most striking is imagining European food—or more 

specifi cally, Italian food—without these American 

food products. Think of the menu of any restaurant 

within a half a mile of Florence’s duomo, and imagine 

it without tomatoes, potatoes, mais, or for that matter 
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bell or hot peppers, New World beans, or chocolate. 

No arrabbiata, no potato gnocchi, no polenta as we 

know it. But there was pasta before tomatoes, gnocchi 

before potatoes, and polenta before mais, and this 

paper will discuss the changes in these foods after the 

Columbian exchange began.

Since we’ve already seen the quote about tomatoes, 

we’ll examine them fi rst. Botany is quite relevant to this 

history. One is tempted to chuckle about persistent 

European fears about the toxicity of tomatoes, but this 

fear was extremely well grounded. Tomatoes’ Latin 

binomial is Solanum lycopersicum. It is in the genus 

Solanum, along with potatoes (Solanum tuberosum); 

this genus belongs to the botanical family Solanaceae, 

otherwise known as the Deadly Nightshade Family, 

after its most prominent member. European botanists, 

while only using a crude version of our modern 

botanical classifi cation system, were absolutely right 

in placing the tomato in this family, and suspecting 

that the fruit (of tomatoes) or tubers (of potatoes) were 

perhaps poisonous.

There were other reasons for the slow acceptance 

of potatoes. As Allen Grieco shown, the classifi cation 

system for plants and animals of early modern 

Europe was derived less from observation and more 

from cosmological beliefs.4 During the middle ages, 

philosophers elaborated a conception of nature as 
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a refl ection of the seeming “natural order of things.” 

Mirroring hierarchies in human society, animals and 

vegetables were seen as having a place in what was 

called the Great Chain of Being. The “lowest” foods, 

those grown underground or at ground level—carrots, 

onions, beans—were low foods, considered fi t for (and 

indeed, healthy for) the lower classes. Fruit, growing on 

trees up off the ground, was more noble and hence fi t 

for more refi ned people. Birds were especially prized, 

most particularly birds of prey who fl ew high in the 

sky. In the Decameron Boccaccio recounts the story 

of the nobleman Federigo whose lover, also noble, is 

coming to visit him. Having fallen on hard times he 

has little to offer her, and ultimately, desperate for a 

dish appropriate to her station, he kills and serves as 

lunch his prized hunting falcon.

Given this system, we can easily imagine how 

tomatoes were seen. Though fi ve centuries of amateur 

and professional breeders have given us a dizzying 

array of tomato plants, Solanum lycopersicum’s natural 

tendency is to be recumbent, to grow in vines along 

the ground. Early modern botanists and philosophers, 

searching their ancient Greek botanical texts in vain 

for these plants, had to shoehorn them into the now-

inadequate system of classifi cation. The fi rst mention 

of a tomato in print in Italy was in 1544, four years 

before their presentation to the grand duke. Pietro 
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Andrea Mattioli, an early botanist, described them 

in his commentary on the ancient botanical text of 

Dioscorides.5 Without giving them a name, he calls 

them a “new kind of eggplant”—again more or less 

correct, as eggplant is also in the Solanaceae family—

and notes their red or yellow color when mature. 

While giving a few warnings about tomatoes’ supposed 

danger as far as imbalancing humors (another medieval 

theory), Mattioli concedes that tomatoes can be eaten 

cooked and then seasoned with salt, pepper, and olive 

oil. In an edition from ten years later (1554), Mattioli 

notes that the plant is called the “pomidoro,” just as it 

had been called in the Medici court. Castore Durante, 

a later commentator on the same Greek text, copies 

Mattioli’s description but adds that they are also called 

“pomi d’Etiopia” for their golden color.6

Despite the wonder of the court, despite the 

(admittedly lukewarm) endorsement for being 

comestible by botanists, the tomato was not 

immediately incorporated into the Italian food system. 

This seems astonishing today but tomatoes languished 

for centuries in botanical gardens as curiosities. Part of 

the explanation lies, as we have already seen, with well-

founded doubts about the plant’s toxicity, and with 

tomatoes low growth tendency and its corresponding 

low place in the pre-Linnean classifi catory system. 

Another reason is that tomatoes of today — products 
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of centuries of breeding — are likely much better tasting 

that the version Italians ate in the sixteenth century. 

These were, like potatoes, likely much more bitter. 

Peasants were perhaps reluctant to use them because 

being mostly water, they were less fi lling than other 

vegetables available. But perhaps most importantly, 

tomatoes did not fi t into the existing European 

food system. They weren’t able to be immediately 

“translated,” as Massimo Montanari says, into the 

European food dialect7. Indeed, the fi rst mention of 

tomatoes in a cookbook was in Antonio Latini’s Lo 

scalco alla moderna, published in 1694. Latini describes 

a Spanish tomato sauce (salsa di pomodoro alla spagnola) 

but it is supposed to garnish “boiled dishes and anything 

else,” not specifi cally pasta. While we can hypothesize 

an earlier penetration into the cuisine of the poor, it 

took a crisis in the system — demographic increase 

combined with diminishing marginal returns in food 

production — to force the tomatoes’ acceptance.

Mais had a different trajectory upon its introduction 

to Europe. It was rapidly adopted by Europeans, though 

the plant came to represent both the imposition of 

the landlords and the misery of the peasants. It did 

not begin this way, but spread like wildfi re across 

Western Europe, enthusiastically planted by peasants. 

“Discovered” by Columbus and brought to Spain 

in 1493, it was planted all across southern Europe 
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by the 1530s. Mais presented fewer diffi culties for 

categorization: it was referred to as a type of grain, and 

often an exotic appellation was added, emphasizing its 

arrival from “abroad.” In Italian it was referred to as 

“grano d’India” or “gran turco,” and only much later as 

“maitz” (as it appears in the 1667 reprint of Durante’s 

1585 herbal) or “mais.”

Its fi rst appearance in the Medici archives is from 

1545. In November of that year, a Medici offi cer in Pisa 

wrote to Pier Francesco Riccio, Grand Duke Cosimo’s 

chief of staff, that the grand duke’s Spanish wife, 

Eleonora of Spain, had ordered mais to be planted: 

“The Duchess commanded me to write to you, to have 

you plant that Indian grain, which I have given to the 

courier to give to you”8. Two years later another Medici 

diplomat writes (again to Riccio) to say that Cosimo 

wants him to fi nd as much Indian grain “like that which 

can be had in gardens in Florence and nearby” and have 

it planted9. Again in 1548 the same order, but this time 

in the gardens of the magnifi cent Medici residence, the 

Villa di Castello. As Gentilcore shows, mais appears 

increasingly in the iconography of sixteenth century 

Italy, recognizable in frescoes and sculpture. Unlike 

tomatoes, mais also spread in the countryside. 

Though apparently everywhere, mais’ presence 

was limited, it seems, to peasant gardens. Montanari 

explains that these were a sort of zona franca, a part of 
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peasant production that was not subject to seigniorial 

dues. Given mais’ incredible returns relative to grains 

of the day (30:1 as compared to wheat’s 5:1), it did not 

take long for Italy’s poor to realize what an excellent 

supplement to their diet the grain could be. While it 

is diffi cult to “see” this planting, historically speaking, 

given the lack of mention of corn in rent documents, 

other sources suggest that peasant use of corn in non-

taxable kitchen gardens spread rapidly. At the end of 

the sixteenth century, though, this interest on the part 

of the peasants waned just as it grew rapidly on the 

part of the landowners, and indeed because of it. The 

proprietors of the land in northern and central Italy 

realized that mais’ enormous yields could be used to 

produce food for their tenants, leaving the wheat to be 

sold on the market for profi t. Part of the wheat crop 

would henceforth not have to be “wasted” on feeding 

the tenants, who would subsist on mais.

This sudden enthusiasm for mais was resisted by 

the peasants, who (rightly) saw a diet based on mais 

as one much inferior to one with a large amount of 

wheat. Indeed, mais lacks an essential nutrient, niacin, 

and the later reliance on mais created an epidemic in 

the disease pellagra (caused by niacin defi ciency). As 

Montanari points out, this led to a century in which 

mais’ spread was arrested. Only the demographic 

pressures of the early eighteenth century pushed the 
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peasants into a dilemma: better a monotonous and 

potentially dangerous diet, or an insuffi cient one? 

Most chose the former, and mais became a staple from 

the Papal States to the Alps. The reliance on mais is 

painfully clear from the parliamentary inquests of the 

late nineteenth century10.

Potatoes, though initially suffering from some 

of the same problems of both the tomato and mais, 

ultimately were accepted by the Italians at all levels 

of society. Returning from our starting point of the 

sixteenth century Medici Archives, we fi nd…nothing. 

This is perhaps because the references to potatoes 

have not yet been found and categorized, due in 

part to the confused attempts at classifi cation. Like 

tomatoes, which were often confused with tomatillos, 

potatoes went by a variety of names and referred to 

one of three Columbian products. While some herbals 

referred to the plant as “papa” (its original Quechuan, 

and Spanish, name), it is also “tartuffali,” the word for 

a certain kind of truffl e. The resemblance is a strong 

one, and indeed the name persisted long enough in 

Italian to be loaned to German; to this day the word 

Kartoffel refers to potatoes. 

Again there is the problem that “this plant was to 

the ancients unknown,” as the 1667 reprint of Durante’s 

1585 herbal says; this meant both that it did not have 

a Latin name or a common one. Alfonso Ceccarelli’s 
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magnum opus on truffl es, published a few years before 

in 1564 discussed the potato (without naming it) in 

a chapter entitled “Whether [Truffl es] Are Found In 

The New World.” Ceccarelli underlines the fact that 

while some commentators on New World foods have 

indicated that there are truffl es there, these are not like 

European truffl es but rather “similar to mushrooms 

or chestnuts and are harvested from a plant similar 

to a poppy”11. The early seventeenth century botanist 

Gaspard Bauhin identifi ed the potato as a Solanaceae, 

and placed it in the genus Solanum, but this did not 

resolve popular confusion over the name, nor did it help 

potatoes’ bid for an acceptance as food for humans. 

As Gentilcore notes, “in the sixteenth century no one 

was sure how to turn the potato into bread, the main 

staple”12. 

In addition, potatoes were ill-adapted to most of the 

Italian peninsula. The tuber had been domesticated high 

in the Andes but initial experiments with it in the Old 

World were almost always conducted in the lowland 

areas. Italy’s hot and extremely arid Mediterranean 

summer was lethal for most potato plants unless they 

were cared for and irrigated. As a result — and despite 

the relative enthusiasm by gentleman botanists — the 

potato languished. There is no early mention of them in 

the Medici Archives, and Gentilcore’s careful research 

shows that there was no signifi cant mention of the 
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tuber from 1606 until the late 1760s. Though there 

was a “re-introduction” during the early nineteenth 

century (in the context of the last European famine 

of 1816-17), it was only in the mid-nineteenth century 

that the production of potatoes was any more than 

miniscule.

Three products — tomatoes, mais, and potatoes — 

without which contemporary Italian cooking would be 

unthinkable. This essay has tried to show how culinary 

acceptance is not necessarily directly proportional to 

culinary value. Early modern Tuscany, and the rest of 

the Italian peninsula, was hesitant to adopt these new 

products, as can plainly be seen from both the archival 

evidence and botanical sources.
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Endnotes

1 “I pomidoro, che non sapevo che panieri si fussi quello ne quel che vi fussi dentro, lo 
presentai a loro Eccellentie diciendo veniva di Firenze del Gallo. Et si aperse et chon grande 
considerazione si guardorano tutte.” Archivio di Stato di Firenze (hereafter ASF), Archivio Med-
iceo, 31 October 1548, Part 5, Busta 1174, 1.

2 Crosby, Jr., A., (2003, 30th anniversary edition of 1972 original), The Columbian Ex-
change: The Biological and Cultural Consequences of 1492 (Praeger, Westport, CT), 170.

3 See Mintz, S. (1985), Sweetness and Power: The Place of Sugar in Modern History (New 
York: Penguin).
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4 Grieco, A. “Food and Social Classes in Late Medieval and Renaissance Italy,” in: Food—A 
Culinary History, ed. J.F. Flandrin and M. Montanari (1991), Translated by A. Sonnenfeld 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1999). See also his “The Social Politics of Pre-Linnaean 
Botanical Classifi cation,” I Tatti Studies: Essays in the Renaissance 4: 131–149.

5 I rely heavily on David Gentilcore’s (2010) excellent history of the pomodoro on the pen-
insula, Pomodoro! A History of the Tomato in Italy (New York: Columbia University Press), 1-26.

6 Durante, C. (1667 edition of 1585 original), Herbario Novo (Venice: Giacomo Hertz), 565.

7 Montanari, M. (1996), The Culture of Food (Oxford: Blackwell), 99.

8 “La Sig.ra Duchessa mi ha comandato che io scriva alla S. V. che lei faccia seminare quel 
grano indiano, il quale ho dato al corriero che lo consegni alla S. V.” ASF, Mediceo del Principa-
to, 21 November 1545, Part 3, Busta 1170a, Folio 249.

9 ASF, Mediceo del Principato, 3 August 1547, Part 4, Busta 1170a, Folio 529.

10 AA.VV., Atti della Giunta per la inchiesta agragria e sulle condizioni della classe agricola, Vol. 
XI, t.II (Rome: Forzani e C. Tipografi  del Senato, 1885), p.208.

11 Ceccarelli, A.(1999 edition of 1564 original), Sui tartufi , Eds. Arnaldo Picuti and Anto-
nio Carlo Ponti, Transl. Daniele Di Lorenzi (Perugia, Italy: EFFE Fabrizio Fabbri Editore), 59.

12 Gentilcore, D. (2010), Italy and the Potato: A History, 1550-2000 (New York: Columbia 
University Press), 30.
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Culinary Tourism in the Province
of Florence and Gastronomic Desire

The development of enogastronomic tourism is 

part of a general trend of re-qualifi cation of agriculture 

and local products within a European context, and 

a relevant aspect to be explored in the experiences 

of travellers and tourists. Food, wine tasting and 

cooking experiences have become important activities 

and attractions: culinary tourism and the multi-

sensorial exploration of the edible world is part of the 

“foodscapes” (Guigoni, A. 2009) of tourist engagement 

with Italy, and with Tuscany in particular. In this paper 

I explore, through a refl ection on cooking classes in 

the province of Florence, the ways in which American 

tourists give meanings to their culinary experiences 

of Tuscan food. Through the incorporation of foods 

and practices, tourists and travellers not only explore 

different fl avours and textures, but also the values and 
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the symbols attached to those foods and the places that 

produce them. On the one side we assist to processes 

of “staged authenticity” where people, through the act 

of consuming, have an illusion of familiarity with a 

culture, on the other we see that food is experienced 

as a “total social fact”, including the “techniques of 

the body” that are needed to choose, prepare and 

cook the ingredients. In the tension between the 

commodifi cation of culture and the senses for the 

sake of the market and the creative performativity of 

different styles of engagement with cultural differences 

in the travelling experience, American tourists and 

Tuscan hosts interact and communicate through the 

desires, the knowledge, the gestures, the symbols that 

the preparation and the eating of food entails and 

encompasses. 

What do American tourists look for in culinary 

experiences in Tuscany, and how is this related to 

the patrimonialization of territory and goods in the 

province of Florence? We cannot generalise about 

American tourists as if they were a homogeneous 

category not differentiated by social class, age, ethnic 

background etc. Nonetheless, in the book “Culinary 

Tourism”, Lucy Long (2004) states that a common 

characteristic of contemporary American eating (as a 

result of the general affl uence of American society) is 

the treatment of food as entertainment, both at home 
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and abroad: in similar ways, culinary tourism is a way 

to explore foreign and exotic foods or to turn food 

that are thought to be familiar into objects for the 

tourist gaze (p. 13). The author affi rms that culinary 

tourism is linked to the contemporary condition of 

hypermobility: the capacity of food to hold time, place 

and memory is valued in an era when it seems that 

everything is available everywhere all the time. People 

give value to the specifi city of experiencing something 

on the spot in the world of which it is part, creating 

opportunities to fi nd, test and push the thresholds of 

the “unfamiliar”, breaking with one’s own daily routine 

and with predictability.

Food is an object that seduces tourists and 

travellers: at the same time local communities, through 

food, reproduce images of themselves reconstructing 

the past, with processes of patrimonialization often 

“manipulated” by institutions and associations, 

constructing new spaces and times of consumption. 

Through food both hosts and guests form connections 

and relationships in a plurality of identifi cations and 

subjectivities creating spaces of contact and encounter, 

negotiation and translation. 

The engagement of anthropology with the study 

of tourism and food in contemporary societies is 

associated to the themes that have always characterised 

its focus of study: travelling, the relationship with the 
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Other, cultural traditions and the transformation that 

occur when different groups and cultures meet and 

move. However, contemporary ethnographers face a 

horizon that is complex and stratifi ed, raising issues of 

reconfi guration of what are “local” and “traditional” 

alimentary practices, observing how segments of 

culture are interwoven in the “global” circulation of 

relations and products. 

Today, tradition is compressed and synthesized in 

fragments that are functional to a discourse that projects 

itself towards the external: in the tourist industry the 

objects that are more “fl exible” within different cultures, 

like foods, are manipulated by social actors in different 

ways, while other traits of traditional culture are not 

as easily made patrimony (family structure, kinship 

etc.). Some aspects of local cultures are therefore sold 

in the market alongside a “factory of differences”, 

promoted by national institutions, tourist operators 

and associations: subjectivities are performed and new 

professionalities are produced transforming into goods 

complex cultural experiential activities like preparing 

and consuming food (Badii, M. 2008). 

Contemporary practices of preparation and 

consumption of local food by tourists in Tuscany must 

be positioned within broader discourses of belonging, 

with people constantly moving across backstage 

organization and front stage representation, in a 
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continual articulation between external (political) and 

internal (folklore) inputs. Concepts like “patrimony”, 

“authenticity”, “difference”, “tradition” return often 

in our daily life and in the experience of tourists in 

Tuscany. I don’t want here to engage in a critique 

of those terms, designating as “inauthentic” what is 

designed for tourists. We must instead understand 

the concept of authenticity as an “emic” category 

constantly evoked by social actors involved in the 

complex exchange that culinary tourism entails 

(Badii, M. 2008). 

The tour operators interviewed have described 

culinary tourism as a niche tourism that is growing 

despite the global economic crises. Silvia, for example, 

is a Tuscan tour operator that organizes foot, hiking 

and gastronomic tours all over Italy, with tourists from 

foreign countries and especially from the USA. Her 

clients come to Italy usually as individuals and not as 

groups. She defi nes it a medium/high level tourism, 

with people wanting good reception services without 

luxuries. In her opinion people coming to Italy through 

this channel are different from the “standard tourists” 

travelling on big busses with 50 people. Tourists that 

engage in gastronomic experiences are looking for 

something more than the “average tourist”: they want 

more than tasting good food and are in search of “a 

way of life”.
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Rosa, another tour operator in Tuscany, describes 

their “Villa Program” whose focus is “discovering a 

different Italy” out of the big cities. This program is 

sold to tourists though an operator in the States that 

sends over two/four people at the time. People spend 

three nights in agriturismi of different levels. They 

have different categories according to the luxury of 

the structure: “rustic”, “refi ned” and “romantic”, and 

the locations are Chianti, southern Tuscany, Umbria. 

The cooking courses are almost individual, for two 

to four people at the time, and for a maximum of three/

four days in Umbria and Tuscany. At the beginning it 

was diffi cult to convince the agriturismi to take people 

for less than one week, but this is almost a standard 

formula now. The people that are more interested 

in the cooking classes are Americans, but they also 

have some Canadian, Australian and English clients. 

She notices that people from the States are always 

enthusiastic about cooking classes, while northern 

Europeans do not like them a lot: for example she 

recalls a couple of Norwegians that at the end of their 

stay were not happy to pay for something that they 

had to cook for. She says that Italian persons interested 

in cooking courses would want professional chefs and 

would never engage in such a course: “We would have 

the granny at home teaching us!”, but for an American 

the Italian cooking class is a truly “exotic” experience:
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I remember that I was surprised to see that a big American 

tour operator had a national prize, and people could win: a 

visit to Machu Picchu, a cruise in Antarctica and a cooking 

class in Tuscany! It is perceived as one of the marvel of the 

world, apparently!

The cooking classes are very “familiar”, they are run 

not by famous chefs but by the cook of the agriturismo 

were guests sleep. One of their most popular, is run by 

a lady in her own house in the province of Florence, 

in a small B&B with two rooms and a big kitchen. She 

carries on the course together with her nephew and, 

at the end of the afternoon spent cooking, they have 

dinner all together with the mother of the nephew and 

her husband, the mother of the owner, her daughter and 

her boyfriend. They all live together in a big house as an 

extended family, which is now an unusual thing in Italy. 

She stresses that cooking course is done by “normal” 

people that can cook and have a taste for good food.

The idea is to make simple recipes, that can be easily repro-

duced abroad, but that are typically Italian, we teach them 

how to do tagliatelle from scratch for example. So basically 

we cook a dinner together, from the beginning to the end, 

from the antipasto to the desserts. Sometimes we also go 

to shop for the ingredients together, we bring them to the 

mercato. We do local specialities: bruschette, f lan di verdure, 

a soup like ribollita, grilled vegetables, the pasta or gnocchi. 

People love making gnocchi because they get full of fl our, they 

laugh and have a lot of fun, they have to give the shape with 

their fi nger, everyone has in front of them a little fl our and 
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two eggs, so everyone makes its own little portion of tagli-

atelle or gnocchi, then everything is cooked together. In fact 

it is funny when you eat, some gnocchi are very small while 

others are too big, but people don’t expect to eat the perfect 

meal, also because they have done it themselves.

These kinds of courses have become popular 

since the 1990’s when Italian diet and the so-called 

“Mediterranean diet” have become more fashionable: 

before people preferred French cooking courses in the 

region of Provence in France. “Pomodoro e basilico is 

what they like”, says Rosa.

They see it a simple and light cooking, less complicated and 

less buttery than the French, without sauces and things like 

that, the olive oil […] everyone knows everything about ol-

ive oil, it seems as if it liquid gold, there is a growing interest 

in Italian food. Henry, who runs the American tour opera-

tor, told me that there are more Italian courses than French 

courses now. 

Silvia says: 

Italy is beautiful, there are beautiful monuments, landscapes, 

good food, all of these factors count, but the difference is 

that people engaged in this kind of tourism are looking for 

contacts with people, a personalized contact. They want to 

be treated like friends more than like clients, they look for a 

deep bonding because they have an image of Italy as a coun-

try that is able to “live”, where you can live a “good life”, they 

have the vision of “happy people” who enjoy life and they 

want to share its warmth […].
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She insists that when they sell their products, they 

must give the client the “sense” of being friends, that 

they get more than a service, that they truly enter into 

a culture: 

I think that tourists are not even aware that this is what they 

are looking for. If you ask tourists why they are coming to It-

aly, they would tell you because it is beautiful, but if you hear 

them talking, or when they thank you and they write you back 

at the end of their stay they say: “It has been the best holiday 

of my life, one of the greatest experiences”, to me it is bizarre 

since they have been staying for three days in a country house 

doing a cooking class, so I wonder: what have they been doing 

before in their life if this is the best holiday of their life? I think 

they say this because they found what they looked for, a per-

sonal experience, they felt treated like friends.

Silvia says that only few tourists engaged in the 

cooking classes come with some knowledge about 

cooking, many people are interested in the total 

experience of being together, drinking a glass of wine 

while preparing the antipasti: they are not really 

interested in learning how to cook a specifi c recipe, 

they like to see the atmosphere, entering the life of 

Italians, inside their kitchens, living a closer relationship 

with Italy. She says: 

Of course they like Italian food and dishes, because Italian 

cooking is good […] but there is more to it. They also mar-

vel at how much we eat and we are slim, but what they eat 
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everyday while they are on holiday it is common for us only 

during the Sunday lunch, we don’t eat everyday antipasto 

primo and secondo. People are happy because we stay all to-

gether, it is convivial, we stay in the family, they have the im-

pression to be a guest of the house, not a client.

She insists about the importance of building 

services for people, because while it is easy to book 

hotels online by themselves, it is diffi cult for people 

to get complex and experiential services like a hiking 

tour, wine tasting and cooking course.

According to the operators this kind of culinary 

tourism works particularly well in Tuscany, because 

this region has been able more than others to make 

patrimony of its immaterial goods, with regional 

politics favouring tourism in the countryside: the 

Regione Toscana has been able to market its myth more 

than other regions in Italy. There have been a variety of 

fi lms and books, for example “Under the Tuscan sun” 

or “The English Patient”, that are good advertisements 

for foreign tourists. According to the operators, the 

Regione Umbria for example has not been able to do the 

same than Tuscany. Rosa says that when people go to 

Umbria often they are positively surprised, although 

it is a much less publicized destination. The myth of 

Italy comes from the 19th Century, but at the time 

people did not go to Umbria because it was mainly an 

agricultural and poor society, while Tuscany has had 
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it fast and grandeur. According to the tour operator, 

Tuscan landscape has been one of the fi rst to be 

represented in paintings, it has been made mythical in 

the Grand Tour writers, becoming an economic value. 

Tuscany is the fi rst region in Italy that has understand 

this economic potential:

If you go around Tuscany, apart from some industrial towns 

like Prato, and you walk from Montepulciano to Siena for 

one week, you don’t see anything that is ugly, the landscape 

is so neat and well preserved, I think that from the 19th Cen-

tury they have started to understand that it is an economic 

investment, they were the fi rst to have the idea of the agritur-

ismo to preserve the countryside.

She links good care of landscape to the effects of 

“good government” of the Region, not only for private 

investments, but for the public good. Administrators in 

Tuscany, she thinks, have still a sense of the res publica 

that refl ects on the landscape, on the promotion of 

local cuisine as a common patrimony to be promoted.

While tourists look for “authenticity” in the 

culinary experiences that they are engaged in, hosts and 

tour operators work hard to give the “sense” that the 

experience is a truly familiar one, marketing “tradition” 

of local culinary practices. We know that tradition is a 

fl uid category, shaped by different levels that interact 

in a multitude of contexts, rather than still objects 
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from the past. At the same time tradition is not only a 

strategic rhetoric of selection of goods-objects, but is a 

mirror, a fi lter though which groups and communities 

read events of the past and give a sense of direction 

for the future. The process of patrimonialization of 

alimentary practices is founded on the organization of 

an identitary collective discourse produced in a space/

time of representation, and tradition is central in the 

capitalization of goods that are patrimonializable 

(Papa, C. 1999).

The construction of culinary experiences of local 

foods are organized by operators as “staged performances” 

in the market. At the same time, local hosts wish to 

preserve their landscape, cuisine and traditions not only 

for economic advantages but also as a mean to reconstruct 

new identitary spaces and practices around the “good 

government” of landscape and goods. 

We see therefore that consuming and preparing 

food in the encounters of culinary tourism is invested 

with new symbolic meanings in a global market that 

expresses itself at the local level. Food as an “experiential 

good” in the tourism exchange allows people to 

construct a space/time connection where moments 

of production, preparation and consumption (that 

are highly separated in the processes of alimentary 

delocalization) are again lived as a unifi ed moment 

while experiencing it (Fiorillo A. 2008).
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On the one hand Tuscan tour operators market 

as patrimony food and gastronomy for an external 

audience transforming experiential and immaterial 

practices into goods, on the other hand American 

tourists through the act of preparing and consuming 

food are often guided by the desire to embody the 

Other (materialized as food), increasing their cultural 

capital involved in food tasting and preparation of foods 

perceived as highly cultural and symbolic (Germann 

Molz, J. 2007). Through this performative encounter, 

social actors rediscover a value attached to the symbolic 

space of food preparation and consumption, overcoming 

the anxiety over what Claude Fischler (1979) names 

“gastro-anomie”, the “loss of sense” that marks the 

alimentary condition of modernity in industrialized 

countries: overabundance of food, reduction of group 

social control and rules of conviviality that leaves to the 

consumer greater freedom and individualized choices, 

the multiplication of discourses and images on food 

that produce a cacophonic and contradictory mosaic 

of criteria around food choices. 

The encounters between culinary tourists and 

Tuscan hosts are more than simple “marketing” 

activities: through the patrimonialization of alimentary 

practices different groups construct a new sense of self 

and other. As the anthropologist Ernesto De Martino 

(1977, p. 615) wrote: 
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Se è una minaccia la fame, è una minaccia anche mangiare 

da soli: ché il pane come cibo che nutre si può perdere an-

che quando si spegne la sua valorizzazione di cibo da man-

giarsi in comune.

 

(“Hunger is indeed a menace, but it is also a menace to consume 

food alone: you can lose the signifi cance of bread and its nourishing 

effects if the value of food eaten together is lost”). 

Alimentary practices, conviviality and gastronomic 

desire, often consciously manipulated by administrators 

and tourist operators to create added values to what 

they sell, are therefore powerful tools through which 

people construct identities, giving new meanings to 

concepts such as “typical products” and “authenticity”. 
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